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Abstract 

This thesis addresses a comprehensive approach to understanding the time-varying 
thermal errors in machine tools. Errors in machine tools are generally classified as being 
time or spatial dependent. Thermal errors are strongly dependent on the continuously 
changing operating conditions of a machine and its surrounding environment. Uniform 
temperature rises or stable temperature gradients, which produce time-invariant thermal 
errors, are considered to be rare in ordinary shop floor environments. Difficulties in 

analysing time-varying thermal errors are that, first of all, the temperature distribution 

within the components of a machine should be evaluated, and secondly, the distribution 
is continuously changing with time. These difficulties can be overcome by introducing a 
point-wise description method with three thermal parameters. From the theoretical 
analysis of simple machine elements such as bars, beams and cylinders, and extensive 
finite-element simulation data for a straightedge subject to room temperature variations, 
three thermal parameters, i. e. time-delay, time-constant and gain, were identified to 
obtain a precise description of the thermal deformation of a point of a machine body. 

Time-delay is dependent largely on thermal diffusivity, and the heat transfer mechanism. 
The time-constant is governed by heat capacity, heat transfer mechanism and body size. 
Gain, on the other hand, is determined by the thermal expansion coefficient, heat 
transfer mechanism and mechanical constraint. The three thermal parameters, in turn, 
imply that thermal deformation of a point in a body can be described by a simple first- 

order differential equation. Regarding their dependence on the heat transfer mechanism, 
a more refined description requires a time-varying linear first-order differential 

equation. Such an equation can be applied to each point of interest of a machine body. 
The final form of modelling, using the parameters, is a state-space equation gathering 
the governing equations for the points of interest. By adopting the point-wise discrete 

modelling method, we can overcome the difficulty of the spatial distribution of the 
temperature. Indeed, the calibration of a machine tool is usually performed at discrete 

points. 

The completion of this approach was made by presenting the methods by which the 
three thermal parameters can be evaluated. The first method employs analytical tools 
based on simplifying assumptions about the shape and boundary conditions of machine 
components. The second method was to apply numerical techniques to complex 
machine components. Because there are many drawbacks in theoretical approaches, 
experimental techniques are essential to complement them. The three thermal 
parameters can be easily identified using popular parameter identification techniques 
which can be applied to time-varying cases by their recursive forms. The techniques 
described were applied to modelling the thermal errors in a single-point diamond 
turning research machine. It was found that the dominant error component was spindle 
axial growth. The predictive model for the time-constant was shown to be in agreement 
with both the machine and with the scaled physical model rig. 
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Chapter 
1 

Introduction 

1.1 Machine Tool and Thermal Error 

Machine tools, as essential elements of many manufacturing systems, play vital roles in 
manufacturing industries and make highly sophisticated machining operations possible 
in conventional shop floor environments. Increasingly, changes in the business 
requirements of manufacturing industries are driving machining systems to be more 
accurate and more productive. Many solutions of automated machining operations are 
available for higher productivity and machine tools are evolving to higher accuracy. A 
marriage of machine tools and metrology has been an outstanding technical 
breakthrough in achieving higher dimensional accuracy of machined parts. Machine tool 
metrology is concerned with assessment of the accuracy capability of machine tools, and 
errors of machine motion mechanisms can be evaluated and presented in a standardised 
metrological manner. Figure 1.1 shows trends in limiting values of tolerances in 
discrete-parts manufacturing industries, which produce individual products (Swyt, 
1992). 
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Figure 1.1 Trends in limiting values of tolerances 
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The overall trend to tighter manufacturing tolerances affects each of these three regimes, 
normal, precision and ultraprecision, as shown in the figure. According to Swyt (1992), 
the three regimes are defined such that: 

Q Normal machining, as done by conventional machine tools, verified by coordinate 
measuring machines, and used to manufacture products such as aircraft and 
automobiles. 

Q Precision machining, as done by diamond turning machines, measured by special 
laser interferometer systems, and used to manufacture products such as optical discs 
and X-ray mirrors. 

Q Ultraprecision machining, as done by various types of atom, ion, electron, optical- 
photon, and X-ray systems, measured by electron and tunnelling microscopy, and 
used to produce structures such as micro- and nano-electronic devices. 

The general trend corresponds to roughly factor-of-three decreases in the size of 
tolerances every ten years. It can be considered that errors of machine tools have been 
reduced according to those trends and will continue to. Of those, errors caused by 
thermal deformations of machine structures account for as much as 70 % of workpiece 
inaccuracy (Bryan, 1990) and are the most difficult hurdle in achieving higher accuracy 
nowadays. Others are errors due to geometric inaccuracy of machine components, errors 
due to low static and dynamic stiffness of machine structures, tool wear, etc. All of them 
are well known to industry people as well as academic people, and can be controlled in 
an intended way in design stages. Various kinds of errors of machine tools will be dealt 
with in the next chapter. 

Any dimensional change of machine structures due to thermal disturbances causes 
machined parts to deviate from intended dimensions. Moreover such thermal 
deformations often turn out to exhibit complex mechanical behaviours that are exhibited 
in unpredictable ways. The complex, unpredictable thermal deformations arise from a) 
continuously changing machine operating conditions, b) various kinds of heat sources 
around a machine, and c) complicated machine structure. 

1.2 Literature Review of Thermal Error Research 

In the early stage of thermal error research most of the work devoted to problems in 
dimensional metrology used a defined temperature point 20°C as a standard for 

measurements. A simple view of thermal errors would be to consider results from linear 

expansion or contraction of machine members, which involve a certain uniform 
temperature increase or decrease within the body of a machine member, the thermal 

expansion coefficients of materials used and the length of the member. 

Bryan (1990) published a dedicated status report on thermal error research and classified 
that problem as the effects of uniform temperatures other than 20°C. In the first part of 
the report, he pointed out that the situation in industry, in connection with thermal 
problems, had changed very little since his first survey in 1967. He also gave a 
comprehensive diagram showing thermal effects on machine tools and coordinate 
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measuring machines, as shown in Figure 1.2. According to Bryan's survey, 
identification of the effects of uniform temperatures other than 20°C dated back to 1920; 
Peters and Boyd (1920) identified that it was necessary to consider thermal expansion of 
gauges together with the uncertainty of thermal expansion coefficients of the material 
for high accuracy measurement. Weck et al. (1995) also made a survey particularly on 
reduction and compensation of thermal errors in machine tools. 
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Figure 1.2 Thermal effects diagram 

ANSI Standard B-89.6.2 (1973) was published to express measures of the effects of 
deviation from the standard temperature and nominal expansion coefficients as a 
consequence of the research efforts. In the meantime commercial applications of such 
research results have appeared. The idea of the commercial applications was based on 
the fact that that thermal errors due to uniform temperatures other than 20°C could be 

analysed and compensated by accurate measurements of temperature distribution in 

machine tools and coordinate measuring machines or reduced by temperature-controlled 
fluid showers or temperature-controlled enclosures. For example, many modern 
coordinate measuring machines are equipped with software error correction functions 
for differential expansion between parts and masters (Chou and DeBra, 1990; Breyer 

and Pressel, 1991). As a passive alternative, low expansion materials are widely used in 

machine structures nowadays (Youden, 1990). 

Owing to these effective means we can deal with thermal errors due to uniform 
deviations from 20°C effectively. However the uncertainties of thermal expansion 
coefficients are still difficult to overcome. These degrade the quality of compensation 
action directly because we often do not know the exact values of thermal expansion 
coefficients. In relation to the determination of thermal expansion coefficients, Berthold 

and Jacobs (1976) presented a sophisticated optical system for ultraprecise measurement 
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of very low thermal expansion and an optical fibre interferometer was devised to 
measure thermal deformation by Kimura et al. (1991). 

With an accumulation of the knowledge of the effects of uniform temperatures other 
than 20°C, researchers tried to work out those of non-uniform temperatures, which were 
further classified into static effects due to temperature gradients and dynamic effects due 
to temperature variations according to Bryan (1990). Steady-state temperature gradients 
are usual phenomena occurring in a typical industrial building. Vertical temperature 
gradients within the air may be 1 °C per metre or greater, due to the tendency of air to 
stratify (Wasson et al., 1993a). 

Owing to advances of numerical techniques, research into thermal errors due to 
temperature gradients has made good progress. Weck and Zangs (1975) mentioned that 
calculation of thermal deformations would make an important contribution to increasing 
the work accuracy of a machine tool if more experience was gained in considering 
cumbersome factors such as geometric simplification, thermal and mechanical boundary 

conditions in finite element modelling. Venugopal and Barash (1986) verified the 
usefulness of finite element techniques in thermal error modelling. 

Trapet and Waldele (1989) made a major contribution to an understanding of 
temperature gradients. They showed excellent agreements between analytical 
calculations and measured actual errors by employing a special box around a measuring 
machine in order to induce temperature gradients within the machine deliberately. 
Balsamo et al. (1990) developed a model for a measuring machine, which used a 
combination of finite element and black box empirical techniques. Under relatively 
large temperature gradients for experimental purposes, the results showed that 80 to 85 
% of the deformations could be explained by the model. They also implemented 

automatic corrections to compensate for thermal errors. 

Breyer and Pressei (1991) reported a radical development in coordinate measuring 
machine structures. They devised ceramic-coated aluminium beams for slideways. The 
high conductivity of aluminium minimises the temperature gradient between the top and 
bottom of the beam, which in turn minimises bending deformation. Wasson et al. 
(1993a) studied analytically the straightness errors of rectangular beams under ambient 
air temperature gradients and found layers of insulating materials that isolated beams 
from the surrounding air could be used to substantially reduce the thermal deflections. 

The problem of temperature variations (or dynamic effects) is much more complicated 
than those of uniform temperatures other than 20°C and static temperature gradients, 
because they have time as well as spatial dependency. In a real situation, it is often 
necessary to deal with time-varying (or dynamic) temperature effects due to rapidly 
changing machine operating conditions and usually uncontrolled shop floor 

environments. According to Bryan (1990), there are no obvious means to determine the 
sensitivity of a machine to temperature variations before it has been built and tested. 

Grand (1952,1955) identified the frequency of temperature variations affecting 
dimensional measurements. As many dynamic systems have certain frequency response 
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characteristics, thermal systems also reveal a distinctive response to a particular 
frequency at which temperature varies. An analytical method on thermal growth of 
aerostatic spindles was developed by Baker and Hornung (1970) for steady-state 
conditions. They predicted the maximum growth of an aerostatic spindle over a range of 
spindle speeds due to the friction in aerostatic bearings that increases with spindle 
speeds. 

Spur and De Haas (1973) applied the concept of the time-constant to spindle thermal 
growth problems. They introduced cooling systems as an effective means to diminish 
the inertia temperature of components of a machine governed by the time constant. 
Thermal behaviour around fixed joints is a difficult-to-analyse subject but Attia and 
Kops (1978,1979a, 1979b) presented several papers on thermal deformations around 
them. Fixed joints in machine tools were considered to introduce a closed-loop 
interaction between the contact pressure distribution along the joint, the thermal field in 
both structural elements in contact and the deformation of these elements. 

Teeuwsen et al. (1989) explored empirical thermal model approaches, as a more 
effective means to numerical and analytical techniques. Measured errors were fitted 
numerically to piecewise polynomials and error correction using the fitted polynomials 
proved to be effective. Bryan (1990) reported some poor results from finite element 
calculations applied to prediction of thermal deformations of a sphere as an indication of 
some drawbacks of theoretical approaches. Moriwaki et al. (1990) carried out numerical 
and experimental investigations into the effects of cutting heat in ultraprecision diamond 
turning. They estimated the temperature rise of a tool and workpiece employing a finite 
element technique based on measured cutting forces. The temperature rise of 
workpieces was relatively low (less than 1 °C) as compared with that of tools (more than 
10°C). The machining error due to the temperature rise reached the order of a few 
micrometers. 

The influence of fluctuating ambient temperature to machine tool structures was 
investigated analytically and experimentally by Tanabe and Takada (1991,1994). Under 
conditions of fluctuating ambient temperature, the thermal deformation of a concrete 
bed was about half of that of a cast iron bed. Due to the small thermal conductivity of 
concrete (1.2 W/m-K), the concrete bed experienced ambient temperature variations 
only at the surface layer. Moriwaki et al. (1991) also studied the effects of 
environmental temperature changes on the thermal deformation of a machining centre. 
The surface temperature of a machining centre followed the ambient air temperature 
with a time delay of 2 to 3 hours, but the amplitude of temperature change was slightly 
smaller than that of the ambient air. Stein and Tu (1991) proposed a semi-empirical 
state-space model for the heat generation of a machine tool spindle. The model 
estimated the dynamic as well as static thermally induced bearing preload, which is 
usually several thousand Newtons, of different spindle bearing systems for a wide speed 
range over 10,000 rpm. 

Mishima et al. (1993) developed a thermo-hydrodynamic analysis method for aerostatic 
bearings and used it for evaluating thermal deformations of an aerostatic spindle. They 

could present time history of thermal growth under various spindle rotational speeds. A 
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model for heat generation due to mechanical friction was studied by Schulz and Schmitt 
(1994), which could give a basis for prediction of the amount of heat generated during 
machining. Weck and Schroeder (1994) worked out the problem of thermal expansion 
of a tool and workpiece and proposed an active tool-cooling system using Peltier 
elements attached to a tool. A thermal modelling method for diamond cutting was 
presented by Balkrishna et al. (1995) who tried to establish a method of determination 
of temperature distribution in the micro-domain. 

Machine manufacturers tried to reduce thermal errors by incorporating temperature 
control or cooling systems into their machines. Though temperature control of machine 
structures seems to be an obvious, easy choice, the high cost prohibits them from 

applying that method. With needs of unconventional, high precision and sophisticated 
fabricating machines, some machines are now equipped with precise temperature 
controllers using oil showers or oil cooling techniques for the stabilisation of machine 
frames (Bryan, 1979a). 

Many compensation techniques have been explored to reduce thermal errors in a direct 
or indirect way. Direct compensation techniques, simple yet efficient methods, make use 
of directly measured data of displacements between a tool and a workpiece. Process- 
intermittent probing units for relocating the origin of a machine are readily available to 
minimise thermal drifts of machine tools cost-effectively. However the measurements of 
thermal drifts are not always possible during machining using the units. Most research 
efforts have been directed towards indirect methods that employ a deformation model, 
which is often based on temperature distribution measurements and on models 
correlating temperature distribution to deformation. 

Calibration methods of thermal errors were summarised by Tlusty and Mutch (1973). 
Moriwaki (1988) developed a hydrostatic spindle incorporating real-time thermal 
growth compensation using an analytical model of the spindle and temperature 
measurements. The correction was made by a tool post equipped with a micro- 
positioning mechanism using a piezoelectric actuator and the method proved to be 

effective in controlling spindle-tool relative displacements within less than 1 µm. 
Marshall and Hardwick (1989) regarded a machine tool as being composed of zones, 
which expand (or contract) with temperature. By using linear regression analysis, they 
tried to find the distortion algorithm, based on the measurement data, which represents 
the thermal deformation of critical zones that contribute significantly to the total thermal 
error. The work had indicated that potential improvements in workpiece accuracy of up 
to five times can be realised. Balsamo et al. (1990), using a semi-empirical model 
incorporating basic finite element codes on a coordinate measuring machine, corrected 
up to 65 % of thermal deformations and argued that compensation techniques must not 
be considered as an alternative to design improvements and thermal stabilisation of a 
machining system by the circulation of fluids or air-conditioning. 

Chen et al. (1993) used an empirical model approach in order to compensate thermal 
errors in real time on a machining centre. They used 32 geometric and thermal error 
components to model the spatial- and time-variant volumetric errors of a machining 
centre. Of those, 11 thermal error components were estimated in real time using the 
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measured temperatures of a machine. The estimation was based on pre-established 
empirical models obtained from a multiple regression method using polynomials. This 
scheme was implemented on a horizontal machining centre and was shown to improve 
the machine accuracy by an order of magnitude. 

A finite element model approach was applied to real-time compensation of thermal 
deformation of a planar step motor by Ish-Shalom and Wasfy (1994). An improvement 

of a factor of five was achieved in the positioning accuracy by compensating the thermal 
deformation based on the model. Hatamura et al. (1993) applied active compensation of 
thermal distortion to development of an intelligent machining centre. By controlling 
heaters and coolers on the column of the machine, they could compensate the distortion 

of the spindle within approximately 10 µm. 

Mou and Liu (1993) presented an adaptive methodology for evaluating thermal errors 
using a state-space approach. Constructing multivariable state observers to track thermal 
effects in real time, they demonstrated a method of how to update thermal error models 
in real-time with least possible measurements during machine running conditions. A 
fuzzy-logic based neural network was successfully applied for the learning control of 
thermal errors (Srinivasa and Ziegert, 1993). Chen (1995) developed an online 
compensation scheme for dynamic thermal errors by using an artificial neural network 
model. The compensation scheme had been proven to improve the machine accuracy by 
an order of magnitude with the offline calibration of stationary geometric errors. 
Srinivasa et al. (1996) applied a laser ball bar to evaluation of spindle thermal drifts. 
The developed method required only a single experimental set-up for obtaining the 
thermally induced error map of a machine tool in contrast with conventional 
measurement methods measuring each error component one at a time. Allen et al. 
(1996) made a distinction between the temperature model and deformation model of a 
thermally affecting machine, and used a thermal imaging camera in order to identify 
problematic parts in a machine easily and establish the temperature models quickly. 
Recently a comprehensive survey paper on compensation techniques was given by 
Sartori and Zhang (1995). 

As a design technique, Sata et al. (1973) developed a general computer program for the 
design and analysis of machine tool structures that could analyse and optimise thermal 
deformations. Also, a method of identifying the intensity of heat sources from 
temperature measurement was developed by modifying heat conduction equations based 
on finite element methods. They controlled either additional heat sources or spindle 
speed to reduce the change of temperature and deformation of machine tools. Spur et al. 
(1988) used non-metallic engineering materials, such as ceramics and fibre-reinforced 

plastics, to build experimental spindle units. They found that fibre-reinforced plastics 
deform much less than ceramics. 

Yurin (1990) developed a computerised method of the earliest design stage of machine 
tool components with thermal analysis based on many years of experience. He suggested 
a knowledge-based expert system in dealing with thermal errors for designers. 
Jedrzejewski and Modrzycki (1992) presented a method of evaluating thermal 
deformations using operational conditions of a machine tool based on a finite element 
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technique. The method incorporated the automatic determination of power losses as a 
function of operating conditions and automatic division of heat flow in machine joints. 
Thermal performance evaluation was carried out for a water hydrostatic bearing using 
computational-fluid-dynamics codes by Wasson et al. (1993b). They showed that the 
use of materials with low thermal conductivities and low thermal expansion coefficients 
appeared to minimise the overall thermal growth errors in hydrostatic bearings. 

This review reveals complexities inherent in thermal error problems, i. e. thermal errors 
are dependent on so many variables that are also related to each other intimately. 
Numerical techniques and error measurements in real machines seem to be the most 
effective tools to the problems in a case-by-case basis. It is obvious that a lot of 
confusion is present in expressing and interpreting thermal errors in industry and 
academic areas, partly from the lack of the knowledge that must be simple, unified and 
understandable and, in turn, partly from the absence of documentary standards for the 
evaluation of all kinds of thermal errors. In order to boost achievement of higher 
accuracy, it is necessary to devise a simply understandable, unified approach 
incorporating the basics of machine tool metrology. 

1.3 Objectives of This Work 

An underlying fundamental philosophy of this work is to describe engineering 
knowledge in a simple and easily understandable way so that every participant to a 
problem, having various levels of knowledge, can all actively talk to each other using a 
common language and conception of that problem, resulting in a cohesive solution. In 
that sense, this work encompasses the following disciplines: 

Q Modelling: In most cases, thermal errors of machine tools are not direct effects from 

simple elongation or contraction of thermally affected machine components. It is 

more likely that the overall thermal behaviour of a machine is complicated by the 
interactions of many components having different time-dependent characteristics, 
resulting in time-varying (or dynamic) thermal errors. It is believed that several 
parameters act upon thermal responses of a machine. Such parameters can serve as a 
measure of how things will occur and model of time-varying thermal errors. In order 
to obtain a detailed picture of the thermo-mechanical behaviour of machine 
components, it is necessary to detect such parameters and present them in a simple 
yet systematic manner. 

Q Evaluation: Having found these parameters, it is intended next to investigate 
evaluation methods of the parameters. Some would be envisaged during the course 
of prior background work. This study intends to demonstrate how to evaluate the 
governing parameters of thermal errors both analytically and empirically. If both of 
the analytic and empirical evaluation methods prove to be effective in identifying 
thermal characteristics of a machine tool, parameters detected will have a 
compatibility throughout theoretical and experimental studies, providing a unified 
background. That is, purely experimental or purely theoretical parameters are 
avoided in this study. 
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Q Design Methods: A thorough understanding usually brings forth prediction ability. It 
is possible to predict thermal behaviour of a machine in an early design stage by 

assessing system parameters of the machine, which govern the thermal responses 
under given temperature conditions, so that a more forgiving machine in response to 
thermal disturbances can be realised. Due to the limited mechanical adaptability of 
machine components towards an ideal performance, the methods are likely to have 
limited, though, valuable application. It is, however, a firm belief in precision 
engineering that precision should be attained by a mechanical assembly as a whole 
rather than by other means, for example, by error detection and control actions. 
However, the knowledge obtained can be applied to a compensation stage for the 
further improvement of machine accuracy. 

The literature review identified that the effects of temperature variations were difficult 
to understand and that only a few studies had been made in the field of design methods 
to reduce the thermal sensitivity of machines. In order to envisage thermal responses of 
machine components clearly in engineers' minds, a simple yet unified modelling method 
is required. The investigations will assist the designer to minimise the effects of 
temperature variations, resulting in machines of reduced thermal sensitivity. In-depth 
investigations of the interactions of time-dependent thermal responses of different 
machine components were shown to be a key subject of this study. 
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Chapter 
2 

Machine Tool Metrology 
and Errors 

2.1 Accuracy of Machine Tools 

Machine tools produce three dimensional machined objects that are subject to many 
dimensional requirements, such as dimensional tolerances, geometrical tolerances and 
specified surface finishes. In turn, the dimensional integrity of these objects is verified 
by instruments, such as micrometers, CMMs, surface roughness testers, etc., as shown 
in Figure 2.1. Machine tools themselves are calibrated by laser interferometers, 

electronic levels, precision squares, ball bars, etc., as covered by the national or 
international standards. Therefore, the fundamentals of machine tool accuracy can be 
found in the field of dimensional metrology. Dimensional measurements are considered 
to be the determination of the size of an object while displacement measurements imply 

measuring the movement of a point from one position to another. The accuracy of a 
machine tool is dependent on its displacement-measuring ability, and on the builders' 

ability to assess dimensional and displacement measurements. Strictly, accuracy is the 
deviation of a measured value from a true value, which is not determinable, but in 

metrological terms, is often defined as the estimate of the degree to which 
measurements are free from systematic error. 
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Industrial standards 

CMMs f Machine Machine 
Figure 2.1 Metrological chain 
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Accuracy is often represented by the term systematic error (Swyt, 1991). A systematic 
error is drawn from a sample of tests by applying a Gaussian statistical distribution. 
Systematic errors have a repeatable value and sign at a given position and under given 
conditions. Precision or repeatability denotes a measure of the scatter of results obtained 
if an attempt is made to exactly repeat a given operation. Precision is conventionally 
represented numerically in terms of a standard deviation (Swyt, 1991). The metrological 
term for a combined measure of precision and accuracy is uncertainty, which means the 
amount by which a measured value disagrees with the true value (ISO, 1993). The term 
error is considered to be the difference between the estimated true value and value found 
by a measurement while the collection of all possible measurement errors is described 
by the measurement uncertainty (Phillips, 1995). 

In many situations, we may not have a known value with which to compare instrument 

readings or machine positions, and yet we may feel fairly confident that the instrument 

or machine is within a plus or minus range of the true value. In such cases, we say that 
the plus or minus range expresses the uncertainty of the instrument readings or machine 
positions. Machine tool accuracy is sometimes represented by the maximum 
translational or rotational error between any two points in a machine's work volume as a 
peak-to-valley value. In this case, the accuracy is considered to represent approximately 
twice the positioning uncertainty. 

ESys Resolution 

6aA (36 value) 
U 

N 

Q" 
a) s., 

U 

0 TrueA µa µB TrueB 
Measured displacement 

Figure 2.2 Frequency of occurrences of measurement data A and B 
(Esys = Systematic error, o= Standard deviation, U= Uncertainty, µ= Mean) 

In Figure 2.2, two sets of measurement data, obtained by moving a target with respect to 
a displacement measuring sensor and collected at the same position for each of the sets, 
are depicted in a statistical manner by counting the frequency of occurrences of a value 
in a large pool of measured data. The resolution of an instrument is the least detectable 
difference between the mean values µA and µB. The same is true for machine tools. 
Three-times or four-times standard deviation is usually taken for the precision or 
repeatability of a measurement and is called a 36 or 46 value respectively. Then the 
uncertainty U of a measurement can be expressed such that 

U= ESys + 36 (or U= ESys + 4a) 
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where ESys is a systematic error; 6 is a standard deviation. Each measured displacement 
dmeas�red has the following relationship with the true displacement dq1e: 

dmeasured 
- 

dtrue ±U 
`2.2) 

The positioning accuracy (in this case, uncertainty) of one axis of a machine tool often 
takes the following form (NMTBA, 1972; CIRP STC <<Me>> Working Party on 3DU, 
1978): 

U=A+Bxd 

where A is a basis value for the accuracy for a specified distance; B is an additional 
allowance per additional unit length. The reason for using the above format is that the 
control system will generally function equally well at any point and that the accuracy of 
the machine's master measure is generally a direct function of length. In order to take 
account of thermal effects, the evaluation of the accuracy should be carried out for 

several different thermal states of a machine. 

A high precision machine has very small uncertainties in positioning and that is the 
machine builder's prime objective. Ultraprecision machine tools have extremely small 
uncertainties in their positioning function so that collaborative efforts between builders 

and measurement accreditation standards organisations are often required. 

2.2 Machine Tool Errors: Descriptive Interpretation 

Machine tool structures can be subdivided into two elements: members and joints, as 
pictorially shown in Figure 2.3. Members are building elements of machine tools, such 
as carriage bodies, beds, columns, spindle shafts, etc. Joints provide two functions: a) 
for holding together component parts of a structure that are too large or too complex for 
the cost effective manufacture, manipulation or installation in one piece, and b) 

connecting two parts that must be able to move relative to each other due to the 
operational requirements of a machine. 

Cutting 
Workpiece toot 

° with spindle --- Joint 

Carriage 1 Carriage 2 

Member 

Bed ° 

Figure 2.3 Conceptual structure of machine tool 
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The former is referred to as fixed joints that are usually held together under pressure by 
force exerted by bolts, studs, etc. Fixed joints are related with errors caused by stresses 
generated internally to a machine during assembly. The latter are regarded as sliding 
joints that are connected by anti-friction bearings, fluid films between sliding faces, etc. 
A sliding joint is often constrained in only one direction and motions in other directions 

generate errors. Depending on the machine structure, sliding joints are often the most 
compliant part of structures and thus lumping machine errors at sliding joint interfaces 
is likely to be an easy method to analyse the accuracy of machine tools. 

Figure 2.4 shows errors occurring in a linear carriage, as an example. The coordinate 
system suffix 0 is a stationary global reference frame usually referenced to the bed of a 
machine for the analysis of machine error motions. The coordinate system suffix 1 is a 
moving reference frame attached to the carriage, where origin is often assigned to an 
important functional point. All error motions are measured with respect to the global 
reference frame. The function of the linear carriage is strict linear translation in the x 
direction, but due to the various kinds of parasitic motion in other directions and thermal 
drift, errors will occur under internal and external disturbances. Error motions are 
usually identified as (Hocken, 1980, pp. 8-37): 

Q Linear displacement error in the x direction, ex, called positioning error 
Q Linear displacement error in they direction, ey, called vertical straightness error 
Q Linear displacement error in the z direction, e, called horizontal straightness error 
Q Angular displacement error about the x axis, ee,, called roll 
Q Angular displacement error about the y axis, eey, called yaw 
Q Angular displacement error about the z axis, eez, called pitch 

0 

xo 
ZO 

Displacement 
measuring sensor 

ey 

Thermal drift is defined in ANSI Standard B89.6.2 (1973) as a changing distance 
between two objects, associated with a changing temperature distribution within the 
structural loop due to internal and external heat sources. 
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The most important effect of angular displacement errors is the Abbe errors. The Abbe 
principle was proposed in generalised form by Bryan (1979b) as follows: 

"The displacement measuring system should be in line with the functional point whose 
displacement is to be measured. If this is not possible, either the slideways that transfer 
the displacement must be free of angular motion or angular motion data must be used to 
calculate the consequences of the offset. " 

Hence, departures from the Abbe principle bring forth linear displacement errors due to 
the presence of angular displacement errors of a carriage. They are called the Abbe 

errors, which are a function of both angular displacement errors and a distance between 
the line of action of the functional point of a carriage and the line of the action of a 
measuring sensor. The latter dimension is referred to as the Abbe offset, i. e. Ap; tch and 
Ay.,,,, in Figure 2.4. The Abbe errors due to pitch and yaw generate errors in the x 
direction while the pitch and yaw also produce errors in the y and z direction 

respectively, but they are not the Abbe errors, and might be neglected in approximate 
prediction of the accuracy of a machine tool as they are of second order (Wills-Moren, 
1993). Errors due to roll occur in a plane normal to the direction of motion, i. e. y 
direction and z direction in Figure 2.4. In such cases offset distances are in no way 
related to the Abbe offset, and they are referred to as roll arms. 

In the case of a rotating body, as shown in Figure 2.5, an axis of rotation z1 revolves 
around an axis of the stationary global reference coordinate system 0 with radial errors 
ex and ey, an axial error e, and tilt errors ee, and eey. The axis of rotation is a line about 
which the rotation occurs. If the rotating body is a rotary table, the angular error eez due 
to a servomechanism should be considered, but for a spindle it is not necessary. 

Zo Z1 

6Z+eoz 
Yi 

e \.., yx ý- eey eX 
ie 

x 
Rotating Xi' Yo 0 body 

Angle 
measuring 
sensor 

Figure 2.5 Errors occurring in a rotating body 

The vector sum of e., and e,,, could be used for the error motion in a particular direction. 
The normally measured face motion would be the sum of three components: eZ, x roll 
arm multiplied by eey, and y roll arm multiplied by eex. A similar intuitive understanding 
can be obtained for rotary tables as done for linear carriages. Radial errors result in 
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errors in the x and y directions, and an axial error in the z direction with respect to the 
global reference frame. Errors due to tilt and associated roll-arms affect errors in the x 
and y directions. Errors due to the measuring sensors and servomechanisms generate 
errors in the x and y directions. 

The axis of rotation errors of a spindle are of prime importance in machine tools. ANSI 

standard B89.3.4M (1985) provides a good guide to the description and measurement on 
the axis of rotation errors. The term error motion is defined as changes in position, 
relative to the reference coordinate axes, of the surface of a perfect workpiece with its 

centre line coincident with the axis of rotation. A perfect workpiece is a rigid body 
having a perfect surface of revolution about a centre line. The standard defines the 
following specific types of error motion; Radial motion is error motion in the direction 

normal to the z reference axis (zo axis in Figure 2.5) and at a specified axial location, 

axial motion is error motion co-linear with the z reference axis, face motion is error 
motion parallel to the z reference axis at a specified radial location, and tilt motion is 

error motion in an angular direction relative to the z reference axis. 

The axis of rotation errors can be thought of as motions, through space, of the 
instantaneous axis of rotation about the average axis of rotation. In contrast, spindle 
thermal drifts can be thought of as a motion through space of the average, or nominal, 
axis of rotation caused by thermally induced deformations of spindle components and 
support structure (Srinivasa et al., 1996). These thermal drifts have also five degree-of- 
freedom of motion, but they are not associated with the rotation of a spindle. Thermal 
drifts are motions of the average axis of rotation over time. Small cyclic thermal 
disturbances are dampened out during developing their temperature fields in machine 
structures due to attenuating effects caused by the large thermal mass. In the case of 
ultraprecision machines, however, that small cyclic variations of thermal drift could 
affect severely the dimensional integrity of products. 

When two or more linear axes or rotary axes are combined, other geometric parameters 
should be considered, i. e. errors in an axis trajectory that are caused by misaligned or 
improperly sized components. These errors, arising from the combination of axes, 
include: orthogonality and parallelism of axes with respect to their ideal locations and 
each other; translational errors in the spatial position of axes; incorrect dimensions of 
the axis components (Wills-Moren, 1993; Shen and Duffie, 1993). 

2.3 Classification of Errors 

2.3.1 Time-invariant Errors 

Errors arising in machine tools will, in general, be dependent on the position of moving 
components and time. Some errors can be considered a function of the position of axes 
only: 

e= f(position) 
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This type of error will be referred to as time-invariant; examples of time-invariant errors 
are: 

Q Geometric errors. Geometric errors are considered rigid body motions caused by 
inaccurate machine components and imperfect alignment of machine axes. Factors 
affecting geometric errors are dimensional accuracy, surface straightness, surface 
roughness, geometrical imperfections, assembly methods and design principles 
employed. Figure 2.6 shows an example of a kinematically designed slideway that 
reveals high repeatability. The linear carriage is supported by three balls that 
constrain its five degrees of freedom, of which directions are all directly related with 
error motions. 

iie" 

Linear carriage 
5 constraints 

Base 

Figure 2.6 Kinematically designed slideway 

Q Errors due to finite static stiffness of machine structures. Finite static stiffness of 
machine structures often causes angular error motions due to bending of machine 
components. Heavy machine components and workpieces, large cutting forces, and 
fast accelerations of a carriage are responsible for the errors. In addition, during 

machine assembly errors can be induced from: Forced geometric congruence 
between moving parts; the effect of an assembly process on the stiffness of a 
structure itself; the deformation of a machine when force is applied to preload 
bearings and bolts. Furthermore, errors may also be caused by clamping or locking 

mechanisms. Installation methods also affect accuracy of a machine tool (Slocum, 
1992, pp. 80-84). 

Q Errors due to uniform deviations from 20 `C and steady-state temperature 
gradients. Uniform temperature deviations from 20 °C cause machine components 
to expand or contract to a certain amount in a linear or angular direction depending 
on their mechanical constraints. Steady-state temperature gradients force machine 
members to bend. The results are errors in machine motions due to deformations of 
machine structures. Thermal errors are particularly bothersome because they often 
cause angular error motions that lead to the Abbe errors. Very smooth ultraprecision 
motions can be obtained using flexural bearings as depicted in Figure 2.7, which are 
employed in many instruments and semiconductor processing equipment. However, 
due to the large exposed surface area of flexures, the motion accuracy of carriages 
using flexural bearings is vulnerable to temperature changes. Also only relatively 
low displacements are possible. 
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Figure 2.7 Two forms of flexural bearings 

The thermal error index defined in ANSI Standard B89.6.2 (1973) gives a measure of 
the overall vulnerability of a part and master to temperature changes to other than 20°C. 
It has the desirable feature of taking account of differential response and uncertainties in 
the coefficient of thermal expansion. While the true coefficient of expansion a at a 
temperature of a body is the rate of change of length of the body with respect to 
temperature at the given temperature divided by the length at the given temperature, the 
average coefficient of expansion of a body over the range of temperature from 20°C to 
T, a(20,7), is defined as the ratio of the fractional change of length of the body to the 
change in temperature: 

a(20, T)_(LT -Lao)/[L, 0 x(T-20)] 

On the other hand, the estimate of the coefficient of expansion of a body shall be called 
the nominal coefficient of expansion anom" Then the maximum possible percentage 
difference between the true coefficient of expansion a and the nominal coefficient of 
expansion is called uncertainty of nominal coefficient of expansion b: 

6 =100(a-/a% 

This value, like that of ctnom itself, must be an estimate. The nominal differential 
expansion NDE, which is the difference between the nominal expansion of the part and 
of the master, is 

DE = NEpart Nl'master 

where the nominal expansion NE, which is the estimate of the expansion of an object 
from 20°C to its time-mean temperature, is anom xLx (T - 20). Uncertainty of nominal 
differential expansion LINDE, which is the sum of uncertainties of nominal expansion of 
the part and master, is 

UNZE = UNIEpart 
+U Emaster 

where the uncertainty of nominal expansion UNE, which is the maximum difference 
between the true thermal expansion and the nominal expansion, is 

E= Lnom xLx(T-20)x(5/100) % 
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The maximum observed or recorded thermal drift during either part/comparator or 
master/comparator drift test, whichever gives the larger value, during a period of time 
corresponding to the measurement cycle is called the temperature variation error TVE. 
The sum of all these errors, expressed as a percentage of the total permissible error from 
all sources is called the thermal error index TEI. For length measurement if no 
correction for differential expansion is attempted, then 

TEI= 
NDE+UNDE+TVE 

x 100 % 
Total permissible error 

In addition to such the time-invariant errors, materials, sensors and control systems can 
degrade accuracy of a machine tool: materials often exhibit long-term distortion due to 
their stress state and alloying structure; sensors are very sensitive to external 
disturbances, such as environmental changes, loadings, etc., and their installation 
process might have faults; control systems usually filter out mechanical errors but 
careless determination of control parameters can cause appreciable errors. 

2.3.2 Time-varying Errors 

Much attention is now paid to time-varying errors due to advancements of machine 
structures that have made possible machines having small time-invariant errors. It is a 
fact that machine operating conditions as well as environmental conditions are changing 
with time. That time-varying nature triggers time-varying errors of machine tools in the 
end. Time-varying errors are a function of the position of moving components and time: 

e=f (position, time) 

The frequency characteristics of time-varying errors are interesting. It is easy to correct 
errors occurring at a frequency much lower than the bandwidth of the axes of a machine, 
usually around 10 Hz (Donmez et al., 1988), and they cause principally dimensional 
inaccuracy in machined products; high-frequency errors tend to affect surface quality of 
products, which are due to spindle dynamic error motions, low dynamic stiffness of 
structures vulnerable to internal or external vibration sources, etc. Examples of time- 
varying errors are: 

Q Errors due to finite dynamic stiffness of machine structures. Finite dynamic stiffness 
of structures cause a machine, subject to dynamic forces, to vibrate with an 
appreciable amplitude that produces an undesirable surface quality on products. 
Often it also degrades servocontrol functions so that large following errors can 
occur. Such structural vibrations can be either forced or self-excited. The sources are 
cutting processes, rotating machine components, ground vibrations, control limit 

cycling, fluid turbulence, aerostatic instability, sound pressure, friction, etc. 

p Errors due to dynamic temperature variations. A normal industrial building 

experiences cyclic temperature variations on a daily basis. Longer term, it is also 
subject to yearly variations of the median of temperature changes according to 
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changes of the seasons. Furthermore, a machine usually operates under many kinds 
of machining conditions that change through the working time. These all generate 
time-varying temperature states of machine structures. In the end, dynamic 
temperature variations bring forth time-varying thermal errors, which are very 
difficult to characterise. 

Q Kinematic errors. Kinematic errors are defined as the relative deviations in 
movement of several moving machine elements whose movements should be 
characterised by a rigorous functional dependence (Hocken, 1980, pp. 38-52). A 
circular motion test now becomes the machine builders' critical inspection process 
to assess kinematic errors of a machining centre. 

2.4 Modelling of Machine Motions having Errors 

Most mechanical systems can be effectively modelled as systems of interconnected 
flexible and rigid components (or bodies), i. e. multi-body systems, such as shown in 
Figure 2.3. If a multi-body system is composed entirely of connected rigid bodies 

without closed loops, then it is sometimes called an open-chain or open-tree system. 
Machine tools and CMMs will generally constitute systems of flexible bodies with 
relative motions between bodies and with open-chains of bodies in the system. Because 
the members have finite stiffiiess and the joints often exhibit the most compliant 
behaviour, it is a good approximation to incorporate the flexibility effects into the joints 

as previously described. That is, we model the flexible system by rigid members with 
joints containing springs and dampers. This is a popular lumping technique dealing with 
distributed elastic behaviours of machine tools. In general, however, we should describe 

motions of machine tools in terms of their absolute rigid bodies and their elastic degrees 

of freedom. The study of rigid body error motions was carried out by the author (Gim, 
1994; Gim and Gee, 1995). 

2.4.1 Kinematics of Deformable Bodies 

Two types of coordinate systems are required in the analysis of multi-body systems as 
briefly stated in Section 2.2. The first is a global frame of reference that is fixed in time. 
The second is a body reference frame assigned to each component in a system. This 
body reference translates and rotates with the body; therefore, its location and 
orientation change with time with respect to a global frame. The movement of a particle 
through three-dimensional space can be expressed as the following position vector with 
respect to a proper frame of reference, as depicted in Figure 2.8: 

r(t) = x(t)i + y(t) j+ z(t)k or r(t) = [x(t) y(t) z(t)]T (2.3) 

with an initial position (a, b, c), where i, j, k are unit vectors along the x, y and z axes 
respectively. The displacement of a particle is defined as the relative movement of a 
particle from one position to another. When a particle has moved from position P to P 
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in Figure 2-8, the displacement is characterised by the difference Ar in two position 
vectors directing point P and Pwith respect to a frame of reference. 

Pý 

x 

Figure 2.8 Position vector and displacement 

In the case of a deformable body, two arbitrary points on it move relative to each other 
under the action of various kinds of loadings, and consequently the reference 
coordinates are no longer adequate to describe the kinematics of deformable bodies. In 
Figure 2.9, a body frame 1 is assigned in such a way that its origin is rigidly attached to 
a point 01; that is, the origin of this body reference has the same translational 
displacements as point 01 that occupy a new position after deformation of a body. This 

reference frame is referred to as a floating frame of reference (Shabana, 1989, pp. 8-27). 
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Figure 2.9 Global position of an arbitrary point on the deformable body 

In order to determine changes in distance between points 01 and P due to the body 
deformation, a rigid line element, represented by the vector r,,, l, is drawn from point 01. 
The vector has the same magnitude and direction as a vector between the two points 01 

and P in the undeformed state (reference configuration). Furthermore, we assume that 
this rigid line element rt,, 1 has no translational or rotational displacement with respect to 
the body coordinate system. Then we can write an expression for the position vector of 
point P as 
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ro = Ro, +ru, +rf, (2.5) 

where Roj is the position vector of point 01 with respect to the reference frame 0; r,,,, is 
the undeformed local position of point P with respect to the frame 1; rf1 is the 
deformation vector at this point with respect to the frame 1. While the components of 
the vector r,,,, in the body coordinate system are constant, the components of the vector 
rf I in the body coordinate system are time- and space-dependent. In the case of rigid 
bodies, we do not need the term rf 1. In order to analyse errors due to mechanical and 
thermal loadings, we should find deformation vectors rf for every interesting point of a 
body. 

2.4.2 Homogeneous Transformation Matrix 

General motion of a rigid body i in a multi-body system can be described by a rotation 
plus a translation. The position vector r; of an arbitrary point on a rigid body i in a 
multi-body system has a constant component in the body-fixed coordinate system i. If a 
body translates in addition to the rotation the general motion can be described by the 
translation of a point and a rotation along the axis of rotation. The translation of the 
body can then be described by the position vector of the origin of the body reference. 
This position vector will be denoted as R0,1. Therefore, the global position vector of an 
arbitrary point on a rigid body can be expressed in terms of the translation and rotation 
of the body by the vector ro given by (ibid., pp. 35-47) 

ro = R0 + A0 r1 or 

xo 
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1 Yo 

zo 
0 
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Roy xi 

yi 
1 Z` 

1 

(2.6) 

where A0,1 is a 3x3 rotation matrix representing transformation that defines the relative 
orientation between two coordinate systems; 0 is a null vector. The 4x4 transformation 
matrix of the second equation is sometimes called the homogeneous transform. The 
advantage of using this notation is that the translation and rotation of the body can be 
described by one matrix. For deformable bodies, the position vector r; encompasses two 
components as described above: 

rr=rut+rf (2.7) 

It should be noted that the product of transformation matrices resulting from two 
successive rotations about two different axes of rotation, in general, is not commutative. 
That is, the angular displacement vector is not commutative and the order of rotation is 
important. This is the summary of homogeneous transformation matrices encountered in 
the modelling of machine tool motions: 

j Translations in the x, y, z directions respectively: 
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1 0 0 `-'x 1 0 0 01 0 00 

0 1 0 0 0 1 0 `-'y 0 1 00 

0 0 1 0 ' 0 0 1 0 and 0 0 1 `-' z 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 10 0 0 1. 

Q Rotations in the x, y, z directions respectively: 

1 0 0 0 cosi-'ey 0 Sin'-' ey 0 
0 cos ̀-' 6 -sin`- '6 0 0 1 0 0 X X and 0 sin '-' ex cost-l ox 0 ' 

- sini-'ey 0 cosi-1 ey 0 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

COS ̀ -l oz 
-sin'. -'Oz 0 0 

sin '-'Oz COS`- I oz 0 0 

0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 1 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

where '-lx, `-ly, i lz express linear displacements of body i with respect to body i-1 in the 
x, y, z directions respectively; r-16x, '-'O 

y, 
r-1O denote angular displacements of body i 

with respect to body i-1 about the x, y, z axes respectively. It is noted that all the 
displacements are measured with respect to a coordinate system i-1. 

2.4.3 Homogeneous Transformation Model 

A method using homogeneous transformation matrices has been widely used for the 
description of machine tool metrology (Reshetov and Portman, 1988; Donmez et al., 
1988). Another approach to kinematic modelling employs a screw theory (Ziegert et al., 
1992). In the modelling process, machine structures are often decomposed into a series 
of transformation matrices describing the relative position of each axis and some 
intermediate coordinate frames. In a case of a linear carriage, the homogeneous 
transformation matrix expressing the contribution of errors can be derived as 

1 -e. e&, ex 

e.. 1 -e., e,, 
E_ 

-es, e& 1 eZ 
0001 

(2.10) 

where E is a matrix representing generalised errors of a linear carriage. In the derivation 

a small angle approximation is employed to linearise sinusoidal functions. A similar 
formula can be obtained for a rotating body. The overall transformation matrices are 
obtained by the successive multiplication of relative transformation matrices between 
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connecting axes. If N rigid bodies are connected in series, the position of the coordinate 
system N or body N in terms of the reference coordinate system 0 will be: 

Or 
=( 

OH1' H2... N-I HN )Nr= It-1 Hj N 
r=°HN 

Nr 
J 

i=1 
(2.11) 

where H represents the homogeneous transformation matrix. However, machine tool 
chain structures can be divided into two subchains: workpiece-bed and bed-tool, and a 
bed is a popular choice for the reference coordinate system because it is a stationary 
member and no severe forces are acting upon it compared to other machine members. 
Thus a transformation matrix BedHTool is calculated by successive multiplication of 
transformation matrices representing a tool tip to the last axis, i. e. a convenient fixed 
reference frame that is often attached to a bed. Another matrix BedHWork is obtained by 
the same procedure implemented from an ideal tool contact point on a workpiece to the 
same fixed reference frame. Then an error vector acting upon a workpiece is expressed 
as 

Bed HWork Work 
r- 

Bed HTool Tool 
e= r (2.12) 

Topography of machined surfaces can be predicted in the same way if a global frame is 
positioned on a workpiece and geometry of a tool is considered properly (Reshetov and 
Portman, 1988; Ehmann and Hong, 1994). 

In the thermal error problems, the evaluation of the deformation vector rf in Equation 
2.7 is necessary to take account of non-rigid effects due to the thermal deformation of 
each machine component. The vector rf encompasses all the possible modes of 
deformation such as the thermal drift of origins in each machine component, linear 
deformations and angular deformations. Many compensation techniques utilise a 
thermal deformation model based on polynomials such as (Donmez et al., 1988; 
Teeuwsen et al., 1989; Chen et al., 1993) 

et = a0 +a, T' +a2T'2""" 

or 

NNN 

e`= ao +jb. 7 '+jY ctý T' Tý 
i=t ; =t j=l 

where e' is a component of thermal error; a;, b;, cy are the coefficients evaluated by 

regression methods using measurement data; T', Ti, 'Tý are temperature rises. The 

polynomial fitting procedure involves a great deal of calibration work. It takes a lot of 
time in obtaining the complete thermal model of a machine tool using such the model. 
Also, there are coupling effects between machine components undergoing elastic 
deformation due to mechanical loadings. 
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Chapter 
3 

Thermal Deformation of 
Simple Machine Elements 

3.1 Analytical Approach to Thermal Deformations 

There are many kinds of modelling methods to choose from in engineering sciences. 
They are based on analytical, numerical or empirical techniques. More than two kinds of 
techniques could be used for modelling a physical system. The result of modelling, a 
mathematical model having some parameters, should have the similar input-output 
characteristics to the real response of a physical system. The mathematical model of this 
study, whether it may be linear or nonlinear, is dynamic in nature to deal with time- 
varying thermal errors. The parameters can be lumped or should be treated as distributed, 
and may be time-invariant or time-varying. The result will show all of these. 

The parameters required in this work should have a sound and easily understandable 
physical meaning so that they can be used from everyday engineering practices to 
sophisticated analyses. In this regard, the investigation of thermal deformation using 
analytical techniques applied to simple machine elements is considered to be the first step 
in detecting system parameters representing thermal responses of a machine tool, because 
the solutions of analytical analyses tend to show the details of a physical phenomenon at 
a glance. 

Induced dynamic temperature fields due to time-varying heat sources affect the 
dimension and shape of every object in a different way. This effect is called dimensional 

response and the difference in response between any two objects is called differential 

response (Bryan, 1990). It is possible to evaluate the deformation vector of Equation 2.7 
for temperature loadings to obtain these responses, i. e. the engineering problem of this 
work is based on the behaviour of thermoelastic solids that are subject to thermal loading 

conditions. A thermoelastic material is defined as one that possesses a stress-free state 
and in which stress is a single-valued function of strain and temperature (Allen and 
Haisler, 1985, pp. 84-85). 
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Changes of the amount of heat in a body generate strain and stress, and in turn, generally, 
strain also produces heat. A part of the mechanical energy due to strain is converted into 
heat. This coupling effect leads to the well-known phenomena of thermoelastic 
dissipation in elastic bodies. Coupling effects, however, are negligible in problems of 
thermal deformations which occur in machine structures undergoing small and slow 
distortions, and the theory of uncoupled thermoelasticity is a basis for this work. When 
uncoupling is introduced, the theory is referred to as uncoupled, quasi-static theory; it 
degenerates into heat transfer and thermoelasticity as two separate problems (Fung, 
1965, pp. 389-390). It is also necessary to consider the nature of various kinds of heat 
sources. 

3.2 Heat Sources 

Heat sources around a machine can be divided into two groups: internal and external heat 

sources. Essentially, we assume that all the energy supplied to a machine is converted to 
heat, affecting machine structures, parts and metrology systems through three propagation 
modes, i. e. conduction, convection and radiation. If the heat input to a machine and the 
heat dissipation into the environment are balanced, a machine reaches a state of thermal 
equilibrium. Examples of internal heat sources are: 

Q Heat released during cutting process. The rate of cutting heat generation can be 
expressed as 

iliF iviti q 
tto1 

(3.1) 

where m is an efficiency; F; and v; are a force and a cutting speed, respectively; t, and 
trot _I tt are the time of utilisation of F; and v;, and a total time, respectively. We 

usually take unity for the efficiency Tj;, i. e. all the cutting energy is converted to heat. 

Q Mechanical losses. Mechanical friction and fluid viscosity are responsible for 

mechanical losses. Heat generation rate due to mechanical losses can be formulated 

as: 

q= Fv for linear - motion elements 

or 

q= ili fw for rotary - motion elements 

(3.2) 

where 1 is an efficiency; F is a frictional force; v is a sliding speed; if is a frictional 

torque; co is an angular speed. We also usually take unity for the efficiency, i. e. all the 
mechanical losses are converted to heat. Due to heavy moving components and large 

preloads, frictional losses contribute to reduce the total efficiency of a machine by 

several per cent. 
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Q Electrical losses. Modem CNC machine tools utilise a lot of electric and electronic 
components so that basic mechanical assemblies become simpler and simpler 
nowadays. Consequently, electrical losses have to be taken into consideration. The 
typical efficiency of an electric-motor is approximately 80 %. In addition, the power 
loss of the control and amplifying systems is considered to be around 15 %. A spindle 
motor is normally the most hazardous heat source and its cooling is often 
recommended by electric-motor manufacturers. 

Major external heat sources are: 

Q Room environments. An industrial building usually undergoes changes in 
temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure according to the climatic conditions. 
The air state of a room can be either stratified or convected. Furthermore radiation 
from the sun and lighting equipment causes a machine to gain additional heat. These 
all act together upon a machine, resulting in complex deformation behaviours. 

Q Personnel. Direct contact between people and a machine change the thermal state of a 
machine. Moreover radiation from personnel often becomes an appreciable 
degrading-factor in ultraprecision machining or measuring operations. 

Q Thermal memory from previous environments. It takes a time to change the thermal 
state of a body into another state. That is generally called soak-out time. Often, 
workpieces are machined in separate rooms, which have different thermal 
environments, according to their process requirements, and can have an elevated 
thermal state from a prior machining-process. These kinds of thermal memory can be 
removed using an air shower, oil bath, or by soak out. 

3.3 Transient Development of Temperature Fields 

3.3.1 Governing Equations 

Dynamic thermal errors are a consequence of transient temperature distributions in 
machine structures. Such transient temperature fields within a solid body are governed by 
the following heat conduction equation (Samarskii and Vabishchevich, 1995, pp. 16-21): 

22 2T 

_1ß at 
äT 

2 2 

ax 
for Cartesian coordinate systems 

or 
1a aT 1 a`T a2T 1 aT 

r Or rar +r2 ae 2+ a 2- at 
for Cylindrical coordinate systems 

(3.3) 

where T= T(x, y, z, t) or T(r, 0, z, t) is a temperature field; ß is a thermal diffusivity, i. e. P 

= k/pc,,; k is a thermal conductivity; p is a density; cv is a constant-volume specific heat. 
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For solid materials, the constant-volume specific heat c, is nearly equal to the constant- 
pressure specific heat cp. The equation 3.3 neglects internal heat generation and variations 
in the thermal conductivity, density and constant volume specific heat within a solid 
body. That is true for most practical engineering problems. 

Solutions of the heat conduction equation represent temperature distributions in a body 
under an initial condition and boundary conditions. Thermal memory of a body affects an 
initial condition, and boundary conditions are determined according to the nature of heat 
sources. Common boundary conditions are: 

Q Prescribed temperature: 

Q Prescribed heat flux: 

Q Convection boundary: 

Q Radiation boundary: 

Q Insulated boundary: 

Tb = To 

_k 
öT 

_ 
qo 

b ön 
bA 

-kbaT =h(7b-7'ý) an 
b 

aT 
44 ) -kb -b= 6Fbý(I, - Tx 

OT 
=0 ön 

b 

where subscript b denotes a boundary point; To is a known temperature; n denotes the 
outward-normal coordinate from a boundary; qo is a known heat generation rate; A is a 
surface area; h is a convection heat transfer coefficient; Tc is a temperature of an 
environment; 6 is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; Fbc is a known radiation shape factor. 

When the temperature of a body is considered to be uniform, the following equation 
based on the first law of thermodynamics (Wylen and Sonntag, 1976, pp. 85-165) 
applied to a control volume can be used: 

tin + kg - tout =&= pcpV 
dT 

for solids dt 
(3.4) 

where Et� and tout is the rate at which thermal energy enter and leave, respectively, 
through the control surface; Eg is the rate of thermal energy generation within the control 

volume; E3 is the rate of change of energy stored within the control volume; V is a 
volume. It is noted that this equation describes lumped systems while Equation 3.3 does 
distributed ones. 

The direct solutions of Equation 3.3 are likely to provide a valuable basis in detecting 

parameters wanted in this study. Most of them are, however, in the form of infinite series 
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as will be seen later and available for some simple bodies with restricted boundary 

conditions. Thus, in the following sections, a few simplified cases will be investigated 

with an emphasis on the approach methods available to solving the heat conduction 
equation. 

3.3.2 Lumped-Parameter Method 

The simplest case of transient temperature developments will be a uniform temperature 
distribution with which a body undergoes bulk deformations without any local distortion. 
In many real situations, thermal deformations start locally in the vicinity of heat sources, 
which do not usually surround a machine component uniformly. A ball screw, for 
instance, deforms largely due to friction losses occurring in its nut, and consequently, the 
temperature distribution will be non-uniform at the early stage of motion. As the nut 
moves along the screw axis repeatedly, the temperature distribution could become 
uniform in time. However this depends on the operating conditions of the machine. 
Therefore, realistically a ball screw can never attain a uniform temperature distribution. 

The lumped-parameter method can be used when a temperature distribution is assumed to 
be uniform within a thermally affected body, i. e. the body temperature is dependent only 
on time: T= T(t). This assumption implies that temperature gradients within a body are 
quite small. In cases when the controlling heat transfer mode is by convection, the Biot 
number expresses the ratio of internal conductive resistance to external convective 
resistance, that is 

hV/A 
Bi =k (3.5) 

A lumped-parameter analysis can be conducted with a maximum analysis error of 0.5% if 
the Biot number is less than 0.1 (Welty et al., 1984, pp. 297-300). 

A good example of convection-controlling heat-transfer modes will be a conducting body 
immersed suddenly in a bath of fluid at a different temperature. The governing equation 
for this case can be derived from a simple energy balance based on Equation 3.4: 

hA[T(t)co - T(t)] = pcpV 
dT 
dt 

When the fluid temperature and the heat transfer coefficient are constant, the solution is a 
form of exponential decay (White, 1988, pp. 194-198): 

T(t) - Tý 
- e-rat, = 

PcpV 
To - T. hA 

(3.6) 

where i is a characteristic decay time of lump temperature. The term pcpV is called a 
lumped capacitance. If the material properties p, cp and heat transfer coefficient h are 
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supposed to be functions of temperature, then the thermal system has a time-varying 
characteristic decay time, i. e. i= i(t). 

When a body and a surrounding fluid are at the same temperature of zero initially, i. e. To 
= 0, and the fluid temperature varies linearly with time, i. e. 

1= at 

where a is a constant (K/s), the solution becomes 

T(t) = a[i(e-t" -1) + t] (3.7) 

If the external fluid temperature changes with time such that 

TO =a+ b cos((ot) 

where a is an average temperature; b is an oscillation amplitude; co is an angular 
frequency, then the steady-state body temperature is expressed as 

T(t) =a+b cos(cot - ý), 4= arctan(oi) (3.8) 
41l+w 2iZ 

where 4 is a phase lag. 

We can also deal with problems of radiation-controlling heat transfer modes by means of 
a lumped-parameter method. 

3.3.3 Integral Method 

An integral method is a generalisation of a lumped-parameter method in which the 
temperature of a body is no longer idealised as constant, but is allowed to have some 
spatial distribution. Integral methods have been used to obtain approximate solutions to 
linear or nonlinear problems. Consider a semi-infinite wall subject to a varying heat flux 
q(t)/A where A is the heat-affected surface area and having an initial uniform temperature 
To, as shown in Figure 3.1. The heat conduction equation for a half space is reduced to 

a2T' 
_ 

aT' 

öx' at 

where T' is excess temperature or temperature rise, i. e. T'= T- To. 
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-1 

q -ý 

Figure 3.1 Thermal conduction in a semi-infinite wall 

Corresponding initial and boundary conditions are 

att=0 T'=0 

atx 0 
aT' 

= 
q/A 

=- ax k 
T 

at x=b T'(b, t) =0 and =0 öx 

where 6 is a penetration depth, which is the depth of a distinct skin layer that is thermally 
affected. As time goes, a penetration depth will grow all the way to the infinite region. 
Now assume the temperature T'to be a second-order polynomial that is usually taken to 
be the temperature profile. In the integral method (Goodman, 1964), it is found that this 
profile is an acceptable approximation to the full analytical solution: 

T' = a(t) + b(t)x + c(t)x2 

Applying boundary conditions, we obtain the following solution: 

z 
(x, t)= 

(q/A)b 
1_ 

2x 
+ 

2k 8b 
(3.9) 

Integrating the heat conduction equation from 0 to 6 and using the Leibnitz's rule 
(Hildebrand, 1976, pp. 364-367), a desired integral equation can be derived as 

d 
T'dx = -ß 

Tr (0, t) 
dt ax 

The unknown function 6 can be found from the above equation as the following: 

S(t) _ 
ß)(q 

(3.10) 

If q is constant, then 

b(t)= 6ßt 
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When a cubic profile is employed and q is constant, then 

3 

T'(x, t)_ q/A 
3ßt 

1- x (3.11) 
2ßt k37 

Similarly, we can obtain the solution for a constant boundary temperature Tb: 

2 

T'(x, t) = 
[1_ 

x (Tb - To) (3.12) 
ý(2 ßt) 

Consider another case depicted in Figure 3.2. An infinite slab of a thickness L is subject 
to a varying heat flux q(t)/A on one side and a convection environment on the other side. 
Initially the temperature of a slab is the same with ambient air temperature. The heat 
conduction equation for an infinite slab is reduced to 

ßa2T_ - 
_T_ 

ä7C 2 at 

where T'= T- Tc; T,,, is an ambient air temperature. 

qý ý 
h(T-T, j 

Figure 3.2 Thermal conduction in an infinite slab 

Corresponding initial and boundary conditions are gathered: 

att=0 T'=0 
öT' q/A 

atx 0 = = - öx k 

at x=b T' (b, t) =0 

aT' 
_o öx 

0T' 
at x=L ax k 

TL 
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where TL'= TL - Tc; TL is a temperature at x=L. Now assume the temperature TL to be a 
second polynomial, i. e. 

T' = a(t) + b(t)x + c(t)x2 

Initially, the effect of a boundary condition at x=L is not felt, and a slab behaves as if it 
were semi-infinite. For this initial stage, therefore, the concept of penetration depth can 
be applied. When b=L, however, the initial stage is complete, and the time at which this 
occurs can be obtained by setting b=L in the solution for a semi-infinite solid. In the 
second stage, the concept of penetration depth has no meaning. In this case integration 
extends from 0 to L. Thus an integral heat-balance equation is derived as 

ßT (L, t) -T (0, t) =f T' 
[ax 

ox dt 

However, the solution of this equation was found to be unrealistic. 

For problems involving polar symmetry such as the temperature distribution of cylinders, 
the volume into which heat propagates does not remain the same for equal increments of 
the radius as in the planar case, and consequently, a modification in the assumed- 
temperature profile is necessary. The suggested form of the profile (Goodman, 1964) is 
given by T' = (Polynomial in r) In r. 

3.3.4 Direct Solutions of Heat Conduction Equation 

Direct solutions of heat conduction equations can be found in many classic textbooks 
(e. g. Schneider, 1955; Carslaw and Jaeger, 1959; Arpaci, 1966). As an example, consider 
a slab of thickness 2L, which is subject to an initial condition and uniform convection 
boundary conditions such that 

att=0 T=To 

atx=±L -kaT =±h(T-T. ) 
ax 

The exact solution is given as (Schneider, 1955) 

T-T 
To - T00 

00 

_ C; e cos(yJ ix 
/ L) (3.13) 

where 

4 sin yr; C` _2yj+ 
sin 2 
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The constants y, are the roots of the transcendental algebraic equation: 

Wftan(W; )=Bi=hL/k 

whose roots are tabulated in many textbooks on heat transfer (e. g. White, 1988, pp. 668- 
669). 

In many situations, a lumped parameter method has advantages over a direct solution 
method. An exact solution is usually a form of an infinite series, as presented above, 
which is often difficult to manipulate. A lumped-method solution has a much simpler 
form, yet gives acceptable accuracy in many practical engineering problems. Moreover 
we cannot evaluate an infinite series with perfect accuracy. 

3.3.5 Finite Difference Method 

It is inevitable to introduce numerical techniques in solving the heat conduction equation. 
It is a difficult task to solve a partial differential equation such as Equation 3.3, directly. 
By employing discretisation techniques in the space domain, the approximate solutions 
can be obtained for complex problems. Among many discretisation techniques, finite 
difference methods are popular and easy in solving transfer problems (Adams and 
Rogers, 1973; Dusinberre, 1961; Smith, 1985). 

T(N, t) 

h(T Tcc) 

Figure 3.3 Finite difference mesh applied to problem of Figure 3.2 

Consider the problem illustrated in Figure 3.2 again. Assuming that the plate is divided 
into N cells in the direction x as shown in Figure 3.3 and the temperature is uniform 
within each cell, the first and second order partial differential terms may be written in the 
approximate difference form as follows: 

ÖT'(x, t) dT'(ndx, t) 

at dt 
a2T' T'((n + 1)dx, t) - 2T'(nAx, t) + T'((n -1)Ax, t 

ax`' (Ax)2 
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where Ax is the thickness of each cell, i. e. Ax = L/N; x= ndx, n=1,2,..., V. The one- 
dimensional heat conduction equation becomes 

dT'(n, t) 
-ß2 

[T'(n 
-1, t) -2 T(n, t) + T(n + 1, dt (Ax) t) 

This equation applies to all the cells except two boundary cells: 

T2(t) = pT, '(t) - 2pT2(t) + pT3(t) 
T3(t) = pT2(t) - 2pT3(t) + pT4(t) 

TN 1 (t) = pTN 2 (t) - 2pTN-, (t) + pT' (t) 

where p= ß/(\x)2. For the boundary cells, the following equations are applicable: 

pcpV, 
dT, '(t) 

- R' - 
kA (T'(t) 

- T2(t)) 
dt Ax 

PC pVN 
dTN (t) 

- 
kA (TN_, (t) - TN (t)) - hATN 

dt AX 

The governing equations of all the cells can be put into a state-space form such that: 

v= A(t)me + B(t)x 

where: 

v= ýT, ' T2 """ TN T (state vector) 

x= [q/s 0""" O]T (input vector) 

(3.14) 

- kA/(SAx) kA/(SAx) 0 """ """ """ """ 0 

p- 2p p0... ... ... 

A(t)- 
0p _2p p0... ... 

0 

0 ... ... ... 0p -2p p 
0 ... ... ... ... 0 kA/(SAx) - hA/S - k, 41(SA) 

I0 ý"" 0 

B(r) 
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S= pcIVI = PCpVN 

In this finite-difference equation, lumped-parameter techniques are applied to each cell. 
In order to obtain the solution, all the eigenvalues of the matrix A should be less than 
unity so that the model is convergent or stable. Once the matrices A, B are known, the 
temperature rise of each cell can be easily calculated using MATLAB from MathWorks* 

under an arbitrary input x at each time increment At. An example is shown in Figure 3.4. 
A steel plate of thickness 150 mm was considered (Material properties were taken from 
Slocum, 1992, pp. 334-336). The plate was divided into 10 cells. It can be seen that each 
cell stabilises its temperature due to the convection condition on the right side of the 
plate. But, there are temperature gradients all the time due to the heat source on the left 
side. This situation seems to be typical in machine tool structures. 

3.5 

Y3 

c°n' 2.5 
L 

a) 

cß 
a) 

C- 1.5 
E 
a) ~1 

0.5 

0' 
01234 

Time (104 S) 
Figure 3.4 Temperature history of each cell** 

(p=7900 kg/m3, cp=465 J/kg"K, 1c 60 W/m"K, ß=16x 10-6 m2/s, 
N=10, L=0.15 m, A=0.12 m2, h=100 W/m2"K, q=30 W, At=300 sec) 

The MathWorks, Inc., Cochituate Place, 24 Prime Park Way, Natick, Massachusetts 01760, USA 
+* 10000 seconds = 2.8 hours 

Cell number 
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3.4 Thermal Deformation Models of Simple Machine Members 

It is a common practice to analyse engineering-mechanics problems using simple 
engineering elements. Bar, beam and cylinder elements were considered here to describe 
thermal deformations of machine members and only temperature loadings were taken 
into consideration. The thermal deformations of the elements were expressed in terms of 
changes in temperature distribution. The temperature distribution of a simple machine 
component can be obtained using the methods explored in Section 3.3. Even if we cannot 
calculate changes in temperature distribution analytically, we can use the finite-difference 

method or directly measured temperature data for the prediction of dynamic thermal 
errors. The idea is that we approximate a continuously varying temperature profile to a 
stepwise-continuous counterpart as depicted in Figure 3.5. In each step, we consider the 
machine component to be in a thermal equilibrium condition. 

N 

. ,.., H 

Temperature 

Approximation E.., 

Temperature 

Figure 3.5 Stepwise-continuous approximation 

A basic assumption is that the solid bodies to be studied are non-accelerating, 
homogeneous, isotropic, decoupled linear-thermoelastic and subject to small strains, and 
reveal no variations in the coefficient of thermal expansion. It was required to derive a 
complete expression for the thermal deformation of each element because thermal 
loadings are often ignored in engineering mechanics. 

3.4.1 Uniaxial Bar 

A uniaxial bar is a long slender member that is subject to mechanical and/or thermal 
loads acting concentrically in a direction parallel to the longest dimension of a body as 
depicted in Figure 3.6. Many components of a machine tool can be modelled as a uniaxial 
bar as long as the loading condition and the following assumptions are satisfied: 

QA cross-sectional area A(z) is a continuous function and slowly varying with the axial 
coordinate z. 
Q Equilibrium in the axial coordinate direction is satisfied only in an average sense. 
Q Equilibrium in the x, y coordinate directions is ignored. 

Q The transverse components of normal stress 6X and 6y are negligible compared to the 
axial stress 6:. 
Q The axial displacement field w(xy, z) is a function of z only. 
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The equilibrium equation for a uniaxial bar is given as (Allen and Haisler, 1985, pp. 146- 
149) 

dP_ 
-P(Z) d 

where P is a net resultant axial-force; p is an externally applied axial load-intensity that is 
expressed as load per unit length of a body. Using the stress-strain-temperature relations 
and strain-displacement relations (Lardner, 1983, pp. 287-293) we obtain 

6=E 
dw°(z) 

- aT' =P Z dz A 

where E is the Young's modulus; w0 is a centroidal axial displacement; a is the 
coefficient of thermal expansion; T' is an amount of temperature change. 

Figure 3.6 Uniaxial bar 

Therefore, a centroidal axial displacement wo is related to an externally applied load 
intensity p and a temperature change T' by 

d 
AE 

dw° 
- aT' _ -p(z) dz dz 

(3.15) 

Integrating the above equation, and satisfying displacement and load boundary conditions 
on the ends, the axial displacement wo can be determined along the centroidal axis z. The 
following expression represents the thermal translational-error of uniaxial-bar 
components of a machine tool: 

eZ = w0 =a 
fT'(z)dz 

Thus the error in position e along the z-axis is 

e=r'-r=H(e`)r-r 

or 

(3.16) 
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where r' is a real position vector having errors; H is a homogeneous transformation 
matrix (Equation 2.8 and 2.9); Xerror, Yerror and terror are the components of the position 
error vector e. 

The governing equation for uniaxial bars, represented by Equation 3.15, can be rewritten 
such as 

a [EA dw' 
= -p(z) + pth (z) 

dz dz 

where ph(z) is a thermal force-equivalent per unit length, i. e. 

Pth (z) =d dz (EAaT') 

3.4.2 Beam 

A beam is a slender machine-member subjected to transverse mechanical or thermal 
loadings as shown in Figure 3.7. The Bernoulli-Euler beam theory (Donaldson, 1993, pp. 
235-244) is adopted here to derive thermal deformation equations, i. e. beams are 
considered to be long enough to neglect effects of shear deformations. For Bernoulli- 
Euler beams the following requirements have to be satisfied: 

Q The cross section of a beam is symmetrical about the plane of transverse loadings and 
uniform along the length. 

Q In the plane of symmetry the plane cross sections remain plane after deformations, i. e. 
YYZ=Yx: = 0. 

Q Stresses (: F,, ßy and t, remain zero throughout the inside of a beam due to the 
slenderness of a beam. 

Q Shear forces do not contribute significantly to overall deformation. 

Firstly, there is the extensional deformation due to transverse temperature gradients. It is 

noted that the extension is independent of the transverse bending. The extensional 
displacement w can be expressed as 

w=wo-y(dv/dz) 

where 1vo is the extension of the centroidal axis. Then, the normal stress 6, can be written 
such as 
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6Z =EE Z- 
EaT'=Edw -EaT'=E 

dwo 
-yd2v _EaT' dz dz d 2z 

It can be identified that there is the direct thermal stress EaT ; which varies over the beam 
cross-section with temperature. Because the integral of y over the beam cross-section is 
zero, the stress-resultant in the z direction can be expressed as 

P= fJadA=EA'° 
dzPh 

where P is a beam axial force; Pth is a thermal force-equivalent, i. e. 

Ph = Ea JJT'dA 

Therefore the governing equation for the extensional displacement is 

dwo P+ Ph 
dz EA 

(a) Cantilever 

(b) Simply supported 
Figure 3.7 Beams 

For the transverse bending, the equilibrium equations for a beam can be formulated as 
(Lardner, 1983, pp. 158-164) 

dV+q(z)=0 
d, 
dMb 

+V=0 
dz 
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where V is a shear force; q is a transverse load intensity per unit length; Mb is a bending 
moment. The curvature of a beam p can be found as 

1_ d4 d2v 
ds dz 2 

where ý is a slope angle; s is the coordinate axis along a neutral axis; v is a transverse 
displacement. A longitudinal strain component is obtained as 

EZ =-y=day =az+aT' 
p ds E 

From the force equilibrium in the z direction, we can find the location of a neutral axis 
and the moment equilibrium about the x direction gives 

BMX =- 
Jf yazdA= 

EI,, 
+Ea$JyT'dA= Mb 

p 

where I,, is the second area moment about a neutral axis, i. e. 

I= $$y2dA 
Therefore, the transverse displacement v and slope angle 4 are related to an externally 
applied load Mb and a temperature change T' by 

dtv dd 
dz2 ds 

(Mb-Ear) 
EI, 

� 
(3.17) 

where 

T= ffyT'dA 

Integrating the above equation and satisfying displacement and load boundary conditions 
on the ends, the transverse displacement v can be determined. From the governing 
equation for beams, represented by Equation 3.17, the thermal moment-equivalent Mb, rh 
can be expressed such that: 

Mb 
(h = EaT = Ea JJT'YdA 
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The following intermediate solutions are obtained for a cantilever (Figure 3.7(a)) subject 
to thermal loads only: 

aT 2 v=- z 2I 

aT 
z I, 

x 

and for a simply supported beam (Figure 3.7(b)) subject to thermal loads only: 

aT 2 aTL 
v=- z+z 

21x, 21�, 

aT aTL 
-= z 1.21� 

(3.18a) 

(3.18b) 

where L is the length of a beam. Now assume a beam has a rectangular cross-section of 
width b and height h, and a temperature profile has the following form: 

Tf =°T y+C h 

where AT is a temperature difference between the upper and lower surface of a beam; C 
is an arbitrary constant. The corresponding solutions are for a cantilever 

aK 
v=- z 2 
f=aKz 

and for a simply supported beam 

aK , aLK 
v=- z+ z 

22 

aKz _aLK 2 

where K denotes the slope or gradient of a temperature profile, i. e. 

K_dT'_AT 
dx h 

Transverse temperature gradients force a beam to deflect, i. e. they have the same effect 
as external bending moments. This type of thermal deflection generates a thermal 

rotational-error about the x-axis e'ox, such that 
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t 
_ý e6x 

and thus the error in position e along the z-axis will be 

e=r'-r=H(e` =w, eex =ý)r-r 

or 

X error 
1000xx0 

Y error 
0 cos 4- sin 40yyy cos ý- z sin 4- y 

Zerror 0 sin 4 cos wzzy sin +z cos c+ w-z 
10001 

[1- 
11 

where w is the extension due to temperature gradients. 

In cases when the gradient K varies longitudinally, we can express the following 
relations for a cantilever 

ZZ 

v= -a 
f JK(z)dzdz 

00 
z 

ý=a JK(z)dz 

0 

and for a simply supported beam 

zzLL 

v= -a 
j JK(z)dzdz +zf JK(z)dzdz 

0oL00 
LL 

ý=a JK(z)dz 
-a 

JJK(z)dzdz 
Loo 

It is noted that a displacement v and slope angle 4 has the following relation 

v= - 
f4dz 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

The gradient K might vary in the transverse directions, and that causes a torsion. Figure 
3.8 (a) depicts a torsion due to a y-direction gradient varying in the x direction, which 
can be expressed as 

dK(x) a2T' 
d axay 
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From the following relations 

aý 
= aK(x) 

az 
ý_ 

ÖV 
ax 

where j, is a torsional angle, we can obtain a torsional angle for a cantilever 

1 dK(x) 2 ýý =-2a z (3.21) 

and for a simply supported beam 

Ia dK(x) 
z2 +l aL 

dK(x) 
z (3.22) 2 dx 2 dx 

t 

(a) (b) 
Figure 3.8 Torsion due to non-uniform temperature gradient 

On the other hand, there might be a x-direction gradient varying in the y direction as 
shown in Figure 3.8 (b), such that 

T' = K(y)x +C 
dK(y) a2T, 

dy axay 

Similarly, we can obtain a torsional angle for a cantilever 

I dK(y) 2 ýT=2a 
dz y 

(3.23) 
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and for a simply supported beam 

1adK(Y)Z2_iLdK(y)Z 
2 dy 2 dy 

These thermal torsions cause rotational-errors about the z-axis etoz, that is 

r eOz =T 

Thus the error in position e along the z-axis will be 

e=r'-r=H(e` =w, eez =ý, )r-r 

or 

Xerror COS ý 
,r- 

Sll14 
,r00Xxx 

cos 
,r-y 

sin (, -x 

Yerror Simi COST 00yyx sin +y cos -y 

ZW Zerror 001Wz 

10001111 

where w is the extension due to temperature gradients. 

(3.24) 

When heat is applied to elastic elements consisting of two layers made of materials of 
different thermal expansion coefficients and joined firmly, i. e. bimetal elements, greater 
thermal expansion occurs in the layer made of material with the higher coefficient of 
thermal expansion (hereinafter, element 2). In consequence the bimetal element bends 
towards the layer with the lower coefficient of thermal expansion (hereinafter, element 
1). The radius of curvature of the deflection of bimetallic strips is given as (Eskin and 
Fritze, 1940; Trylinski, 1971, pp. 189-202) 

43(1 
+ m) 2+ (1 + mn)(m2 + Ymn)l 

6(a2 - a, )T'(1 + m)2 

where t is the total thickness; m is the ratio of thickness of low- to high-expansion 
elements; n is the ratio of the moduli of elasticity of low- to high-expansion elements; 
al is the coefficient of thermal expansion of element 1; a2 is the coefficient of thermal 
expansion of element 2. When m and n are equal to unity, then 

2t 
P3 ýa, 

- a, )T' 
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When bimetallic elements are mounted as a cantilever, the maximum deflection at the 
end vm can be expressed as 

_ 
L2 3(a2-a, )T'L2 

Vmax - 2p 4t 

When bimetallic elements are simply supported, the maximum defection at the centre 
vm. can be expressed as 

L2 3 (a2 
_ai)TPL2 Vmax = 8p - 16 t 

3.4.3 Cylinder 

We can find many cylindrical objects in a machine tool, and they are often used for a 
critical functional requirement, such as high-accuracy rotation of spindles and high- 
repeatability positioning of slideways. In a functional point of view, radial thermal 
deformations are as much important as longitudinal thermal deformations because 
cylindrical components are often mated with another hollow component with very tight 
tolerances. 

An open-ended, thick-walled hollow cylinder depicted in Figure 3.9 has the following 
normal stress components (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1951, pp. 408-416): 

6 r= 
aE 

2r22_ 
R`22 IROTId- 2 fR, T'rdr 1Vr (R-) R, r 

6e = 
aE 

2 [_r2 +2 JRoTrdr +2 T'rdr - T' 1Vr (RR1) R, rR 

aE 2R 
aZ =22f Trdr -T I- vR -1ý. R. 

o 

where v is the Poisson's ratio; R; is the radius of a centre hole; Ro is the outer radius of a 
cylinder. The temperature T' is a function of r. Using the stress-strain-temperature 
relations and strain-displacement relations, the displacement u in the radial direction due 
to a temperature change is derived as 

ar r(1 - 3v)r2 +(l+v)1ý. ' l+v 
u(r) =2 

JRoTfrdr +2j T'rdr (3.25) 
1- vr (R0 - R72) R, r R. 

and the displacement at r= Ro will be 
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2a 

' R° T'rdr °) R2 
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Jn 

° 

Figure 3.9 Thick-walled hollow cylinder 

Similarly, the displacement w in the longitudinal direction can be derived as 

2ctz R0 
Trdr 

Ro R; 

and the displacement at z=L (the length of a cylinder) is expressed as 

w(L) = 
2aL 

2 
('R° T'rdr 

R0 R1. . R, 

Setting R; to zero, we obtain the following solutions for a solid cylinder: 

u( rý - 
ar 1-3V R,, T'rdr +12 

vT'rdr 
1-v[ R0 r 

u(Ro)= 
20C R I0T'rdr 
R,, 

W(Z) = 
R2 roTlrdr 

0 

w(L) = 
2ccL R0 T'rdr 
R 

0 

These displacements correspond to thermal translational errors. 

(3.26) 

The following expression represents the thermal translational-error of a cylindrical 
machine component where radial thermal-deformations do not contribute to the total 

error in position: 

e= 11' 
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Thus the error in position e will be 

e=r'-r=H(e` =w)r-r 

or 

Xerror 1000 x x 0 

. 
terror 0100 y y 0 

Zerror 001w z z w 
1 0001 1 1 1 

In cases of slideways having cylindrical guide components, the radial deformations will 
give the thermal translational-error such that 

r 
ey =u 

and the error in position e will be 

e=r'-r=H(e'=u)r-r 

or 

xerror 1000 x x 0 

Yerror 010u y y u 

Zerror 0010 z z 0 

1 0001 1 1 1 
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Chapter 
4 

Method of 
Describing Thermal Errors 

4.1 Consideration of Modelling Strategy 

The investigations of Chapter 3 led to two modelling strategies by which dynamic 
thermal errors are described; their difference is in the choice of input variables. A simple 
choice will be to consider temperature as an input variable. That encompasses the need 
to know the distribution of a temperature field within a body in advance at any instant of 
time that may be interesting. Most studies conducted so far employ this method, i. e. 
describing thermal errors of a machine tool as a function of temperature at various 
points of the machine structure: 

e` = AT = T0, T,, T3, *"") 

where T; represents temperatures at points of interest in a machine structure. The exact 
relationship is obtained either analytically or empirically. Owing to the wide availability 
of temperature sensors, temperatures of most parts of a machine structure can be easily 
measured either in laboratory or shop floor environments. The author, however, would 
like to offer criticisms of this approach for the following reasons: 

Q It hardly yields an overall perspective of the design aspects although, more 
positively, it provides a basis for compensation actions. 

Q It is based on the results of heat transfer and not on the causes such as time- 
variations of internal heat sources due to continuously changing machine service 
conditions, environmental disturbances, etc. 

Q It cannot completely describe the dimensional response of a machine because the 
dimensional response is dependent on time-dependent thermophysical characteristics 
of machine components. 

The preferred approach is to take a time-variable for the basis of input variables as the 
term dynamic thermal error indicates. The engineering-mechanics analysis of Chapter 3 
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showed that time-dependent behaviours came from heat-transfer. To achieve the 
objectives of this work, most effort should be made towards thermophysical nature of a 
machine structure. Ultimately we need to represent thermal errors in the following form: 

e` = f(t, tl = to 5t,, t2,... ) (4.1) 

where t is time and t; represents an event of a service condition of a machine such as the 
start or stop of a spindle, the beginning or end of a coolant operation, etc. Using 
singularity functions, such events can be incorporated into a thermal error model. With 
this time-based approach, we can simulate machine thermal behaviour more precisely at 
design stages and the correction of an early design can be made more readily. Moreover 
available compensation procedures can be undertaken faster because at least a model 
structure for thermal errors is available. Various events of service conditions can be 
captured easily with the recent advancements of open-architecture CNC controllers. 

4.2 Search for Governing Parameters 

A mathematical representation of Equation 4.1 will be required in the form of an 
equation that reveals the internal behaviour of the thermophysical nature of a machine 
structure as well as input-output characteristics. Furthermore, it is required to reduce the 
complex thermophysical-nature to an interconnection of simple idealised elements that 
preserve the characteristics of a thermally affected machine structure. Having done that, 
we can readily identify details of thermal errors occurring in a machine tool and can 
achieve the key objective of this thesis. As a consequence, we have to work out the 
problem of how to reduce a thermophysical system undergoing linear thermal- 
deformation into simple elements which can be represented by one parameter for each 
element. 

4.2.1 Close Examination of Governing Equations 

A governing equation of a physical phenomenon represents all the details in a concise 
manner, that is we can deduce hidden truths from the equation. The heat conduction 
equation given by Equation 3.3 can be rewritten into the following, more general form: 

a LT + k a aT a + k aT aT (4.2) Pcv k 
ax ax ay az ay at az 

In this case, the thermal conductivity of a material is allowed to vary within a body. 
Although this study did not deal with such variable conductivity problems, the above 
equation is more appropriate for deducing physical meanings. 
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Referring to the Fourier law of heat conduction (White, 1988, pp. 7-10) 

, q= q�i + qyj + q, k = -kA 
aTi 

+ 
öT 

j+ 
öT 

k 
ax äy öz 

it is identified that each of the left-hand side terms of Equation 4.2 represents net heat 
transfer in the x, y, z directions respectively, i. e. the terms stand for the difference 
between the conduction heat flow that arrives at a given point and the conduction heat 
flow that leaves. Thermal conductivity determines the amount of heat that can be 
transported in a unit time. Consequently, higher conductivity materials, such as 
aluminium, give faster development of temperature fields in a machine structure, while 
a body made of low conductivity materials, such as granite, can easily develop 
temperature gradients as a result of small heat flow. Table 4.1 shows mechanical and 
thermal properties of some interesting materials (taken from Slocum, 1992, pp. 335). 

Aluminium Copper Granite Invar Iron Zerodur 
(6061-T6) (Brass) (1018 steel) 

Young's 
modulus 68x 109 110x 109 419x 109 150x 109 f 200x 109 91x109 

(Pa) 
Poisson's 0.33 T0.34 40.1 0.3 0.29 0.24 

ratio 
Density 2,700 , x8,530 2,600 8,000 7,900 4o2,530 
k /m3) 

specific 
heat , x896 +375 820 515 465 821 

(J/k "K) 
Heat storage 

capacity 2,419x 103 3,199x 103 2,132x 103 T4,120X toi 3,674x 103 4 2,077x toi 
(j/M3 "K 
Thermal +167 120 4o1.6 11 60 1.64 

conductivity 
(W/m. K) 
Thermal +69x10-6 38x10-6 440.8x 2.7x10-6 16x10-6 0.8x10-6 

diffusivity 
(m2/s) 

Expansion �23.6x106 19.9x 10-6 6x 10"6 0.8x 10-6 11.7x 10-6 40.05x106 
coefficient 

(1/K) 

Table 4.1 Mechanical properties of engineering materials (4o: lowest, + : highest) 

The thermal conductivity of metallic solids is attributed to the movement of conduction 
electrons and the effect of lattice vibrations, but the former plays the dominant role 
(Bejan, 1993, pp. 10-15). The movement of the conduction electrons is impeded by 

scattering, which is the result of the interactions between electrons and phonons (the 

energy quanta of lattice vibrations), as well as interactions between electrons and 
impurities and imperfections that may exist in the material. Thus there is a good 
correlation between the electrical and thermal conductivity of materials. Gases, with low 
density and few molecular collisions, have very low conductivity. For engineering 
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purposes we can measure and list apparent thermal conductivity that varies with 
temperature, density (or void fraction) and partial pressure of the air space. 

The right-hand side of Equation 4.2 is called the thermal inertia term. Thermal inertia 
implies that a finite sample of a body must be the recipient of net heat transfer if its 
temperature is to rise. When the net heat transfer input is fixed, the temperature rises 
faster when the group pc,, is smaller. Complementing the conductivity of a material is its 
heat storage capacity defined as pcp. Heat storage capacity represents the amount of 
energy absorbed per unit volume for each degree rise in temperature. Since almost all 
heat transfer applications involve free expansion of materials, the appropriate specific 
heat is the constant pressure value cp*. According to Table 4.1, materials of high density 
generally have low specific heat so that most solids have comparable heat capacities. 

Thermal diffusivity, ß= k/pcp, is a measure of the rate of change of temperature of a 
material, since conductivity expresses the rate of heat flow into a substance and thermal 
capacity denotes its ability to store this received energy. Substances with high 
conductivity and low capacity will react rapidly to transient external conditions. 

Now, revisiting the governing equation of uniaxial-bar thermal deformation given by 
Equation 3.16, the thermal deformation is proportional to the thermal expansion 
coefficient, the amount of temperature change and the length of a bar. The equilibrium 
spacings between atoms are determined by a balance between their attractive and 
repulsive forces no matter which type of bond is involved, as shown in Figure 4.1. 
Changes in temperature and pressure will alter the spacing accordingly, so that thermal 
expansion or contraction occurs in a material. As the temperature of a material is 
increased from absolute zero on the Kelvin scale, the atoms begin vibrating about their 
equilibrium positions and the amplitude of vibration increases with temperature. This 
amplitude of vibration is not symmetric, however. 

The repulsive forces increase as atoms are pushed together more drastically than do the 
attractive forces as atoms are pulled apart. In other words, it is easier to pull atoms apart 
than to push them together. Thus the amplitude of vibration is nonsymmetrical, resulting 
in a net atom positive displacement, the magnitude of which increases with increasing 
temperature. This phenomenon is well depicted in Figure 4.1 (modified from Barrett et 
al., 1973, pp. 36) and is known as thermal expansion. There are a few exceptions to this 
behaviour. Uranium, for instance, has a negative temperature coefficient of expansion. 

Thermal expansion is usually described by the macroscopic measure, the thermal 
expansion coefficient a. The average value over a range from 20 °C to another 
temperature is usually taken for the thermal expansion coefficient of materials as 
discussed in Section 2.3.1. 

There is another type of thermal effect at the atomic level. The equipartition theorem 
states that a classical system in thermal equilibrium at temperature T has a mean energy 

For solid materials, constant-volume specific heat c,. is nearly equal to constant-pressure specific heat cp 
as stated in Chapter 3. 
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of KT/2 per degree of freedom, where x is the Boltzmann constant, corresponding to 
each squared term in the expression for the energy of the system (Waldram, 1985, pp. 
149-151). This phenomenon is referred to as thermal noise. In ordinary machine 
structures, the noise is too small to affect the functional quality of a machine, but in the 
nanotechnology realm, the thermal noise is significant. 

O 

P-( 

Repulsive energy 

Mean spacing between atoms 

Interatomic spaci 

T3 
2 

Net result of attractive 
ý' Tl and repulsive energy 

Ti< T2<T3 

i 
Attractive energy 

i 

Figure 4.1 Increase in the nearest neighbour distance with increase in temperature 

All the governing equations are derived in a differential element of a body, so that we 
cannot find more factors related to thermal deformations other than material properties. 
In fact, Cebon and Ashby (1994) chose the following combination to be a performance 
index for the selection of materials to resist thermal distortion: 

k/a 

Thus for a given geometry and heat input, the distortion is minimised by selecting 
materials with large values of the performance index. 

4.2.2 Close Examination of Solutions 

The solutions of governing equations of thermal deformation yield a detailed picture of 
the thermophysical behaviour of a machine component. Consider the solutions for 
temperature development given by Equation 3.6 and 3.7: the former expresses the 
response of a lumped-capacitance thermophysical system in the case of step 
temperature-rises, so that it represents the step response of the system; the latter 

represents the ramp response. Figure 4.2 shows the responses of a lumped-capacitance 

system undergoing free thermal expansion according to temperature changes given by 
Equations 3.6 and 3.7. 
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Equation 3.6 indicates that the response is exponential, and also, the step response of 
Figure 4.2 shows that the step input causes the output to rise exponentially until a new, 
stable level is reached. In the case of spatially non-uniform temperature development of 
which an example is depicted in Figure 3.4 using the finite-difference method, this 
exponential rise also can be seen at each cell level. 

100% 
Ö 95% 

63% 

Step input 

Q\ý 

........... 
Response 
to step input 

Response 
to ramp input 

0T 3r 

Time 

Figure 4.2 Responses of lumped-capacitance system 

This class of self-regulating system is referred to as a first-order system in control 
theory. A measure of how rapidly that exponential behaviour changes is represented by 
the time constant. After the first time constant, the output is risen to 63.21 % of its final 

value. At the end of 3i, the output reaches 95.02% of the final value, and after 5i the 
response is risen to 99.33% and is virtually complete. 

During any one period of a time constant, the output will change by 63.21% of its 

maximum possible change. In this particular instance, the time constant r is given by a 
combination, pcpV/(hA) in Equation 3.6. The ramp response of Figure 4.2 also suggests 
that the system is first-order. First-order systems are governed by two parameters, gain 
and time constant, and gain is the normalised output at the final stable state to the input, 

giving an overall measure of the system input-output characteristics. 

Consider another case of Equation 3.8 applied to a freely expanding body, plotted in 
Figure 4.3. We can see an attenuating effect and a phase lag between the input and 
output. The frequency of the output response is equal to that of the input. This system is, 
therefore, conformed with the characteristics of first-order systems. According to 
Equation 3.8, the time-constant plays a vital role in these behaviours together with the 
frequency of input temperature variations. 

Finally, the concept of penetration depth has an important physical meaning: there is a 
transportation lag in the heat-transfer process. It takes a finite time to transfer thermal 
energy from the vicinity of a heat source to other, far sides of a machine structure. 
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As a consequence of the foregoing points, we can describe thermal deformations of a 
body with a first-order system having three parameters, gain, time-constant and time- 
delay. However this conclusion has a limitation, i. e. it is only deduced from the 
behaviours of lumped systems. It is required to assess the goodness of the parameters by 
means of real data obtained by either numerical analyses or experiments. 

Sinusoidal input 

C 
O 
Cl) 
C 
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X 
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L 

Response 
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Figure 4.3 Response of lumped-capacitance system 
subject to sinusoidal temperature variations 

4.3 Numerical Simulation of Thermal Deformation 

Although analytical methods provide means for elementary understanding of physical 
phenomena, they cannot deal with general distributed systems. Thermal behaviour of a 
machine can be identified with analytical means only if the structure is constructed with 
simple elements such as beams, rods or shells, which the theory of elasticity talks about. 
Lots of assumptions can also lead to deviations. However most structural components 
are complex in shape, and as seen in Section 3.3, unsteady heat transfer problems are 
difficult to deal with even in the simple cases. A machine bed, for example, cannot be 
readily analysed by the conventional analytical tools derived in Section 3.4. 

When analytical techniques fail in engineering problems, one can take advantage of 
numerical methods. We can use the finite difference method that was employed in 
Section 3.3 for temperature calculations, finite element method (FEM), or boundary 
element method for identification of thermoelastic behaviour of a machine tool. Each of 
these methods has been proven to be acceptable as a powerful engineering tool, 
although the finite difference method is not suitable for the stress analysis of complex 
engineering components. The boundary element method has some advantages over the 
finite element method: it is more suitable for field problems such as temperature 
distribution calculations and consumes less computation resource. 
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Many FEM packages are now available to researchers interested in transient 
thermoelastic problems of 3-dimensional solid bodies. Of those, PAFEC* and 
ABAQUS** are distinguishable, but user-friendly; graphical-interfaced I-DEAS*** does 

not have a transient thermal conduction solver. For this study, the author used PAFEC 
Level 7.1. Using the FEM package it was intended to obtain the following: 

Q Response of a 3-dimensional thermoelastic body subject to a step change of an 
environmental thermal condition. 

Q Response of a 3-dimensional thermoelastic body undergoing cyclic thermal 
loadings. The results will explain the degree of the admittance of cyclic thermal 
inputs to a body. 

4.3.1 FEM for Transient Thermoelastic Problems 

Finite element techniques are based upon the solution of the governing integral 
equations of physical phenomena by means of piecewise discretisation (El-Zafrany, 
1993, pp. 3). The domain integral equations are obtained by a variational principle or 
weighted-residual principle from governing differential equations. The problem domain 
is divided into a number of smaller and simpler subdomains, known as finite elements. 
If the equations of the elements are assembled together into a matrix form, the matrix 
equation is solved in terms of initial and boundary conditions. The finite element 
method is considered the most popular numerical technique used for engineering 
analysis, and it has a very wide range of applications. However FEM analysis of a real 
3-dimensional problem may require considerable numbers of finite elements, leading to 
thousands of equations to be solved. 

The usual procedure to carry out a temperature calculation leading to a thermal stress 
calculation is to run two separate jobs. For the temperature calculation, PAFEC solves 
the following matrix equation (PAFEC, 1984, pp. 2.113-2.122) with initial and 
boundary conditions: 

MT + KT =F 

where M, K are respectively a thermal mass matrix and square symmetric thermal 
conductivity matrix; T is a temperature vector of all nodes; F is a thermal loading vector 
whose elements are heat transfer rates entering at nodes; the dot over the temperature 
vector indicates a time-derivative. Once the temperature calculation is completed, the 
result is saved into a file. 

PAFEC Ltd., Strelley Hall, Strelley, Nottingham NG8 6PE 
Hibbitt, Karlsson & Sorensen (UK) Ltd. 
The Genesis Centre, Science Park South, Birchwood, Warrington, Cheshire WA3 7BH 

++' Structural Dynamics Research Corporation 

2000 Eastman Drive. Milford, OH 45150, USA 
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Using the result of a temperature calculation and any other possible mechanical loading 
conditions, PAFEC solves the following matrix equation to obtain corresponding 
thermal stress and thermal strain: 

KU=F 

where K is a stiffness matrix; U is a displacement vector; F is a load vector. 

4.3.2 Selection of Object 

In order to extract useful information from numerical simulation, the selection of the 
object is important. Firstly, the object must be simple in shape, so that we can easily 
identify the distributed thermoelastic behaviour in terms of the least possible points on 
the object. We cannot deal with all the nodes of the finite element model of the object. 
Secondly, the distributed nature of the object should be preserved against the simplicity 
requirement, because we have to evaluate the effects of the distributed nature of system 
parameters which cannot be dealt by means of analytical methods. Thirdly, the object 
should have a certain standing on the field of precision engineering. In the end, a 
straightedge, measuring 0.1 x0.1 xO. 5m, supported on the Airy points was selected to be 
the study object, as depicted in Figure 4.4. 

Figure 4.4 Straightedge supported on Airy points 

Sir George Airy proved that bars could be supported, without significant loss of 
accuracy, on eight rollers mounted in a compensating frame as shown in Figure 4.5, 

which distributed the supporting reactions evenly. For a frame of N rollers, Airy's 
formula for the spacing of the rollers was (Rolt, 1929) 

L 
N2-1 

where L is the length of a bar. The number of rollers could be reduced to two such as 
shown in Figure 4.4, where their separation lA becomes 0.577L. This is used to achieve 
parallelism of the end faces of a scale. Correspondingly, for minimum deviation from 

straightness, the supports should be spaced at 0.554L (Smith and Chetwynd, 1992, pp. 
323). In this study, the latter case was employed. 
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Figure 4.5 Bar supported on eight rollers 

4.3.3 Analysis Conditions 

The straightedge is considered to be placed in an environment having a uniform 
temperature distribution, i. e. without any spatial dependency of temperature. A 
temperature controlled bath will provide this type of thermal environment. The heat 
transfer mode involved is assumed to be natural convection only, shown in Figure 4.6, 

and the variation of surrounding air temperature is also assumed to be manifested on all 
the surfaces of the straightedge uniformly. 

Viscous 
boundary layer 

Tw 
Thermal 
boundary layer 

Quiescent 
fluid (T., p0) 

Figure 4.6 Natural convection 

In natural convection, fluid flows naturally, driven by the effect of change in density. 
The layer adjacent to the warm vertical wall of Figure 4.6 becomes less dense than the 

rest of the fluid having a density p.. Its reduced density causes it to flow upward, to 

sweep the wall and to collect heat transferred from the wall. There are two boundary 
layers associated with natural convection; a viscous boundary layer and thermal 
boundary layer as shown in Figure 4.6. According to the properties of the fluid, a 
thermal boundary layer may include a viscous boundary layer. The heat transfer 

coefficient of natural convection changes with temperature difference between an 
environment and the surface of a body, but it is assumed to be constant. Furthermore the 
flow is assumed to be laminar. In this simulation work, the exactness of the calculation 
is a secondary problem. The primary objective is to extract an overall trend of the 
behaviour of a thermoelastic system under some input conditions. 
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For free convection from a vertical plate of constant wall temperature, an empirical 
correlation is recommended as (Churchill and Chu, 1975) 

Nuß = 0.68 + 
0.670RaL'14 

4/9 [i + (0.492 / pr)9/161 

The notations used in the formula are: 

Q Average Nusselt number: NUL = 
hL 
kf 

(0<RaL<1O) 

h JhdA 

where kf is the thermal conductivity of a fluid; L is a characteristic length. 
3 

Q Rayleigh number: Ra = GrPr, CrrL gaV (TS 
2 

T. )L 
Pr =v 

V 

where g is the gravitational acceleration; aV is a volumetric thermal expansion 
coefficient (for a perfect gas, 1/7); TS is the temperature of a surface; Tc is the 
temperature of a fluid; v is a kinematic viscosity. 

The following formulae are correlated for the upper surface of a heated plate or lower 
surface of a cooled plate (Goldstein et al., 1973): 

Nuß = 0.54RaL 1"4 

NUL = 0.15RaL1"3 

(104<_RaL<_10') 

(107<RaLý1011) 

and for the lower surface of a heated plate or upper surface of a cooled plate (ibid. ): 

NÜL = O. 27RaL1"4 (105 
-< 

Rar, ý 10b0) 

It is noted that the characteristic length L of horizontal surfaces should be chosen to be 
the ratio of the plate surface area to the perimeter. 

The heat transfer coefficients of each side of the straightedge were evaluated using the 
above relations. Though the relations are valid for the constant wall-temperature objects, 
the values were calculated at the start of inputs, i. e. when t=0, together with 
thermophysical properties of air in atmospheric pressure (Table 4.2, data taken from 
Welty et al.. 1984, pp. 756). For the sinusoidal input, the heat transfer coefficients are 
evaluated in an average sense. 

T Density Constant Viscosity Kinematic Thermal Thermal Prandtl 
(K) (kg/m3) pressure (10"5 Pa"s) viscosity conductivity diffusivity number, 

specific heat (10-5 m2/s) (10"2W/m"K) (10"5 m2/s) Pr 
10'J Lg-K) 

260 1.3587 1.0054 1.6503 1.2146 2.3080 1.6896 0.719 
280 1.2614 1.0057 1.7503 1.3876 2.4671 1.9448 0.713 

300 1.1769 1.0063 1.8464 1.5689 2.6240 2.2156 0.708 
Table 4.? Thermophysical properties of air 
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For the identification of system parameters governing thermal deformations, two types 
of heat inputs were considered: sudden step temperature rise and sudden sinusoidal 
temperature variation. A step input has been used for the assessment of the transient 
behaviour of a system and sinusoidal excitation is widely used for the identification of 
frequency characteristics of a system. Three different step inputs, steps of 1,2.5 and 5, 
were employed to investigate the linearity of a system undergoing thermal deformations. 
The amplitude of the sinusoidal input was chosen to be 2.5. Table 4.3 lists calculated 
heat transfer coefficients for each input case when t=0. 

OT=1 AT=2.5 AT=5 
Vertical plate 

Step input 2.57 3.18 3.75 
Sinusoidal input - 3.19 - 

Cooled upper or heated lower 
Step input 1.56 1.97 2.34 
Sinusoidal input - 2.96 - 

Cooled lower or heated upper 
Step input 3.13 3.93 4.67 
Sinusoidal input - 2.96 - 

Table 4.3 Spreadsheet results of heat transfer coefficients used in simulation 

Materials also play a vital role in thermal deformations as seen in Section 4.2.1. 
Aluminium, granite and steel were selected to simulate the effects of different materials; 
they are likely to behave distinctively. 

The effects of mechanical constraints were also considered because they could minimise 
or magnify deformations due to temperature changes of a body. Two types of constraints 
were employed: simply-supported and fully-restrained. Simply-supported beams are 
likely to be a popular choice for a metrology system. When a metrology system is on a 
moving carriage, it is fully restrained in some cases. 

The straightedge was divided into finite elements using an 8-noded brick element as 
shown in Figure 4.7 for the calculation of 3-dimensional transient temperature 
distribution and the following 3-dimensional thermal deformation. 

y48 

6 

Z 

Figure 4.7 8-noded brick element 
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4.3.4 Results of Analysis 

PAFEC gives the results of finite-element calculations basically in a tabulated list. 
PAFEC also provides a post-processor by which we can plot the results in a graphical 
format. Because we deal with a straightedge supported on the Airy points, the 
straightness is the most important factor we should look at. It is better to select several 
representative points on the straightedge, rather than deal with all the nodes. Connecting 
these points, the straightness will be reasonably obtainable. Figure 4.8 shows the 
selected points on the straightedge. 

P5 
P4 

x P3 

P2 
P1 

P6 
HZ 

7 L0.5m 
L W=0.1m 

w H=0.1m 
y 

Figure 4.8 Selected representative points 

Points PI and P5 are located at either end of the straightedge. Point P3 represents the 
centre of the upper surface. It has the largest deflection components in the upper surface. 
The points P2 and P4 are chosen to be in line with the support position. Thus we can 
obtain straightness of the top surface by interpolating these points. Point P6 is located at 
the centre of the straightedge for the verification of a time-delay element. The 
coordinates of each point are tabulated in Table 4.4. 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 

x 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.05 

y 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 

z 0 0.1115 0.25 0.3885 0.5 0.25 
Table 4.4 Coordinates of selected points in metres 

All the calculation results on the selected points are plotted in Appendix A. Figures A. 1 
to A. 37 are the results for step temperature-rise inputs. Figures A. 1 to A. 15 are the 
response of the temperature of the straightedge due to step temperature rise. We can 
calculate time-constants of the response using an interpolation technique. Examining the 
values of time constants, we can conclude that the time-constants of the different points 
of the straightedge are nearly equal except the points on the edges. The points on the 
edges will be strongly affected by the environmental temperature changes so that the 
values are smaller than those of other parts. This sort of edge effect is often neglected in 

engineering analysis. However, the response of the granite body reveals some difference 
between the time constant of the surface points and the centre point. This is due to 
smaller heat transfer rate attributed to low thermal conductivity and thermal diffusivity. 
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Thus, the spatial dependency of the time-constant can be assumed to be absent when the 
thermal conductivity or thermal diffusivity of the material is large. 

We can also identify an interesting fact: the time-constant of the aluminium straightedge 
is similar to that of the granite straightedge. This is due to similar heat storage capacity 
between two materials (see Table 4.1). Steel has much larger heat capacity than 
aluminium and granite so that the time-constant is large. Thus, the investigations of 
thermal inertia in Section 4.2.1 are validated. 

Figures A. 16 to A. 37 show the displacements of the selected points. Because the 
deformation response exactly follows that of the temperature of the body 
instantaneously, the characteristics of the time-constant are not dealt with further. First 
of all, we can see the straightness of the fully restrained straightedge is much worse than 
that of the simply supported straightedge because the restraints provide appreciable 
mechanical loadings in the straightedge. A simply-supported beam can be affected by 
the friction force between the supports and contact points with the supports, but the 
friction force can be neglected. The gain of a thermoelastic system undergoing thermal 
deflection is strongly dependent on the mechanical constraint conditions. 

Figure A. 25 explains the linearity of a thermoelastic system. We cannot find any 
nonlinearity inherent in the system for all the input cases: the displacement at point P3 
increases linearly with the increase of the input temperature for all the simulation 
incidences. Thus a thermoelastic system can be assumed to be linear. 

Figures A. 38 to A. 67 are the plots of the simulation results under sinusoidal input 
conditions. We can clearly see attenuating effects and phase lags. Furthermore, the 
exponential decay of the very first part of the response is observed. This is due to the 
time-constant of a system. 

If we look at the responses of different points, we can observe slight phase differences 
among them. The response of the aluminium straightedge, depicted in Figure A. 5 1, still 
has some differences. In fact, this behaviour is not that of phase differences: it is due to 
transportation lags between the points, because the phase lag is largely dependent on the 
time-constant and excitation frequency according to Equation 3.8. In the case of the 
aluminium, the time-constants of different points are nearly equal as can be seen in 
Figure A. 4, A. 9 and A. 14. That is, time delay is present in a thermoelastic system 
undergoing thermal deformations and it is dependent on the spatial position of a point 
within a body. 

4.4 Analysis Method of Dimensional Response 

Machine tools and coordinate-measuring machines are built with many solid bodies that 
exhibit their own distinct dimensional responses under dynamic thermal loadings. Now 

we can propose a unified, simple analysis method of dimensional response due to 
dynamic thermal loadings using investigations done so far. A solid body considered in 
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this study was subject to thermal loadings only, but we can include mechanical loadings 

such as: 

Q Force due to gravitational acceleration g 
Q Constant or time varying forces F, arising from other than gravity 
Q Reaction forces due to supports manifesting compliance, damping or rigidity 

Figure 4.9 shows pictorially what we are dealing about. 
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Figure 4.9 Body subject to external forces and thermal loadings 

4.4.1 Descriptive Interpretation of Thermal Deformation 

An accurate analysis of thermal deformation should accommodate the distributed nature 
of material properties, and afterwards a lumped one might be employed as an 
approximation. The distributed nature makes problems difficult in general because 

governing equations become too complex to be solved as seen in Chapter 3. From a 
metrological point of view, we often sample the behaviour of an object at discrete points 
that are considered to be interesting, so that the overall behaviour can be described 

reasonably with fewer efforts and resources. This will be true for the case of thermal 
error problems of machine tools and coordinate-measuring machines. Errors occurring 
in machine movement are often measured at discrete points along the path of the 
movements. On-the-fly measurements are applied only to some critical machine-units. A 

point-wise description of thermal errors is quite reasonable in a metrological sense and 
difficulties in analysing a distributed system will be overcome. Overall behaviour can be 

obtained by interpolation between points of interest. 

In Figure 4.9, there are several points on the body, denoted by P;, which are assumed to 
be interesting points for a particular body. Points P1 to P5 are located on the surface of a 
body, P6 is between the surface and its centre, and P7 is at its centre. Each point has its 

own response under thermal loadings. This response at a particular time can be 
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accurately described as a block diagram shown in Figure 4.10. A heat input will cause a 
movement of point P, to another position, and it has three components in a Cartesian 
coordinate system. During the movement, four types of process-elements are acting, i. e. 
a delay element, first-order element, gain element and positive feedback element. This 
block diagram is the result of analyses done so far. 

Heat input 

Figure 4.10 

Defor- 
Delay First order Gain mation 

K Fý r- I 

Inertial effects 
Thermoelastic coupling 

Block diagram of thermal deformation at a point in a body 

By definition, a delay or dead-time element makes an output delayed in time. In heat- 
transfer processes there is a transportation delay of heat flux. Point P6 at the centre will 
experience a greater time delay than points on the surface. This effect is particularly 
significant for a material having a low thermal diffusivity such as granite. A body 
having small dimensions and a moderate thermal diffusivity will not exhibit a 
significant time delay, and the effect of a delay element can be ignored. Thermal 

environments also affect the magnitude of time delay. Time delay, ranging from 
fractions of seconds to hours, depends on the location of a point of interest with respect 
to heat sources and material properties. Thermal environments generally vary with time, 
and thus time delay varies with time too. 

A first-order element is well recognised in thermal deformations, and characterised by 
the time-constant. A particular characteristic of a thermal deformation process is that a 
first-order element has a very large time-constant in comparison with electrical or servo 
systems, i. e. on the order of hours to several days. Correspondingly, steady-state 
responses could not be of use for the problems of thermal deformations. It is understood 
that several factors are acting simultaneously to form the time-constant, i. e. the heat 
capacity of a body, the size of a body and the corresponding thermal environment. The 
thermal environment generally varies with time, and thus the time-constant varies with 
time too. 

A gain element converts changes in temperature to the corresponding displacements. 
The coefficient of thermal expansion plays a main role in this process. A body of a high 
thermal expansion coefficient will generally exhibit a high gain in this process. Another 
important factor in this process is the constraint conditions of a body, and they affect the 
distribution of the gain of each point significantly. A freely-expanding body will have a 
uniform distribution of the gain throughout its surface and inside, whereas a constrained 
one will exhibit significant changes in the gain. Finally, thermal environments also 
affect gain. The thermal environment generally varies with time, and thus gain varies 
with time too. 
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As a final element, there is a positive feedback effect. It is related with two physical 
phenomena, i. e. inertial effects and thermoelastic coupling. Inertial effects are associated 
with the rate of change of strain rate. If an engineering component is stationary and 
external forces are applied gradually, then inertial effects are negligible. This is the case 
of machine tool components. Thermoelastic coupling is related to strain rate. A process 
involving high strain rate, such as tensile testing, produces heat even though there are no 
heat inputs, but machine tool components do not have such a high strain rate. In elastic 
bodies undergoing non-inertial loading, it is observed that strain rate is always small 
compared to the rate of change of temperature, and thus we can discard the positive 
feedback element for this problem. In conclusion, thermal deformation of a body can be 
understood accurately with a point-wise delay-plus-first-order process, and thus thermal 
errors can be described by several delay-plus-first-order processes of points of interest in 
a machine structure. 

4.4.2 More Refinement of Point-wise Description Method 

As a first step, a governing equation of thermal deformation of a point at a particular 
time will be obtained. Let Fth(t) denote a time-varying thermal loading, then the output 
of a delay element will be 

vd = Fh(t-tD) 

where tD is a dead time that can be estimated by using Equation 3.10. Its transfer 
function is obtained by applying a Laplace transform: 

Gds) = 
Yd(s) 

= e-tos 
Fh(s) 

where the overlaid bar expresses Laplace-transformed variables. A Taylor series 
expansion of the above transfer function is 

Gd(s)=I-tDs+ 
1 

t's2+... ý- 
1 

(-tD)nS'n+... 

2! n! 

where n is an integer. The order of magnitude of dead time can be envisaged using the 
concept of penetration depth. If the dead time is very small, then we can neglect terms 
containing higher order of tD: 

Gd(S) 1- tD S 
t°s)(1 + toS) 1 
1+ tDS 1+ tDS 

The transfer function of a first-order element is given as (Ogata, 1970, pp. 221) 

Gf 
l+ Ts 
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where i is the time-constant. 

The transfer function of a gain element is simply a constant gain: 

Gg =K 

Gain K is a function of a thermal expansion coefficient, constraint conditions and 
thermal environments. 

The total transfer function G is obtained by the product of Gd, Gf and Gg: 

G- 
Ke-tos 

l+is 

This transfer function is equivalent to the following first-order differential equation: 

TCu+u= 'h(t-tD)H(t-tD 

dt 
(4.3) 

where u is the displacement of a point in a body caused by temperature rise; H(t) is the 
Heaviside unit step function. 

In the case of negligible dead time, we obtain the following total transfer function: 

G=' 
l+tcs 

and the corresponding differential equation is 

du 
t +u=KFh(t) (4.4) 

The above equation has an electrical analogy with an RL-circuit represented by the 
following equation: 

L 
dl(t) 

+ RI(t) = E(t) or tL 
dl(t) 

+ I(t) =1 E(t) 
dt dt R 

where L is an inductance; I(t) is a current; R is a resistance; E(t) is an electromotive 
force; TL is inductive time constant, i. e. L/R. 

In the case of small dead-time, the total transfer function is equivalent to a system built 
by cascading two first-order elements with different time constants: 
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G(s) = 
K 

1 +(t +tD)S+ ttDS2 _ 
Kco 

n 
Wn +40)nS+S2 

where co, is a natural frequency equal to 1/ i" tD is a damping factor equal to 
(i + tD) / (2 i- tD). The time constant of a second-order system is defined by 

Tf = 
1 

Cn 

but if tD « i, then ý becomes large. This is true for the case of a small dead-time. The 
system is heavily damped, and it behaves like a first-order system with r'= r. The 
transfer function has a relation with the following differential equation: 

d2u du 
dt2 +2ýcon dt +nu= Ko 1 

h(t) (4.5) 

It is noted that all the governing differential equations are of constant coefficient, linear 
form. 

4.4.3 State-space Representation: Final Form 

The characteristics of the point-wise description approach explored in this study are: 

Q Time responses are thoroughly pursued. 
Q Distributed behaviours are analysed at the discrete points of a body. 
Q System parameters are allowed to be varied with time. 

They constitute an analysis of a multiple-input, multiple-output, time-varying system. In 
a time-invariant system, the same input applied at different times will produce outputs 
that are identical in shape and size but shifted in time. This cannot be true in a time- 
varying system. Because system parameters are varying with time due to continuously 
changing thermal environments and some finite number of sampling points will be 
involved, the governing equations of the thermal deformation of a body will have the 
following form: 

Point P,: i, (t) 
du' 

+ u, = K, (t)Fh, t- tD. (t)l Hf t- toi (t)l 
dt JLJ 

Point P,: i, (t)du2 +u2 = K, (t)Fh, ft -tue(t)lHt -tD2(t)l dt LJJ 

Point P,,: in(t) 
du" 

+ u� = K�(t)Fhý t- tD, (t) Ht- ton (t) 

dt I 

(4.6) 
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This set of equations can be effectively analysed by employing a state-space analysis 
method as introduced in Section 3.3.5. The state equation of the thermal deformation of 
a body can be expressed by 

v= A(t)v + B(t)x 

where: 

m 

u2 
V= 

u� 

(state vector) 

Fhi {t-to, (t)}H{t-tD, (t)} 

Fh2 {t - tD2 (t)} H{t - tD2 (t)} 
x= (input vector) 

Fhn jt - tD� (t)IH{t- tD (t)I 

0 A(t) 

0 

o """ 0 
-1/T2(t) "" 0 

0 

K, (t) / 'z, (t) 
0 

B(t) 

0 

0 
K, (t) i2(t) ... 

0 ýýý 
The output equation becomes 

y=C(t)v+D(t)x 

where: 

Y, 

Y2 Y= (output vector) 

Yn 

C(t) =I (n xn identity matrix) 

0 
0 

Kn (t) /Tn (t) 
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D(t) =0 (n xn null matrix) 

The solution of the state equation is given as (Ogata, 1970, pp. 694) 

u(t) = ct(t, to)v(to) + 
r 

fc1(t, B()x()dd 
to 

where c(t, to) is a state-transition matrix that can be computed by the following series 
expansion: 

tt 
(D(t, to) =I+ fA(4)d4 + 

sA(1)[r' A(2 )d2 dl 

r 
+ 

JA(41) t1 
A(42) 

t2 
A(43 )d43 42 d4, +.. . 

00 
to 

In a linear time-invariant case, the state-transition matrix is an exponential of At, and the 
following equation will be solved as an example: 

du 
+u= KEh(t) or 

du 
= --u 

K 
i+ Fth(t) 

dt dt i 

When the initial condition is zero, the solution for a step input of magnitude Ta is 
obtained as 

u= e-t/tu(O) + Jet /`K Td = K(1- etIt) (4.7) 
0t 

and the solution for a sinusoidal input Ta sin(c)t - ý) is derived as 

u= e-r/tu(O) +r Jett sin(- = 
Kjs (+ W )erig + sin(ot -- 

ol+w 
22 

where y= arctan(cor). The term sin( + W)e-`/t makes the median change exponentially. 

One benefit of using Equation 4.6 is that it provides flexibility in choosing system input 

when analysing the thermal behaviour of a machine, because it describes the input- 

output characteristics. If a heat input to a machine component is chosen to be the spindle 
speed, then the gain has a unit of the form [(thermal deflection)(spindle speed)-']. 
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Chapter 
5 

Test of Thermal Errors 

5.1 Necessities 

Three thermal parameters, time-delay, time-constant and gain, were proposed in Section 
4.4 to model the thermal deformation of a machine tool. As complementary work, 
experimental investigations of physically real phenomena are required to re-enforce the 
theoretical approaches. At the same time we can learn the method of how to evaluate 
thermal parameters by testing a machine. On the other hand, many difficulties arise in 
the theoretical determination of thermal deformation of a machine tools. Most of them 
are related with modelling complex machine geometry and boundary conditions, but 
also there are fundamental matters regarding constants used in theoretical calculation, 
such as the thermal conductivity, heat transfer coefficient, thermal expansion 
coefficient, etc. 

Table 5.1 shows the actual value range of the coefficient of thermal expansion for 
different scale materials (Kunzmann et al., 1993), so we cannot know the exact value of 
the coefficient of thermal expansion for a given material unless specific measuring work 
has been done. 

Material Expansion coefficient (10- K-1) 
Steel 10-12 
Glass 6-10 

Zerodur* ±0.01 
Table 5.1 Range of thermal expansion coefficient 

Thermophysical properties are not very well known. For example, the thermal 
conductivity of aluminium shows a ±20% uncertainty in measured data sets (Touloukian 

et al., 1970-1977). The same is true for other solids, especially if impurities are present. 
Also, heat transfer experiments are difficult and uncertain. Typical measurement 
uncertainties are ±40% for emissivities, ±50% for convection coefficients (White, 1988, 

pp. 31-32). In free convection problems, the heat transfer coefficient is a sensitive 

Zerodur is a trademark of Schott Glass Technologies Inc., Mainz, Germany 
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function of temperature difference, leading to nonlinear heat transfer correlations. These 
problems impose the necessity of real tests. For the best possible accuracy, experimental 
evaluation is indispensable. 

5.2 Test Object 

A machine used in this study, developed by CPE*, is illustrated in Figure 5.1. The 
machine is of a horizontal work spindle configuration, and the spindle is fixed onto the 
bed while a tool traverses across the spindle on the linear carriage (X slide). The 
carriage is supported on the bed by an inverted V-shaped hydrodynamic guideway. This 
configuration lends itself to face turning of disc-shaped workpieces. The bed is made of 
synthetic granite while other components are mainly cast iron. 

Vacui 
chuck 

Bf 

unit 

ar carriage (X slide) 

Figure 5.1 Precision facing lathe 

The spindle has optically polished aerostatic thrust and radial bearings for precision 
machining, and is driven through a non-influencing coupling (pure-torque transmitter), 
as seen in Figure 5.2 that also gives the size of the spindle. Invar is used for the spindle 
shaft. A vacuum chuck, made of aluminium, is attached to the spindle nose for holding a 
workpiece by vacuum suction. The linear X-slide carriage is driven by a friction drive, 
but only the speed can be controlled because the machine is dedicated to the production 
of precision memory discs. This machine can routinely produce a plane of less than 10 
nmRa roughness by diamond turning of aluminium workpieces. 

Referring to the machine's machining operation, only motion along the spindle axis is 
the sensitive direction that is directly related with the accuracy of workpieces. Most 
thermal errors in that direction are likely to be from the spindle, which is believed to be 
the dominant heat source (Bryan, 1990). According to measurements, spindle thermal 
growth amounts to more than 6 µm in some cases (Mishima et al., 1993) even in 
aerostatic spindles. Such an amount of deformation is not negligible in ultra-precision 

* Cranfield Precision Engineering Ltd., Cranfield, Bedford 
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machining. In precision machine tools, indeed the ultimate attainable accuracy is limited 
by that of the spindle. 

320 
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Figure 5.2 Dimension of spindle unit 

Considering negligible cutting power is consumed in diamond turning (Sugano et al., 
1993) and other components, such as the bed, linear carriage and tool holder, are not 
directly subject to noticeable heat sources, only the spindle thermal drifts, discussed in 
Section 2.2, are the physical phenomena to be dealt with in this test work. For a facing 
lathe such as the machine of this study, important thermal drift errors are due to the 
axial growth and horizontal tilt of a spindle. Those due to radial movement and vertical 
tilt do not cause any considerable error to workpieces. Moreover the horizontal tilt is 

considered to be very small because of the symmetry of the spindle unit under 
consideration and is neglected. 

5.3 Prior Considerations 

5.3.1 Investigation of Heat Transfer in Spindle Unit 

A rough estimate of heat generation rate, temperature rise and time-dependent 
characteristics is necessary to plan a test of thermal errors. Heat transfer occurring in 
the spindle unit is illustrated in Figure 5.3. Heat is generated in the bearing gap as a 
consequence of a frictional loss due to viscous flow and the spindle motor bearings. 
Some of the generated heat is conducted into the spindle shaft and housing, and the rest 
is carried away by the exhaust air with increased enthalpy. 

According to Baker and Hornung (1970), most of the heat is dissipated through the shaft 
while very little is carried away with the air. Interestingly, there is a report that, in the 
case of water-hydrostatic bearings, leakage flow removes 80-90% of the heat generated 
under typical operating conditions (Wasson et al., 1993b). This noticeable difference 
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between air and water bearings is likely to be due to the high heat capacity of water. 
There are also added effects from room temperature variations and radiation from 

surroundings. 

Heat transferred into the housing and spindle is lastly dissipated into the surroundings 
by convection and radiation cooling mechanisms. Also, some of the heat can penetrate 
into the other machine components, e. g. the bed. It is noted that there is an added 
cooling effect due to the rotation of the spindle, i. e. windage. At high speeds, the 
centrifugal force on the air dragged around with the spindle shaft induces a circulatory 
flow as depicted in Figure 5.3. This can be a major heat dissipation mechanism for the 
housing (Baker and Hornung, 1970). Free convection losses from the sides of the 
housing are negligible. 
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Figure 5.3 Heat transfer occurring on spindle 

Neglecting the effects of room temperature variations and radiation from surroundings, 
the total heat generation rate of an aerostatic spindle qs can be represented as: 

qs = qa + qm (5.1) 

where qB is the heat generation rate of the bearings; qm is that of the motor. Friction 

losses in aerostatic bearings arise from the viscosity of air (µ = 1.81 X10-5 Paxs at 20 °C 
from Table 4.5) and can be evaluated using Equation 3.2. In this case the efficiency is 

assumed to be 1. There is a flow along the bearing axis but this is not related to any 
work of the system. Assuming laminar flow and constant viscosity throughout an 
isothermal bearing, we obtain a friction torque if due to the viscosity for journals from 

the definition of viscosity (Welty et al., 1984, pp. 96-98): 

T 
.f 

RB Co 
"(2 7tRB LB) - RB = ho 

27 tRB3LBw 
ho 

and a friction torque for thrusts 
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where RB is the radius of the bearing; LB is the length of the bearing; w is the angular 
speed; ho is the mean radial clearance; Ro is the outer radius of the thrust bearing; R; is 
the inner radius of the thrust bearing. The friction power loss or heat generation due to 
bearing friction in watts will be 

qB =i fw = 
27µRB3LBcw 2 

ho 

7r µo 2(Rö - R4) 
2ho 

Figure 5.4 shows the heat generation rate of the bearings of the machine under 
consideration. Tens of watts are generated in the usual operating conditions, but it is 
noted that the curve is parabolic, so the heat generation becomes much greater at higher 
speeds. 
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Figure 5.4 Heat generation rate of bearing due to friction loss (linear-log graph) 

As stated in Chapter 3, the typical efficiency of an electric motor is approximately 80%. 
The sources of loss in a dc machine are resistance of windings and their associated 
resistive regulators (conduction loss), cyclic reversal of the magnetic flux in the 
armature body and teeth (core loss), windage, friction, and so on (Nasar, 1987, pp. 5-45 
to 5-46). The dominant conduction loss can be expressed as 

9nß = Ie Re 

where Ie is the armature current; Re is the resistance. The temperature rise of windings 
can be estimated approximately from a change of resistance from that at a known 
temperature such that (ibid. pp. 12-1 to 12-3): 
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Th =Rh (Tc +a) -a Re 

where Th is the higher temperature of a winding in °C; Re, h is the winding resistance at 
Th; TT is the initial cold temperature in °C of a winding before starting; Re, c is the 
winding resistance at TT; the constant a is 234.5 for copper and 225 for aluminium. 
Being separated from the spindle unit, the heat from the spindle motor, however, seems 
to have negligible contribution to total heat input to the spindle unit. 

The generated heat is then dissipated into the shaft and housing, and some is taken away 
by the exhaust air: 

qS - qN +qH +CIA (5.3) 

where qN is the rate of heat dissipation into the spindle shaft; qH is that into the housing; 
qA is that by the exhaust air. 

Referring to Equation 3.4, an energy equation can be stated for the spindle shaft as 
follows: 

mNCp 

dTN 

_ qN - RCN (5.4) 
dt 

where mN is the mass of the shaft, cp is the specific heat, Tv(t) is the temperature of the 
shaft and qcN is the rate of heat dissipation from the spindle shaft by conduction and 
convection. Spatial distribution of temperature is neglected because the shaft is 

relatively thin in its structure. Similarly, for the housing, the energy equation yields 

mHCp 

dTH 

_ qH -q CH (5.5) 
dt 

or, if the temperature is dependent on the radial position r, then the energy equation 
yields 

äTH (r, t) Jc 
p at 

dm = qH - qCH 

When the temperature distribution, TH(r, t), is assumed to be linear along the radial 
direction, the result is 

dTHB 

_ 
qH -q CH 

_ 

dTHH 

) (RH - RB)(2RB + RHdt dt 
7tLepc p 3 
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where LB is the bearing width, p is the density, RH is the outer radius of the housing, RB 
is the radius of the bearing, THB is the temperature at the bearing surface and THH is the 
temperature at the housing surface. 

The heat removed by the exhaust air is 

qA = rACP (T,, 
I. - Too (5.6) 

where rhA is the mass flow rate of the air, Tflm is the air temperature at the bearing gap 
and T. is the ambient air temperature. 

Thus, the spindle thermal growth can be expressed as: 

eZ = LNa(TN - TN, o ) (5.7) 

where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion and LN is the length of the spindle nose 
from the thrust plate that is taken as the origin. 

Evaluating the thermal growth of the spindle from Equation 5.7 involves many steps as 
represented by Equations 5.1 to 5.6, and many of the variables are difficult to calculate 
exactly in an analytical manner. The order of magnitude is sufficient at this stage, so 
appropriate assumptions are made. 

For the calculation of the temperature, the vacuum chuck made of aluminium is not 
considered because it has high thermal conductivity, low heat storage capacity in 
comparison with the invar steel shaft* and is considered to provide an extended surface 
for convection cooling of the spindle shaft. The frictional loss is taken to be the 
dominant source for the heat generation. Lastly, the fractional ratio at which the 
generated heat penetrates into the spindle shaft is determined by considering heat 
balance at the steady-state condition. At the steady-state condition, the right-hand terms 
of Equation 5.3 can be put into: 

qN CN (l 
film - 

T,, j ) 

qH CH(Tfilm 
- 

Tao) 

qA = Ca (Tfilm - Tco ) 

where CN, CH, CA are thermal conductances of the spindle shaft, housing and air film 

respectively. The thermal conductance of a hollow cylinder can be found in many 
textbooks (e. g. Welty et al., 1984, pp. 256-259); thus we have for the hollow spindle 
and its housing 

* The thermal conductivity of aluminium is over 15 times greater than that of invar. The heat storage 
capacity of invar is nearly 2 times greater than that of aluminium. 
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where L is the length and RT is the radius of the through hole of the spindle shaft. From 
Equation 5.6, the thermal conductance of the air film can be expressed such that: 

CA = rAcp 

Now, we define the ratios of heat dissipation iN, 11H, flA such that: 

qN =l NqS qH = rI HqS qA = 1AqS 

where rIN+71H+rJA = 1. In turn, the ratios can be expressed by using the thermal 
conductance, i. e. 

CN 

ýN 
CN+CH+CA 

CH 
11H: 

CN +C 
H 

+C 
A 

CA 
1A 

CN + CH + CA 

Table 5.2 shows the thermal conductance of the spindle unit under consideration with 
the ratios. 

Spindle shaft Housing Air film 
Thermal 
conductance (W/K) 

25900 98700 5.06E-07 

Dissipation ratio 0.208 0.792 4.06E-12 
Table 5.2 Thermal conductance and dissipation ratio of spindle unit 

The thermal conductance of the air film is calculated using a mass flow equation 
governing choked flow through a pocketed orifice (Slocum, 1992, pp. 589-600) such 
that: 

10-4Prh� =1.87xCdd2 ° 
PQ 

where Cd is a discharge coefficient (usually 0.8), d,, is the diameter of the orifice, Po is 
the supply air pressure and PQ is the ambient air pressure. Although the choked 
condition is manifested in all the orifices of diameter 0.1 mm in the air bearing (a total of 
48 orifices, 16 for each journal bearing and 16 for the thrust) with P'/PQ = 7*, the 
thermal conductance of the air film is small enough to be neglected. The small thermal 
conductance of the spindle shaft is largely due to low thermal conductivity of invar. 

The supply pressure is typically 690 kPa in aerostatic bearings (Slocum, 1992, pp. 580-581). 
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Thus Equation 5.4 can be written as 

- mNcp 
dTNdt 

llaqa - hA(TN - To) (5.8) 

where A is the area of the cooling surface. The solution is readily available by 
integration as 
TN = KT(1- e-"') + T. (5.9) 

where 

_ 
1Bga _N_p 

KT 
hA ' hA 

KT denotes temperature rise at the steady state while i represents time constant. 
Governed by a first-order differential equation, the growth time response is exponential. 

The heat transfer coefficient associated with Equation 5.9 can be found referring to an 
assumption that the vacuum chuck is considered to act like an extended surface for 
convection cooling. Heat transfer by convection between a rotating cylinder and 
surrounding fluid is governed by a) peripheral-speed Reynolds number, which is defined 
as (Anderson and Saunders, 1953) 

w7rD Re(� = 
V 

where D is the diameter and v is the kinematic viscosity, and b) Grashof number defined 
in Section 4.3.3. Turbulence begins to appear at a critical peripheral-speed Reynolds 
number, 50. Below the critical number, simple free convection, characterised by the 
Grashof number, controls the rate of heat transfer. At speeds where Re,,, > 8000 in air, 
the peripheral speed Reynolds number becomes the controlling parameter. The 
combined effects of Reynolds, Prandtl and Grashof numbers on the average Nusselt 
number for a horizontal cylinder rotating in air above the critical velocity can be 
expressed by an empirical equation (Kays and Bjorklund, 1958) 

NUD =hD=0.11 
(0.5 Re,, ' + Gro) Pr 

0.35 

k 
(5.10) 

Heat transfer from a rotating disk in air is empirically given as (Wagner, 1948; Cobb 

and Saunders, 1956) 

1/? 2 

NU D 
cR 

°kv 
(5.11) 
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for ReD < 500,000, where R is the radius of a disk. The boundary layer on the disk is 
laminar and of uniform thickness at rotational Reynolds numbers wD2/v below about 
106. At higher Reynolds numbers, the flow becomes turbulent and the boundary layer 
thickens with increasing radius. 

For the circumferential surface of the vacuum chuck, Equation 5.10 can be applied and 
for the face, Equation 5.11. However only a part of the circumferential area, i. e. 30%, is 
likely to act as an extended surface because the chuck is made of two disks joining each 
other with a small area that can give high thermal resistance or insulation effects. Then, 
the axial growth of the spindle unit can be calculated as shown in Table 5.3. Due to the 
simplified calculation, Table 5.3 is subject to large uncertainties. 

Spindle speed (rpm) 500 1000 1500 2000 
Steady-state temperature rise KT (K) 0.70 1.71 2.90 4.22 
Time constant c (hrs) 2.29 1.41 1.06 0.87 
Steady-state axial growth eZ` (µm) 0.05 0.13 0.22 0.31 

Table 5.3 Axial thermal growth of spindle unit 

5.3.2 Sensors 

A thermometer and non-contacting displacement sensor are necessary for the test of 
spindle axial growth. A non-contacting displacement sensor is essential because the 
target, i. e. the spindle, rotates at high speeds while testing. Also time measurements are 
involved in the test. Unlike electrical systems, thermal systems are characterised by their 
large time constant, so that fast sensor response is not essential in the test. 

Table 5.3 suggests that the temperature should be measured down to 0.1 K because, at 
lower spindle speeds, maximum temperature rise is likely to be less than 1 K. Also the 
measurement should be repeatable within 1K to distinguish the characteristics of 
temperature rise at different speeds. One popular method of measuring temperature is 
using thermocouple instruments, which rely on the physical principle that, when any two 
different metals are connected together, an electromotive force, which is a function of 
the temperature, is generated at the junction between them. Such instruments can 
achieve an overall system accuracy of better than ±0.025 °C (e. g. manufacturer's 
specification of Labcal Plus from Labfacility*). Because thermocouples are sufficiently 
accurate as well as popular, they were adopted in the test. 

Temperature was measured by a model 6600 microprocessor thermometer having 10 
channel scanning capacity from Comark Electronics**, which seems to be satisfactory 
for the requirements of this test. The specification is shown in Table 5.4. The available 
sensors were type T (Cu/Cu-Ni) thermocouple probes with measurement range of -200 
to 400 °C. The probes are in the form of thin rods, measuring 43x250 mm, and they can 
be bent to enable fitting in awkward locations. 

Labfacility Ltd., 99 Waldegrave Road, Teddington, Middlesex TW11 8LR 
*i Comark Electronics Ltd., Rustington, Littlehampton, West Sussex BN16 3QZ 
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The overall system accuracy is a little better than ±0.1 °C according to the specification. 
In many cases, however, errors arising from installation may be considerably more than 
the error of the sensor itself. Temperature is not measurable without some disturbance of 
the heat paths of an object. Especially, large errors can arise in measuring the 
temperature of gases or poorly conducting solids (Polak, 1979, pp. 6-22). If we immerse 

a thermometer directly in the substance under test, there will be an interchange of energy 
until equilibrium is established, where heat flow into the sensor by convection, 
conduction and radiation equals the heat leakage outwards by conduction along the stem 
of the sensor and by radiation across the substance to distant surfaces. 

Resolution 0.1 °C 
Measurement accuracy ±0.05% of reading per input 
Temperature coefficient ±35 ppm/°C 
Thermocouple characterising 
error for type T 

< ±0.05 °C within 0 to 400 °C 

Cold junction compensation No additional error from 20 to 25 °C. Temperature 

coefficient of less than ±0.05 °C per °C ambient 
outside this range 

Response 1 sec to full accuracy 
Table 5.4 Thermometer specification 

The thermocouple wires also contribute to the total error budget. Moreover many 
primary sensors give very small signals that have to be fed to a bridge or other 
amplifying system. The small primary signal may be interfered with by external 
electromagnetic disturbances such as magnetic fields from electric motors. Temperature 

readings are likely to have negative error, i. e. low reading referring to the above 
discussion. Perfect insulation is needed around temperature sensors, but it is not 
possible. 
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Figure 5.5 Location of temperature sensors 
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Knowledge of the temperature of the spindle unit and room air is fundamentally 
necessary for this test to characterise the axial thermal growth, and also some other 
locations of interest were chosen as follows: 

p Temperature of spindle unit: The temperature of the spindle shaft is difficult to 
measure because the spindle will be running while testing the axial thermal growth. 
Although sensors can be attached to the rotating shaft and their signals can be fed to 
the outside, this would be expensive, involving modifications to the spindle shaft. 
Mainly due to the impossibility of modifications on a running machine, the test had 
to be conducted with temperature measurement of the upper outside surface of the 
spindle housing as depicted as Tspindle in Figure 5.5. It is assumed that not much 
temperature difference exists along the housing length. For the measurement of air 
film temperature, a sensor should be located at the bearing gap of the spindle. Still 
this needs some modifications, so the temperature of the air just above the spindle 
unit is measured in order to represent the temperature of the leakage air as shown as 
Tspindle above in Figure 5.5. 

Q Temperature of room air: The temperature of the room air should be measured at 
locations that are just free from thermal environment actively interacting with the 
machine. Such an arrangement seems to give effective information regarding 
temperature variation effects on machine tools. Two locations along the vertical 
direction were selected in order to take account of temperature gradients of the room 
air. The first is the temperature of the air at a height of 2m from the floor (Troom temp 
2m in Figure 5.5) near the machine. The second is attached to the rear bottom of the 
machine (Tbed rear bottom in Figure 5.5). The bottom space was considered to be safe 
from the thermally elevated machine because it will be occupied by heavier cold air. 

Q Temperature of machine frame: Three more components are considered to be 
important in thermal response of the machine. The bed provides a stable grounding 
for all the other machine components, so that the temperature of the top surface (Tbed 

top in Figure 5.5) was measured in the test. It is noted that the top surface is a steel 
plate tightly attached to the massive synthetic granite main body. The spindle 
support of the machine fixed onto that steel plate is another thick steel plate. The 

spindle unit and motor are located on the top of the support, so it provides heat paths 
from the spindle unit to the other components. The temperature of the upper surface 
of the support (Tspm ue support) was measured. The linear carriage or X slide made of 
cast iron is also subject to thermal deformation. Moreover, the carriage was used for 

mounting displacement sensors. Thus, the right part of the top surface was selected 
as an measuring location (TX top right in Figure 5.5). 

For the measurement of surface temperatures such as Tspinale, Tspindle upport, etc., long, 

moderately thin thermocouple probes were attached onto the surfaces using an 
aluminium tape. Aluminium surfaces have low emissivity (around 0.1) and absorptivity 
in comparison with steel surfaces (emissivity around 0.2), so they provide an effective 
shield for radiation heat transfer between thermocouples and surroundings. Also the 
high conductivity of aluminium (167 W/m"K) helps develop temperature of the probes 

equal to the object under test. 
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The non-contacting displacement sensors were required to have high accuracy and 
repeatability within 0.1 µm according to Table 5.3. For the test, two types were selected 
to measure the axial growth of the spindle, i. e. fibre-optic back-scatter sensors and 
inductive ones that are accurate enough to detect displacements much less than 1 µm. 
Both sensors were used for comparative investigation of test results. 

It is worth outlining the operating principle of fibre-optic sensors. Light can be 
transmitted through long thin glass fibres, even if they are bent. If the light ray enters a 
fibre rod at an angle to its axis less than some maximum angle, the ray will be totally 
reflected from the walls. Optical fibres can be arranged in bundles. One type of optical 
fibre sensors utilises intensity modulation as the mechanism by which the information to 
be measured is transmitted on to the light guided within fibres. 

Figure 5.6(a) shows an optical-fibre sensor using a moving reflector target as an external 
intensity modulator (Gasvik, 1987, pp. 205-209). Two fibre bundles, illuminating and 
receiving, are mixed together in a bifurcated bundle in such a way that every second 
fibre in the cross section of a bifurcated bundle comes from, say, illuminating bundle. 
An illuminating bundle emits a conical light beam and a receiving bundle will receive 
light inside of a cone of the same magnitude as depicted in Figure 5.6(b). 

Illuminating Receiving 
bundle bundle 

Light Photodetector 
source 

Bifurcated 
bundle 

Moving target 

(a) 

Illuminating Receiving 
fibre fibre 

(b) 

Figure 5.6 Operating principle of optical-fibre sensor 

d 

Placing a scattering plane surface a distance d in front of the fibre end, light will be 

scattered back and the amount of the light received by a receiving bundle will be 

proportional to the area of overlap between two cones as illustrated in the figure. If the 
whole cross section of a receiving bundle is covered with light, the intensity of the 
received light will have its maximum. A further increase in d will decrease the intensity. 
Thus, a curve describing the relation between the received light intensity versus the 
distance will have two flanks and the front flank is much steeper than rear. By placing 
the end of a bifurcated bundle close to a surface, a photodetector at the end of a 
receiving bundle will give a signal, which is proportional to the distance from the fibre 

end to the surface, as long as one is working within the linear portion of the front flank 

of the curve. 
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An Angstrom Resolver Series 201 from Opto Acoustic Sensors* operating on the 
principle above was used for one method to detect the thermal axial growth. It provides 
convenient LCD panel meter displaying the dc level of a measurand. Only a dc level is 
important in the measurement of the thermal axial growth, as stated in Section 2.2. That 
is, the rotation of the spindle gives ac components in the measurement signal while the 
axial growth correspond to the changes in the dc level of measurement signal. 
According to literature (Slocum, 1992, pp. 174-176), the repeatability of fibre-optic 
sensors can be order of 0.05% of full-scale range and the linearity can be as good as 
0.1% of full-scale range, but they are sensitive to the effect of the environment of the 
surface of a moving target. Dirt on the surface of a target can degrade the performance 
of an optical-fibre sensor. For the test, a diamond-turned aluminium target, measuring 
ý50x 14 mm, was used because of its high reflectivity. 

The other (inductive) sensor was from Kaman Instrumentation**. Its performance is 
dependent on the properties of target material. To achieve a high level of performance, 
the target should have uniform electrical properties, be a very good conductor and have 
low magnetic permeability (Slocum, 1992, pp. 133-135). The best target materials are 
aluminium, copper and brass. Ferrous targets degrade the performance of inductive 
sensors and ideally would have a thin piece of a good target material epoxied or plated 
on them. However, a stainless steel target, measuring ý50x 14 mm, was used in the test 
because the sensors had been calibrated against a stainless steel artefact for other 
purposes not relevant to this study. The linearity of inductive sensors is typically 0.1 % at 
25% of full-scale range and the repeatability is typically twice the resolution (ibid. ). 

Sensor A 
Sensor B 

Sensor C 

Figure 5.7 Measurement of spindle thermal drifts 

A popular method of measuring spindle thermal drifts is depicted in Figure 5.7 (ANSI 
Standard B5.54,1992). An artefact is mounted on the spindle nose and a sensor support 
is fixed on the machine frame. The difference in the readings of sensor A and B is used 
to calculate the tilt of a spindle while the average of sensor A and B readings provides 
the radial measurements (drift and/or run-out). Sensor C measures the axial motion of 
the spindle (including growth). In this test, we are interested in the axial thermal growth 

Opto Acoustic Sensors, Inc., 1706A Medfield Road, Raleigh, NC 27607, USA 
** Kaman Instrumentation Corp., 1500 Garden of the Gods Road, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80933- 

7463, USA 
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only, so we need just one displacement sensor measuring the displacement of the centre 
position of the spindle unit. ANSI Standard B89.3.4M (1985) defines spindle axial 
motion as error motion co-linear with the fixed reference axis along the spindle, as 
discussed in Section 2.2. The mounting method for the sensors used in the test is 
illustrated in Figure 5.8. 

Vacuum chuck Fibre Optic Tool 
Spindle sensor holder 

....:........ unit z Extender 

_. _. _ 
Inductive 
sensor 

X slide 

Fine Extender Magnetic 
Bed in feed unit clamp 

Spindle Sensor 
support target 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.8 Sensor mounting method 

The fibre-optic sensor was mounted at the end of an extender that was fixed horizontally 
to the tool holder of the machine in Figure 5.8(a). In turn the tool holder was placed on 
the fine in feed unit attached onto the X slide of the machine. The extender was used 
because of the difficulty in holding the small fibre-optic sensor only with the tool 
holder. The extender, however, had a slender structure that was vulnerable to 
temperature changes. 
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Figure 5.9 Calibration curve of fibre-optic sensor 

The fibre-optic sensor was arranged to target a diamond-turned aluminium artefact 
attached to the vacuum chuck of the spindle. In theory, the target position should be the 
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centre of the aluminium artefact to measure the axial thermal growth. The artefact, 
however, has a small flaw at the centre as a result of turning operation, so a slightly 
higher position was used for the target point of the fibre-optic sensor. In this 
arrangement, the fibre-optic sensor was calibrated against the aluminium target. 

Figure 5.9 shows the calibration curve obtained by reading the dc level of the fibre-optic 

sensor output while moving the sensor stepwise towards the target using the in feed unit. 
The displacement was measured by a dial indicator. It is noted that the displacement in 
Figure 5.9 does not represent absolute distance between the target and sensor. 

For the high resolution measurement required in this test, the front flank representing 
high sensitivity was chosen, so several calibrations were carried out within that range an 
example of which is shown in Figure 5.10. The sensitivity was evaluated by employing 
the least-square procedure and found to be 0.241 V/µm. 

Two major defects were found in the calibration work. The first was in using a dial 
indicator as a reference metrology instrument because it is considered to be less accurate 
than the fibre-optic sensor. The second is the non-linearity of the calibration curve of 
Figure 5.10. This is likely to be mainly due to the fine in feed unit. The sensitivity 
obtained, therefore, may have large errors, but the trends of the axial thermal growth can 
be identified even under the large sensitivity error of the sensor. Also an inductive 
sensor was used to complement the fibre-optic sensor measurements. 
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Figure 5.10 Front flank of calibration curve of fibre-optic sensor 

Figure 5.8(b) shows the mounting method of the inductive sensor. The sensor was 
attached to a magnetic clamp using a small extender that positions the sensor at the 

centre of a ground stainless steel artefact, held by the vacuum chuck. The whole 
assembly was fixed onto the fine in feed unit. The sensitivity of the inductive sensor was 
calculated using factory-calibrated data, as shown in Figure 5.11. Using a least-squares 

procedure, the sensitivity of 0.200 V/µm was obtained. 
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Figure 5.11 Calibration curve of inductive sensor 

A data acquisition system was developed to facilitate the test as shown in Figure 5.12. A 
thermocouple thermometer was connected to a 386SX PC via RS-232C. The voltage 
signal from the inductive sensor was fed into an AD converter, AT-NUO-16DL-9 from 
National Instruments*. The fibre-optic sensor used was stand-alone because of its 

convenient dc level meter. An oscilloscope was used also to monitor the signals from 
two displacement measuring sensors. 

Fibre-optic sensor 

Oscilloscope 
(%D 

Inductive sensor 
äN 

Thermometer 

Figure 5.12 Data acquisition system 

The sampling time was chosen to be 5 minutes because the measurand will not greatly 
fluctuate with time. Also, considering the long time-constant of thermal systems, 5 

minutes were considered to be appropriate for this test. The signal from the inductive 

sensor has ac components as well as dc ones. Because we needed the dc components, 
the value was taken by averaging 500 samples for 5 seconds. 

* National Instruments, 21 Kingfisher Court, Hambridge Road, Newbury, Berkshire RG14 5SJ 
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5.4 Results of Test 

Before proceeding with the main experiments, it was considered appropriate to record 
thermal and vibration conditions surrounding the experimental set-up as a first step. 
Figure 5.13 shows temperature variation of the machine under idling conditions and no 
pressurised-air supply to the spindle while Figure 5.14 was obtained with the air supply 
on. 
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Figure 5.13 Temperature variation of idle machine without air supply to spindle 
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Figure 5.14 Temperature variation of idle machine with air supply to spindle 

The data was recorded from noon through the night to the following morning. Firstly, a 
remarkable resemblance between the two graphs indicates that the repeatability of the 
thermometer is acceptable. Also, the two figures show that room temperatures varied 
with time in such a way that the air in the room heated up steadily from morning to 

evening, cooling down sharply after power-off of the main room heater, and then 

cooling down steadily during the night, heating up sharply after power-on of the main 
room heater*. Thus, the temperature of the room varies one cycle per day. Furthermore, 

This test was conducted during the winter season. 
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a stable gradient temperature difference of about 2 °C was observed between the air at 
the floor of the room and that 2 meters above it during the day time due to the location 
of hot air outlets of the heater and slow blow speeds of the hot air from the outlets. Also 
the room temperature in the afternoon was more stable than in the morning. The 
gradient disappears during the night. 

As can be seen in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, the machine components follow the pattern of 
the room temperature variations. The machine units are directly affected by the room 
temperature variations. The machine temperature is rising and falling within about 1 °C 
according to the room temperature in a cyclic form as shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14. 
Figures 5.15 and 5.16 show the temperature variation and associated axial growth of the 
spindle during the afternoon when most of the tests were carried out (with the inductive 
sensor used for displacement measurement). 
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Figure 5.15 Temperature variation during afternoon 
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Figure 5.16 Axial growth of spindle measured by inductive sensor 
(idle machine condition with air supply) 
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Figures 5.15 and 5.16 indicate that during the afternoon the room temperature is 

relatively stable and displacement measurements using the inductive sensor are reliable 
enough to characterise small thermal axial growth of the spindle. On the other hand, 
Figures 5.17 and 5.18 show the results using the fibre-optic sensor. 
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Figure 5.17 Temperature variation at spindle speed of 1000 rpm 
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Figure 5.18 Axial growth measured by fibre-optic sensor at spindle speed of 1000 rpm 

From these we can see the poor presentation of displacement measurements by the fibre- 

optic sensor. The reason for this was deduced as being due to the extender used to 
support the fibre-optic sensor being very susceptible to surrounding temperature 
variations. Thus the data obtained was unreliable. In order to overcome this problem an 
insulation material, polystyrene, was applied to the outer surface of the extender. 
Afterwards, the result was impressive as will be seen in Appendix B where test results 
are presented together. 

For the main test, three different running conditions were devised for the spindle. They 

were constant running, stepwise increase of the speeds and intermittent running, which 
are likely to excite the machine in different ways. Also, three different spindle speeds, 
500,1000 and 1500 rpm were selected to provide different heating conditions for the 
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machine. Although the spindle can run at 2000 rpm, the machine seemed to be noisy at 
that speed. 

Figures B. 1 to B. 4 of Appendix B are test results using the fibre-optic sensor while 
Figures B. 5 to B. 12 are those using the inductive sensor. They seem to be acceptable but 
some fluctuations in the displacement curves are observed. Such fluctuations make the 
analysis of the data difficult. An enclosure made of thick polystyrene boards, therefore, 
was built to surround the sensitive measurement area as illustrated in Figure 5.19. 

End 
unit 

-ar carriage (X slide) 

B 

Figure 5.19 Test using enclosure 

Test results using the enclosure are Figures B. 13 to B. 25 of Appendix B, showing 
improved fidelity in displacement measurements. 
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Chapter 
6 

Analysis of Test Data 

6.1 Descriptive Interpretation 

The results of the axial thermal growth tests (Appendix B) and environment tests (Figures 
5.13 and 5.14 in Section 5.4) provide a rich insight into the thermal response of the machine 
under consideration. From the daily temperature variation environment test results shown in 
Figures 5.13 and 5.14, we can see that, irrespective of the sharp drop and rise of the room 
temperature, the pattern of the machine temperature variations shows a near sinusoidal 
form. That implies the machine units have large time constants, i. e. they act like a low pass 
filter having very low frequency cut-offs. 

From Figures 5.13 and 5.14 in Section 5.4, the unit whose temperature is least affected by 
the room temperature variations is found to be the spindle support shown in Figure 5.8, 

which is indirectly exposed due to other machine components. The temperature curves 
representing the spindle support show the presence of large time-delay, approximately 3 
hours, due to the long path of thermal energy transportation. Also, we can see that the air 
supply to the spindle does not cause any difference in the responses of the machine to the 
room temperature variations because the air will follow the temperature of the room air 
anyway. 

During the course of the test using the fibre-optic sensor, unexpected external disturbances 
happened frequently, so only two sets of the data were considered to be minimally affected 
by measurement noises caused by the room environment variations to the measurement set- 
up, as shown in Figure B. 1 to B. 4, although many more tests were carried out. The 
disturbances were a) abrupt malfunction of the room heating equipment, b) exposure to the 
freezing outside air and lastly c) movement of a large group of students in the building. For 
the tests using an inductive sensor and enclosure, more care was taken to avoid such 
disturbances so that most of test data was reasonable. From the test results shown in 
Appendix B, we can see these common facts: 
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p The temperature of the spindle rises during its constant-speed running operation 
(Figures* B. 1, B. 3, B. 13, B. 15, B. 17 and B. 19). In turn, the axial growth of the spindle 
increases in accordance with the temperature in a form of exponential growth (Figures 
B. 2, B. 4, B. 14, B. 16, B. 18 and B. 20). The amount of growth is a few micrometres and 
the time-constant is more than 1 hour. Comparing Figure B. 18 and Figure B. 20, it can 
be seen that the spindle grows more as the rotational speed becomes higher. Also, the 
time-delay of the spindle growth from the starting point occurs due to delayed heat 
transmission to the spindle shaft. This is more or less 10 minutes as can be seen in 
Figures B. 2, B. 4 and B. 8. During the night the spindle contracts due to the drop of the 
room temperature (Figures B. 5, B. 7 and B. 9). The displacement data measured (Figures 
B. 6, B. 8 and B. 10) shows an exponentially decreasing pattern for the night followed by 
an exponentially increasing pattern for the morning. 

p The temperature of the spindle support is least affected by the room temperature 
variations as shown in Figures 5.13 and 5.14, but under running conditions (Figures 
B. 1, B. 3, B. 7, B. 9, B. 11, B. 13, B. 15, B. 17, B. 19, B. 21, B. 23 and B. 24), the heat from 
the spindle motor is directly conducted into the spindle support, also from heat 

generated due to shearing of the air lubricant in the bearing gap. The spindle motor is 

considered to be the most harmful heat source in machine tools. Eventually, the 
temperature of the spindle support rises more than that of the spindle as can be seen 
particularly in Figure B. 1, which means that the spindle motor is a serious heat source in 
this machine too. Moreover, the temperature of the spindle support barely achieves its 

equilibrium state. This implies the thermal mass of the spindle support is large (the 

mass is about 120 Kg) and the cooling is poor. 

Q The temperature of the linear carriage and bed is largely under control of the room 
temperature variations. A part of the bed near the spindle support is likely to be affected 
by the heat stored in the spindle support. Nothing interesting was found for those 
components. 

It is hard to say which of the sensors was better for the test. Comparison of the test results 
using the fibre-optic sensor and inductive sensor reveals no appreciable facts under some 
defects, as stated in Section 5.3.2, in the calibration of the fibre-optic sensor. The fibre- 

optic sensor, however, is more susceptible to changes in its set-up environment because it 

uses a light beam and has small dimension. The test using an enclosure employed the fibre- 

optic sensor, but it gave highly reliable data as can be seen in Figures B. 13 to B. 25. The 
type of sensor, therefore, appears not to be a key element in the measurements, but the 

physical set-up has more importance. 

The test results reveal a serious matter, inconsistency of data sets under the same input 

condition. For example, Figures B. 2 and B. 18 were plotted from test results when the 

* The thick line represents the temperature of the spindle housing. But in the figures as well as main text, the 
associated notation is just spindle. 
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spindle was running at 500 rpm. Comparing Figures B. 18 and B. 2, the measured growth is 

more than doubled and the time-constant more than trebled. Examining the corresponding 
temperature plots (Figures B. 1 and B. 17), we can see that, in Figure B. 1, there is an ever- 
increasing trend in environment temperature during the measurement due to effects other 
than running of the spindle. In contrast, the environment temperature is very stable in 
Figure B. 17. Figure B. 18, therefore, represents more precisely the response of the spindle 
due to its friction losses. 

On the other hand, from Section 4.4 we see that parameters governing thermal response of a 
machine tool vary with time. Irrespective of whether errors in measurement are large or 
small, the thermal responses are expected to differ at every instance of measurement 
although apparent conditions, such as spindle speeds, are the same. What is really important 
is how to diagnose information relevant to a specific kind of heat input from noisy data. 

Figures B. 4, B. 14 and B. 20 depict the axial growth at 1000 rpm, which also deviate 
considerably. Accepting such deviations, i. e. the deviations have their own right in the 
thermal response of the spindle unit, some may be from the past thermal memory of 
machine components and others may be due to considerable changes in the room 
environment. Thermal memory of machine components would seem to be mostly 
responsible for such deviations. In fact, the heat transfer mechanism is very sensitive to the 
initial conditions provided because heat flux is directly proportional to temperature 
difference between a body and its surrounding as can be seen in Equation 4.2. 

However, we cannot discard effects due to poor arrangement of measurement set-ups. We 
can see two types of trends followed by one another in the thermal growth in Figure B. 4. 
The change of trends matches with the decreasing period of the room temperature in Figure 
B. 3. The decrease of the temperature affects sensory equipment also. Thus, the results using 
an enclosure are likely to have more importance in analysing the test results. Figure 6.1 
depicts trends of the axial growth of the spindle with test results using an enclosure. They 
seem to be reasonably well behaved. 

Figures B. 8, B. 10 and B. 25 show the behaviour of the spindle during its running at some 
duty cycles. They show, when the spindle is idle, the rate of decrease of the spindle 
temperature is much less than the rate of increase of the temperature when the spindle is 

running. Sometimes the temperature continues rising although the spindle has stopped. This 
implies natural convection and conduction are acting as a cooling mechanism when the 
spindle is not running. 

Figures B. 12 and B. 22 depict the axial growth under stepwise decrease and increase of the 
spindle speed each other. The graphs indicate that this kind of excitation gives low fidelity 
in test data. In every step, thermal memory of the past step is still active so interpretation is 
difficult. We need another means for analysis for this sort of difficulty. 
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Figure 6.1 Axial thermal growth of spindle 

Lastly, the predictions given in Chapter 5, i. e. Table 5.3, compared with Figure 6.1, turn out 
to have large errors in calculating the axial growth theoretically. In the calculations the 
reference length was chosen to be the length of the spindle from the thrust plate and nose 
face. We considered the thrust plate as a thermal reference plane that does not move with 
respect to the tool. But in reality there are added effects from the spindle support, vacuum 
chuck, aluminium target, etc. Probably, the heated spindle support evokes the movement of 
the spindle unit as a whole in the axial direction. Most of the measured axial growth is 
likely to be due to deformation of the spindle support. The outcome is axial displacement of 
the spindle due to thermal disturbances. 

6.2 Parameter Identification 

6.2.1 Problem Definition 

An analysis method is required to interpret the test results quantitatively, i. e. we need an 
analytical tool to calculate three thermal parameters, time-delay, time-constant and gain 
from the test data. This is a realm of parameter identification by which a finite number of 
parameters governing a system can be deduced from experimental data and a system 
function whose form is assumed. The system function we are going to deal with is the 
solution of Equation 4.6. From Section 4.4, we can write the governing differential equation 
of thermal deformation of a point of a body under one heat input such that 
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T(t) 
du 

+u= K(t)Fh t- to(t) H[t - tD(t)] dt 
(6.1) 

This equation forms a basic model structure for parameter identification that makes it 
possible to obtain time-constant i, gain K and time-delay tD using experimental test data. 

A machine tool has many thermally affected bodies and heat sources, so in general we have 
to evaluate sets of thermal parameters. This is conceptually illustrated in Figure 6.2. A 
machine model of Figure 6.2 is composed of NM sets of thermal parameters each 
representing the behaviour of an individual unit. Each set has three thermal parameters that 
are in general represented by a matrix form because several heat sources or inputs act upon 
a unit. Each element of a parameter matrix is related with a specific heat input. 

A machine model will eventually produce as many deformation elements as the number of 
heat sources multiplied by the number of machine units. The sum of individual 
deformations finally represents the total thermal error of a machine tool. In developing such 
a model, an estimator using methods of parameter identification will constantly monitor the 
input and output of the thermal response of a machine, and change parameters according to 
deviations of a machine model from real machine behaviour. In this study we are dealing 
with basically one heat input to one unit producing one deformation element. 
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Figure 6.2 Thermal parameter identification of machine tools 
(tD,; = time delay of machine unit i; 
i; = time constant of machine unit i; 
K; = gain of machine unit i; 
u;,, = deformation of machine unit i associated with heat input Frh,;; 
u= total thermal deformation) 
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6.2.2 Review of Identification Algorithms 

A general expression for an Nath-order difference equation of a linear causal system is of 
the form (Goodwin and Payne, 1977, pp. 62-64): 

Na Nb 

y(t) +I ak(t)y(t - k) =I bk(t)x(t - k) 
k=1 k=1 

where x(t), y(t) are the input and output respectively; {ak}, {bk} characterise the appropriate 
system; Na and Nb denote the number of possible delays of the output and input 
respectively. It is noted that t in the above equation is a integer-valued time scale for 
discrete-time models. Considering that we have obtained input sequence {x(t)} and output 
sequence {y(t) } by experiments for such a system with time-invariant parameters, we may 
think that the sampled values (input and output sequences) can be related through the 
following linear difference equation: 

Na Nb 

y(t) + 1] ak y(t - k) = 
1] bkx(t - k) + v(t) (6.2) 

k=1 k=1 

where v(t) is some disturbance of unspecified character, called an equation error. Using a 
delay operator q-1, i. e. q-ly(t) = y(t-1), Equation 6.2 can be written as 

A(q-')y(t) = B(q-')x(t) + v(t) 
A(q-') 

=1 + a, q-' +... +aNaq-Na and B(q-') = 17, q-1 +... +bNbq-Nb 

Also Equation 6.2 can be put into a linear regression form such that (Jerbi et al., 1993) 

y(t) = OTcp(t) + v(t) 

where 0 is a parameter vector taken as 

[a, 
... aNa b1 

... 
bNb )T 

(6.3) 

and cp is a vector of lagged input-output data, of which components are called regressors: 

q(t) _ [- y(t -1) ... - y(t - Na) x(t-1) ... x(t - Nb )]T 

This model describes the observed variable y(t) as an unknown linear combination of the 

components of the observed vector q(t) plus noise. Thus the problem leads to how to 
identify a parameter vector 0. 
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The most common residual model is to describe {v(t)} as a moving average of a white noise 
sequence {ew(t)} (Candy, 1986, pp. 28-30): 

A(q-' )y(t) = B(q-' )x(t) + C(q-')ew(t) 
A(q-') =1 + a, q-' +... +aNaq-Na; B(q-') = b, q-' +... +bNbq-Nb; C(q-') =1 + c, q-' +... +cNcq-Nc 

This model structure is known as an ARMAX model (ibid. ), which is short for an 
AutoRegressive Moving Average model with an exogenous signal and represents the 
general form of popular time-series and digital-filter models. Thus we are going to treat 
unmeasured disturbances and measurement errors as realisation of stochastic processes. 

The model also can be put into a pseudo-linear regression form: 

Y(t) = BTT 0(t)+ew(t) 
0=[a, - aNa bl 

(p o(t) = [- At -1) 

""" 
bNb Cl """ CNciT 

y(t - Na) x(t-1) """ x(t-Nb) e, y(t-1) ew(t-N, )]T 
(6.4) 

A special case of an ARMAX model interesting to this study is 

A(q-')Y(t) = B(q-')x(t) + ew (t) 
y(t) = OTp0(t) + ew(t) 

T 
0= [a1 

... aNa b, ... bNb 

(p0(t)=[-. v(t-1) ... -. v(t-Na) x(t-1) ... x(t-Nb)]T 

(6.5) 

This is called an ARX (controlled autoregressive) model. It is noted that the regressors are 
not deterministic functions. 

The identification methods have two branches, i. e. 

Q Off-line or batch identification: A batch of data is collected from the systems and 
subsequently as a separate procedure this batch of data is used to construct a model. 

Q Recursive or real-time identification: A model is inferred at the same time as the data is 

collected and then is updated at each time instant when some new data becomes 

available. 

Recursive identification methods have a small requirement on memory since not all data are 
stored, and can be easily modified into real-time algorithms, aimed at tracking time-varying 

parameters. Recursive methods are suited to this study. 

Considering a system described by Equation 6.3, we introduce an equation error as 
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E(t) = y(t) - OT p(t) 
The least squares estimate of the parameter vector 0 is defined as the vector 6 that 
minimises the following criterion function: 

N 

(t)2 VN(e) = JE 
2 1=, 

where N is the number of data points. Then VN(0) has a unique minimum point given by 
(Söderström and Stoica, 1989, pp. 60-65) 

e= (Tl 
(DTy 

where: 

cD _ [p(1) ... y(N)]T and Y= [y(1) ... y(N)] T 

- y(t -1) ... x(t - Nb ) 

_ (N x N. matrix) 

- y(N -1) x(N - Nb ) 

(6.6) 

This is the least-squares estimation method for off-line identification. Its recursive form is 
given by (ibid., pp. 321-324) 

O(t) = O(t 
-1) + K(t)c(t) 

E(t) = Y(t) - 9T(t)e(t -1) 

K(t) = P(t)q(t) = 
P(t -1)(P(t) 

1+ (pT(t)P(t -1)(p(t) 

P(t) = P(t -1) - 
P(t -1)9(t)q T (t)P(t -1) 

1+ 9T(t)P(t -1)cp(t) 

where P(t), N(pxN,, matrix, has the following form used for the derivation: 

t -1 [(S)TS] 
P(t) = 

1] 

s-1 

and K(t) is an Nix 1 vector. Here the term E(t) should be interpreted as a prediction error. It 
is the difference between the measured output y(t) and the one-step-ahead prediction 
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y(t t -1; 
O(t 

-1)) = TT(t0(t -1) 

of y(t) made at time t-1 based on the model corresponding to the estimate 6(t -1). The 

circumflex accent denotes the estimated value of a parameter. If 6(t) is small, the estimate 
6(t -1) is good and should not be modified very much. The vector K(t) is interpreted as a 
weighting or gain factor showing how much the value of E(t) will modify the different 
elements of the parameter vector. 

Any recursive algorithm requires some initial values to be started up, i. e., we need 
0(0), P(O). Strictly speaking, the proper initial values are obtained if we start the recursion 
at an elapsed time to. It is more common, though, to start the recursion at t=0 with some 
guesses. The relative importance of the initial values decays with time, as the magnitude of 
the sums increase. Thus, a common choice of initial values is to take some large constant 
multiplied by a unity matrix for P(0) and a null matrix for 0(0). 

When the properties of the process change slowly with time, the recursive algorithm should 
be able to track the time-varying parameters describing such a process. By using a 
forgetting factor we can modify the recursive least squares algorithm to a real-time method. 
The modified criterion function is (Söderström and Stoica, 1989, pp. 324-327) 

V«» = 
Exf-SE`S)2 

S=, 
`I 

where X is a forgetting factor that has a numeric value somewhat less than 1 (for example 
0.99 or 0.95). This means that with increasing t the measurements obtained previously are 
discounted. The smaller the value of a,, the quicker the information in previous data will be 
forgotten. The recursive least squares method with a forgetting factor is thus 

O(t) = O(t - 1) + K(t)E(t) 
E(t) = y(t) - (PT (t)e(t -1) 

P(t-1)cp(t) 
K(t) 

X+ TT (t)P(t -1)T(t) 

P(t) = kLP(t-1)- 
Pit -1)9(t)gT(t)P(t -1) 

?+ 9T(t)P(t -1)q(t) 

(6.7) 

In the pseudo-linear model for an ARMAX model structure we used the following regressor 
vector: 

Po(t) _ ý-Y(t-1) -Y(t-Na) x(t-1) ... x(t-N6) ew(t-1) ... ew(t-N, )]T 
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Variables e,, (i) entering the To vector are not measurable. However, they can be replaced by 
the estimated prediction errors, i. e. 

)]T cp(t) = [- y(t-1) """ - y(t-Na) x(t-1) """ x(t-Nb) E(t-1) """ 6(t-N, 

This approach gives an extended least squares algorithm (Söderström and Stoica, 1989, pp. 
328-334) 

O(t) = O(t - 1) + K(t)E(t) 

E(t) = y(t) - (PT (t)e(t -1) 
K(t) = P(t)q(t) = 

P(t -1)9(t) 
1+ 9T(t)P(t -1)9(t) 

P(t -1)c (t)gT(t)P(t -1) P(t)=P(t-1)- 
1+cpT(t)P(t-1)cp(t) 

(6.8) 

An advantage of this algorithm is that it is computationally equivalent to the usual recursive 
least squares algorithm. 
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6.2.3 Test of Algorithms 

Before applying identification algorithms, a difference equation describing thermal 
deformation of a body should be obtained, such as a form given by Equation 6.2. This can 
be done by integrating Equation 6.1 or using a transfer function. In the case of a first-order 
system with no time-delay, the transfer function is given in Section 4.4.2 such that 

K 
G(s) 

+ is 
(6.9) 

1 

One method of the construction of discrete equivalents to continuous transfer function is 
hold equivalence using the z transform, that is (Franklin and Powell, 1980, pp. 62-66) 

G'(z) = (1- z-' )Z 
1 

G(S 
s 

where z represents a z-transformed variable. The hold equivalence of Equation 6.9 becomes 

G'(z) = 
u(z) 
Fth(z) 

= (1 - z-)Z K 
1/-c 

=K- 
Z-1. 

- 
z(1 - e-s") 

-K 
z-' - e-'-, "Z-' 

s(i/ti + s) z (z - 1)(z - e-tsl'r) 1- e-ts/'rz-1 

and 

ß(z)(1 - e-'s"z-1) = KFh(z)(z-1 - e-tsITz-1) 

where the overbar denotes z-transformed quantities; is is a sampling period. By employing 
the shift theorem of the z transform (ibid., pp. 36-40), we have 

U(t) - e-`S'tü(t - 1) = K(1- e-`s"')Fh(t -1) (6.10) 

and in analogy with Equation 6.2 

a= -e-tsit 1 

b, = K(1- e-tsIT ) 

When a first-order system has a time delay tD, the corresponding transfer function will be 
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u(Z) Z-(1+ND) _ e-tsltZ-(1+Np) 
G'= l 

=K Fh(Z) 1- e-tsl"z-1 

The discretised governing equation becomes 

(t) - e-tslh(t-1)= K(1-e-"")Fh[t-(1+ND)] 

Generally, a delayed-input system can be modelled as 

A(q-')Y(t) = B(q-')1 q-(k-1)x(t)} + C(q-1)ew (t) 

(6.11) 

where k is an integer, k >_ 1. For a delayed-input system, firstly, compute the delayed input 
according to 

x'(t) = q-(k-I)x(t) = x(t -k+ 1) 

where t=k, k+1, k+2, 
... , N. Next, estimate the parameters of the ARMAX model applying 

a standard method using x'(t) as an input signal instead of x(t) and do another scanning for 
k, etc. 

In order to validate the effectiveness of the algorithms and find an efficient application 
procedure, an arbitrary machine unit, showing thermal responses governed by Equation 
6.10, is considered here. That is, the machine unit may be a spindle or ball screw, and its 
longitudinal thermal growth is assumed to have two parameters represented by the time- 
constant and gain. The input is in the form of step functions, assumed to be the rotation of 
the spindle at 1000 rpm from t=0. The time-constant and gain are arbitrarily chosen to be 
1.3 hours and 0.00786 µm/rpm. The exact output response can be calculated using Equation 
4.7 and Figure 6.3 shows its curve denoted by pure response. The sampling time was 
chosen to be 5 minutes. 

Another output sequence was prepared to take measurement noise into account. Adding a 
normally distributed random noise to the exact response, a response contaminated with 
noise can be obtained as shown by added noise in Figure 6.3. Lastly, a moving-averaged 
output sequence of the contaminated response was considered as filtered measurement data. 
The moving average was taken as 

2 

, y(t - k) Y, (t) =5y 
k=-2 

because, when a large number of data points are moving-averaged, the averaged response 
will have a considerable time-delay in comparison with the original response. Taking two 
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data points in either side is likely to be reasonable in order to achieve rejection of the noise 
as well as reduction of the associated time-delay. As can be seen in Figure 6.3, the 
contaminated data becomes much smoother by employing moving averages. 
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a) U 
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02 

A small program using MATLAB from the MathWorks* was coded to test the extended 
least squares algorithm of Equation 6.8 with the added forgetting factor under the ARX 
model structure of Equation 6.5. 

Pure response 
  Added noise 

Moving averaged 

0" 0 120 240 360 
Time [min] 

Figure 6.3 Output responses used in testing algorithms 

Time constant 
1.5 0.01 

1 1.2998 
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Gain 

0.0079 

of 0 50 100 

Figure 6.4** Parameter identification test for pure output sequence 
(real value: time constant =1.3, gain = 0.00786) 

Figure 6.4 shows the result of thermal parameter identification using the program described 

above. The curve starts with a transient period that is inevitable when using recursive 

The MathWorks, Inc., Cochituate Place, 24 Prime Park Way, Natick, MA 01760, USA 
The horizontal axis denotes time. Each unit equals 5 minutes. The meaning of the vertical axis is given at 

the top, i. e. time-constant in hours and gain in p. m/rpm. This convention is used for most of plots for time- 

constant and gain. 

0.005 
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algorithms, but soon stabilises and gives consistent, exact estimated values for time- 
constant and gain. Because high fidelity data was used, the algorithm produces nearly 
perfect results. With the same means, the contaminated output was processed and the result 
is shown in Figure 6.5. A very large fluctuation is observed in the figure. 

Time constant Gain 
50 

0 

_ý; n 

1.3 1.1 

vv 

0 50 

0 
0.0078 

100 0 50 100 
Figure 6.5 Parameter identification test for contaminated output sequence 

(real value: time constant =1.3, gain = 0.00786) 

To remove such a large transient that seems to be unsatisfactory, an ARMAX model 
structure of Equation 6.4 setting NN =5 was considered to take account of the noise 
components. The same algorithm with a more complex model structure was programmed. 
The new methodology removes the large transient as can be seen in Figure 6.6. The 

consistency of the presentation, however, is unsatisfactory. Under conditions of noisy data, 
this kind of outcomes might be inevitable. This means that care must be taken in 
interpreting the results of recursive identification process. Time-constant and gain are 
fluctuating with time according to the results under noisy conditions, but the true values are 
constant. 
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Figure 6.6 Parameter identification test for contaminated output sequence 
(real value: time constant =1.3, gain = 0.00786) 

Thus, it is clear that problems in interpreting identification results obtained by recursive 
algorithms arise from the noise added to the measurement data. The best possible way is to 
use the off-line identification procedure given by Equation 6.6. However, that is restricted 
to time-invariant parameter systems only. With recursive methods, one way to remove the 
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harmful contribution of measurement noise is using a highly sophisticated metrology 
arrangement, but this is costly. Another possibility is to pre-process measurement data prior 
to main analysis. An example of the latter was given by the moving-averaged output 
sequence. Figure 6.7 is the result of parameter identification using the moving-averaged 
data under an ARMAX model structure. The response characteristics seem to be much 
more improved than those of the prior results, but still long period fluctuations remain. 
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Figure 6.7 Parameter identification test for moving averaged output sequence 
(real value: time constant =1.3, gain = 0.00786) 

The response characteristics during a transient period were improved by using an ARMAX 
model but the estimated values fluctuated continuously. This means the ARMAX model 
structure employed is not useful for this sort of problem. Only the complication in 
manipulation is added, so that the ARX model used at the beginning will be used 
hereinafter. Also the test data will be moving-averaged for better prediction. Figure 6.8 
represents the identification results using the program based on an ARX model structure 
with the moving averaged output sequence. Although the transient characteristics are worse, 
long-term consistency is good under the circumstances. 
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Figure 6.8 Parameter identification test for moving averaged output sequence 
(real value: time constant =1.3, gain = 0.00786) 

Now consider a parallel system shown in Figure 6.9. This can be seen as a reduced form of 
Figure 6.2. The situation in Figure 6.9 is that two machine units are under the influence of 
the same heat source. Due to the heat input F(h from the source, two units deform by ul and 
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U2 respectively, giving total thermal deformation u. By analysing this system, we can obtain 
a method of how to reduce measurement points when testing the thermal response of a 
machine tool. The method will dramatically reduce the time and efforts necessary for the 
calibration of a machine tool under thermal disturbances. It is related with a problem of 
how to identify three thermal parameters in two units with the knowledge of just one input 
Fth and one total summed output u. 

The governing difference equation of the system of Figure 6.9 can be obtained using az 
transformed type of Equation 6.10, i. e. 

G, (z) = K, 
Z-1 - e-rs1-r1Z-1 

J 
Z-1 - e-rs/t2z-1 

1- e-tsl=l Z-1 
and G2(z)=K2 

2 Z-ý 1_ e-rs/c 

where G1(z), G2(z) are the pulse transfer functions of units 1 and 2 respectively. 

Machine unit 1 ul 
tDi, , ri, Ki 

Fth 

Machine unit 2 u2 
tD2,12, K2 

E) 0. u 

Figure 6.9 Parallel system under same heat input 

(6.12) 

The total transfer function of parallel systems is the sum of each transfer function, so that 

ü 
G(z) = G, (z) + GZ (z) _ -- F th 

(6.13) 

Substituting Equation 6.12 into Equation 6.13 and using the shift theorem, we have the 
following difference equation from the total pulse transfer function: 

u(t)+a, u(t-1)+a2u(t-2) = b, Fh(t - 1) + b2Fh(t - 2) 

where 

a= -e-'Sl j' - e-`slt2 
-IST] -IST 

a2 =e TlT2 

b, = K, - Ke-tslT, + K, - Kee-tS/T2 
-tsTi -tsT2 -tsTl -tst2 

j, 2 = -Kie-tS/T2 + K1e T, T2 _ K'e-t5/T, + Kee T1T2 
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Then the problem becomes one of identifying the following parameter vector 

6= [a, a2 b, b2] T 

using the following lagged input-output vector 

cp-[-u(t-1) -u(t-2) Fh(t-1) Fh(t-2)] 

From the identified parameter vector, we can calculate the thermal parameters of the two 
units. 

When the algorithm used so far is exposed to the parameter identification of the parallel 
system, the initial condition of the parameter vector governs the quality of the identification 
process. Just filling them with zero gave meaningless results. Thus, some prior knowledge 
on the range of the parameters are necessary. In order to know the order of magnitudes of 
the parameters, the elements of the parameter vector were evaluated, as shown in Table 6.1, 
by using Equation 6.14, the gain and time-constant data in Table 5.3 and the guessed values 
of the gain and time-constant. 

Kl 

m 

K2 

m 

'L1 

s 

T2 

s 

a1 a2 b1 b2 

0.00010 0.0008 8244 12000 -1.93957 0.940456 2.33E-05 -2.3E-05 
0.00013 0.001 5076 10000 -1.91306 0.914753 3.7E-05 -3.5E-05 

0.000147 0.001 3816 8000 -1.88759 0.890372 4.79E-05 -4.5E-05 
0.000155 0.0013 3132 3600 -1.8287 0.836007 0.000118 -0.00011 

Table 6.1 Order of magnitudes of parameters 

Initial values were taken to be the average value of numbers listed in Table 6.1. To test the 
effectiveness of parameter identification applied to parallel systems, the following arbitrary 
condition was used: 

Q Input: rotation of spindle at 1000 rpm from t=0 
Q Unit 1: time constant = 7200 s (2 hrs), gain = 0.003 µm/rpm 
Q Unit 2: time constant = 2520 s (0.7 hrs), gain = 0.001 µm/rpm 
Q Sampling time: 300 s 

Figure 6.10 shows the result of parameter identification of the parallel system. Unlike the 
identification processes so far, it takes a long time to settle down at consistent estimated 
values. Nevertheless this demonstrates it is possible to break down the total response of a 
machine tool for identifying the contribution of each machine unit. 
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Figure 6.10* Parameter identification test for parallel system 
(real value: i1=2hrs, i2=0.7hrs, K1=0.003, K2=0.001) 

In the figure, tI and t2 represent the time-constant of units 1 and 2 respectively. 
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6.3 Thermal Parameters from Test Data 

A machine component has a set of thermal parameters, i. e. time-delay, time-constant, 
and gain, in the presence of a heat input source. Also, the parameters are considered to 
be time-varying in a general sense. When several heat input sources act upon a machine 
component, it will have the same number of sets of thermal parameters. In Section 6.1, 
it was mentioned that heat input to the spindle is provided by the frictional losses in the 
bearing gap, spindle motor and air temperature variations. The first two sources are due 
to running of the spindle, so the rotational speed of the spindle and variations of air 
temperature are two independent heat inputs to the spindle. The measured data for the 
axial thermal growth in Appendix B can be considered as the differential response of the 
structural loop (from the spindle through the bed to the tool) under the two heat sources 
in a broad sense. 

Firstly, consider the effect of air temperature variations on the structural loop. Figure 
6.11(a) shows the thermal parameters of the spindle during a cooling period, i. e. the 
night, estimated from the exponentially decreasing part of Figure B. 10 in Appendix B. 
A recursive least-squares method (Equation 6.7) based on the ARX model structure 
(Equation 6.5) was used. 
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Figure 6.11 Identification regarding effects of air temperature variations 

* The unit of gain is pm/K for this plot only 
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The input sequence was chosen to be the approximate step form of the variation of air 
temperature above the spindle, of which magnitude was 2 K, thus the figure represents 
the response of the structural loop to air temperature variations. The effects of air 
temperature variations were expected to be very small, but were found to be a serious 
heat source to the machine according to the identification result. Because it is difficult to 
express representative values for thermal parameters from Figure 6.11(a), the off-line 
identification method given by Equation 6.6 was applied to the same data and Figure 
6.11(b) shows the results, measured data and the corresponding fitted curve. The gain 
obtained is -3.72µm/K* and the time-constant 3.66 hours. The large time-constant is due 
to the low heat transfer coefficient provided by natural convection. This means that a 
temperature difference of one degree can result in approximately 2 µm axial 
deformation of the spindle over 3 or 4 hours. It is noted that the gain obtained is large 
because the data used were measured during a rapid cooling period of the spindle from 
its highly elevated thermal state. 

Many of the tests were conducted for 3 to 4 hours during afternoons. Therefore, in order 
to determine thermal parameters due to the rotation of the spindle, which should be free 
from the effect of air temperature variations, the surrounding temperature must be 
stable. Some tests such as those shown in Figure B. 17 and B. 19 were conducted in a 
rather stable environment, but some were not. Using an enclosure or any other means for 

controlling the surrounding environment ought to be an everyday practice when dealing 

with thermal problems of precision machines to characterise the thermal response due to 
other than air temperature variations. Inevitably the test data were contaminated by the 
variations of the air temperature for the identification of thermal parameters due to the 
rotation of the spindle only. If the parameters related with the temperature variations are 
assumed to be constant, i. e. time-invariant, we can remove that portion from the 
measurement data. This sort of correction can be made with the help of thermal models 
using three thermal parameters. 

Assuming that the structural loop of the machine used for the axial growth test can be 

modelled as two dominant thermal elements that are affected equally by the effect of the 
spindle rotation, Figures 6.12 and 6.13 show the results of an identification process 
employing a parallel system model structure given by Equation 6.14. In this case, the 
structural loop is considered to be composed of two unknown sub-units 1 and 2, but 
there is no prior information about each unit. This should be deduced from the physical 
meaning of the estimated results. Figure 6.12 is a case of 500 rpm input (Figure B. 2) and 
Figure 6.13 of 1000 rpm input (Figure B. 20). The corresponding temperature records 
show the air temperature variation of less than 1 K, which is considered to be stable 
under the circumstances. Although large fluctuations in the estimation arose, from the 
test of identification algorithms, we learned that a consistent estimated value appears 
after time elapses for a duration. Later estimations can be taken as a representative 
value. The estimated time-constants for the two cases are nearly equal. The time- 

constant of unit 1 is 1.8 to 2 hrs, and that of unit 2 is about 6 minutes. For 500 rpm 
input, the gain of unit 1 is about 0.009 µm/rpm, and that of unit 2 about 0.0006 µm/rpm. 

The sign is negative because this is related with a cooling period. 
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For 1000 rpm input, the gain of unit 1 is about 0.005 µm/rpm, and that of unit 2 about 
0.00026 µm/rpm. 
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Figure 6.12 Parallel system identification using data of Figure B. 2 
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Figure 6.13 Parallel system identification using data of Figure B. 20 

However we have little information about which part of the structural loop can be 

considered as unit 1 and unit 2. The small time-constant of unit 2 can be due to 
measurement noise or the small aluminium target attached on the spindle but this 

cannot be determined unless their thermal characteristics are known. Considering the 

small time-constant of unit 2, it is likely to be the aluminium target. The identified 
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parameters do not agree with the theoretical calculations of Section 5.3.1 in terms of 
their magnitudes. There the theoretically calculated gain of the invar spindle shaft is 
shown to be about 0.0001 µm/rpm from Table 5.3 and its time-constant is 
approximately 1.5 hrs. Unit 2 therefore represents total thermal behaviour of the spindle 
shaft, housing and spindle support as a whole with respect to the position of the sensor 
tip regarding the great temperature rise of the spindle support due to heat from the 
spindle motor. 

Because the above parallel system postulate showed one dominant sub-unit with the 
associated negligible one, just one first-order element is considered to be the model 
structure of the spindle unit or structural loop. Figures 6.14 to 6.17 show the results of 
parameter identification based on the total response of the spindle unit. Two 1000 rpm 
input cases are depicted in Figures 6.15 and 6.16 for comparison, and they seem to have 
nearly the same characteristics. This means that under constant thermal environments 
thermal parameters can be considered to be constant. 
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Figure 6.14 Parameters from Figure B. 18 (500 rpm) 
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Figure 6.15 Parameters from Figure B. 14 (1000 rpm) 

Now consider the trends of time-constant and gain with respect to the spindle speeds. 
Referring to the figures, the gain is slightly decreasing as the spindle speed increases. 
This is at variance with the theoretical calculations of Chapter 5 (Table 5.3), based on 
the fact that the generated heat is proportional to the square of the spindle speed. The 

reason is likely to be that the frictional heat loss of the spindle does not increase as 
predicted, but just slightly increases as the spindle speed increases. Turbulence within 
the bearing gap seems to be responsible for such behaviour. Thus, the resulted gain 
decreases a little as the spindle speed increases. 
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Figure 6.16 Parameters from Figure B. 20 (1000 rpm) 
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Figure 6.17 Parameters from Figure B. 16 (1500 rpm) 

As the spindle speed increases, no great changes in time-constant are observed in 
Figures 6.14 to 6.17, even the time-constant seems to increase as the spindle runs at 
higher speeds. The controlling factor in time-constant, the heat transfer coefficient, is 
likely to be the cause of such negligible changes in time-constant because the fluid 
surrounding the spindle unit becomes turbulent once the spindle rotates and is likely to 
give nearly equal cooling effects regardless of the spindle speeds. 

The system parameters representing thermal behaviour of machine tools are modelled as 
having time-varying characteristics. A challenge in this study is consideration of the 
thermal environment that is no longer uniform around a machine. This sort of modelling 
seems to be general and realistic, but it is difficult to develop suitable strategies to 
counteract such time-varying effects. According to the tests, the parameters vary with 
the spindle operating conditions, and indeed machine tools are subject to continuously 
changing operating conditions. Under constant thermal and operating environment such 
as those shown in Figures 6.15 and 6.16, however, the time-varying characteristics of 
the parameters can be neglected because they gave nearly equal thermal parameters 
under the same heat input conditions. 

Thus, the off-line identification method given by Equation 6.6 can be applied for 

constant thermal and operating conditions. The thermal parameters are considered to 
change abruptly according to changes in thermal and operating conditions of a machine. 
The total thermal response of a machine is the linear sum of responses due to the various 
heat inputs, i. e. room temperature variations, spindle rotation, etc. 
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Figure 6.18 shows two examples of graphical plots of the off-line identification results 
and Table 6.2 is the list of thermal parameters with respect to the rotational speed of the 
spindle. 
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Figure 6.18 Results of off-line identification 

Heat input condition Time constant 
(hours) 

Gain 
(m/ m) 

500 rpm (Figure B. 18) 1.50 0.0049 
1000 m (Figure B. 14) 1.37 0.0034 
1000 rpm (Figure B. 20) 1.48 0.0044 
1500 rpm (Figure B. 16) 1.80 0.0039 

Table 6.2 Results of off-line identification 
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Chapter 
7 

Design of 
Thermally Insensitive Machines 

7.1 Stiffness of Machine Tools 

Accuracy is a primary criterion in assessment of the performance of a machine tool. 
Many attempts have been made to improve the accuracy of machine tools, thereby most 
modern machine tools provide adequate motion fidelity that is sufficient to produce high 
quality products in large quantities. During this improvement process, the following 
factors have been identified as the most bothersome problems to solve: a) deformations 
occurring throughout the machine structure, b) non-linearities in motion control and the 
cutting process, and c) poor damping of machine structure (Gim, 1994, pp. 118-162). 

Except for non-linearities, the problems can be generally associated with one area, i. e. 
stiffness, which can be divided into three specific types: static stiffness, dynamic 

stiffness, and thermal stiffness. The first two are now well recognised and numerical 
software packages provide a good basis in dealing them nowadays. Thermal stiffness is 

considered here as insensitivity to thermal disturbances. However, for the purposes of 
this work a more quantitative definition is necessary. 

Fischer (1970) used a term thermal compliance Cth in his study to assess the thermal 
behaviour of a machine component such as 

(51ti 

Cth = T, 

where 5th is thermal deformation; T' is excess temperature, which may take a mean 
value. In other words, thermal stiffness is understood to be the amount of temperature 

rise resulting in a unit deformation. 

From the point of view of this study, it is considered that the above relation neglects the 
fundamental mechanism of thermal deformation. It only considers the coefficient of 
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thermal expansion and mechanical constraint conditions, i. e. a part of gain. Because 
three thermal parameters, i. e. time-delay, time-constant and gain, are dependent on the 
way that heat is propagated to a machine or dissipated to the surrounding environment, 
the denominator should be the generated heat from the heat sources such that 

Cth =5 `h (%. 1) 
q Heat 

Consider a machine component subject to the heat from a motor as an example. If the 
component has an efficient dissipation mechanism such as fins on the surface, the 
resulting deformation will be smaller than without any means of heat dissipation under 
the same heat source. In this simple case, the thermal compliance is considered to be 
lower with an efficient heat dissipation mechanism. 

As stated in Chapter 1, few works have been done in the field of design methodology for 
thermally insensitive machines. What is needed is the development and implementation 
of techniques for the design of thermally-stiff structures. In investigating the problem of 
thermal errors, the physical phenomena of thermal deformation are understood by the 
abstraction of three thermal parameters. 

7.2 Design Recommendations in Reducing Thermal Errors 

Thermal deformations arising in machine tools are too complex to predict their exact 
values prior to building and testing a new machine. Although the room environment 
may remain stable, with a form of stratified air, the operating condition of a machine is 
continuously changing, causing the behaviour of the heat sources to be changed all the 
time. In addition, successive movements of machine components re-route the paths of 
heat transmission and thermal conductivity. Numerical computing packages may be 
beneficial in obtaining thermal behaviour of a solid component accurately, but it is still 
difficult to attain that of a whole machine in a precise manner due to the reasons 
indicated above. Moreover, the construction of a machine tool makes use of many 
bolted fixed joints, sliding joints and mating surfaces with clearances, which makes 
them very difficult to model in numerical computing packages. Thus, it is a logical 
decision to investigate design methods for thermally insensitive machines in a manner 
that is pragmatic, and which will provide descriptive recommendations at a glance. 

At present, some design methods are available to reduce thermal errors such as: 

Q Reduction of the power loss of internal heat sources. The fundamental reason for 
thermal deformations is the presence of heat sources in a machine. Reduction of 
mechanical or electrical power losses is the first step to enhancing the machine's 
thermal performance. Designers should look into the sizing of motors, lubrication 

methods, bearing preload, etc. in this regard. 
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Q Isolation of heat sources. Heat sources can be thermally isolated by blocking the 
path of heat transmission or separating them from the machine. Some of machine 
components can be separated from a machine main structure, such as cutting fluid 
tanks, chip conveyors, oil coolers, etc. Blocking the transmission of heat to the rest 
of the machine can be achieved by the use of high thermal-resistance mounting 
materials and radiation shields to form a thermal break (Slocum, 1992, pp. 101-103), 
so that most of heat generated from the heat sources are emitted into the surrounding 
environment. Radiation shields are used in motors to prevent the transmission of 
radiative thermal energy from the motor housing to a machine body by the use of 
reflective sheet metals. 

Q Machine frame with geometric and thermal symmetry. Introducing symmetry in 
machine construction makes the machine more stable against thermal disturbances. 
While this is commonly understood to be geometric symmetry, this alone is 
insufficient and symmetry must be maintained in heat transmission characteristics as 
well as in the material properties, such as the coefficient of thermal expansion 
(Nakazawa, 1994, pp. 106-116). In Figure 7.1(a), the position of a spindle is 
unaffected by thermal deformation because the symmetry of thermal property as well 
as that of geometry is achieved. However, in Figure 7.1(b), if a sheet with low 
radiation characteristics exists on one side of the column, the spindle centre is likely 
to shift in the direction indicated by the arrow in the figure, since the right-hand 
column will heat up more quickly, resulting in greater thermal deformation. 

I 

Main spindle 
(heat source) 

(a) (b) 

Figure 7.1 Machine with geometric symmetry 

Sheet with 
low radiation 
property 

Q Constraint surfaces to be in line with the direction of thermal expansion. While 
symmetry is one way to achieve thermal insensitivity, the arrangement of constraint 
surfaces also affects sensitivity to thermal deformation. Figure 7.2 shows a body, 

e. g. a carriage, with a bore whose axis must not shift due to thermal deformation. 
The bore may accommodate a feed drive mechanism or even a spindle. The effect of 
thermal deformation of the body (shown exaggerated by the dotted outline of the 
enlarged part) causes every point to move radially in proportion to its distance from 

a given point. If we consider the origin to be the centre of the bore, and if we arrange 
for all the constraint surfaces to be radial, the position of the bore will not shift as a 
result of thermal expansion (Blanding, 1992, pp. 15). 
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Figure 7.2 Carriage having thermally insensitive bore 

p Temperature control of a machine. Many cooling methods are used to quickly expel 
generated heat from main heat sources such as spindles, motors, etc. An air shower 
and oil circulation are popular examples. Because the heat capacity of liquids is 
much higher than gases, they respond faster and are thus more effective for the 
temperature control of a machine. In some cases, a machine itself can be temperature 
controlled with a liquid flowing through internal passages or over its surface. The 
NION machine developed by CPE* incorporates a multi-loop temperature control 
system in the form of a liquid temperature control system (Weck et al., 1995). Each 
loop controls separate functional components of the machine, including an oil 
shower over the machine structure. 

Q Use of low expansion materials. Thermal strain is directly proportional to the 
coefficient of thermal expansion, so the thermal deformation can be minimised by 
using low expansion materials such as Invar and Zerodur** . 

The last two methods seem to be the ultimate solution to thermal error problems, and 
most of state-of-the-art ultra-precision machines are built with appropriate use of such 
methods. They are, however, still difficult to apply to ordinary machine tools due to 
economic constraints. Most ordinary machine tools are designed with cast-iron 
structures and simple cooling methods. The other methods are generally appropriate and 
should be in the realm of everyday design practices. 

Three parameters discussed so far in this study, i. e. time-delay, time-constant and gain, 
encompass, in a concise manner, all the necessary information to represent various 
dynamic states of thermal deformations of a machine. This fact, in turn, can play a key 

role in designing thermally-insensitive machines. One common feature about these three 
parameters is that they are all vulnerable to changes in thermal environments as 
identified in Chapter 4. This means that we can attain a desirable condition for the three 
parameters by manipulating the thermal environment. That can be achieved by 

employing efficient cooling mechanisms, by which we can boost heat transfer on the 
surface of a machine component. Another possibility is heating, which can also change 
the state of heat transfer, but eventually this results in another heat source. 

Cranfield Precision Engineering Ltd., Cranfield, Bedford 
** Zerodur is a trademark of Schott Glass Technologies Inc. 
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Cooling is a common method that can be applied for changing the three parameters in a 
desirable way because they are dependent on the thermal environment. The temperature 
of a machine structure rises according to the distribution of generated heat from a 
spindle, bearings, etc. If cooling is effective enough to reduce some of the generated 
heat, the machine structure will achieve thermal stabilisation in a shorter time. The 
application of fins, fans and radiative shields is effective in cooling (Slocum, 1992, pp. 
101-103), as they change the heat transfer coefficient of surfaces in a positive way. 
When cooling is intended to stabilise a machine structure by means of temperature- 
controlled devices, only transient fluctuations will occur in the early stage of running. In 
other words, cooling is the most obvious, effective means of reducing thermal 
deformations. 

Now consider the time-delay parameter alone. Time-delays arise from a delayed heat- 
input to machine components due to long paths of heat transmission. They occur 
significantly in large machines. The greater the path length of heat transmission, the 
longer it takes for heat to penetrate into a component. The path can comprise of solid 
machine frames or passages of fluids such as cutting fluid, lubrication oil, etc. Time- 
delays result in undesirable effects on the accuracy of a machine because they delay 
thermal stabilisation of the machine structure. It takes extra time for a machine to 
achieve a uniform temperature if there is a considerable time-delay. 

Time-delays are much dependent on the sizes of a component and thermal diffusivity of 
the material of the component used. The thermal diffusivity of granite and Zerodur is 
considerably lower than that of iron or aluminium. That means a component made of 
granite or Zerodur exhibits a long time-delay in heat transmission, resulting in severe 
thermal deformation of adjacent components made of conventional materials such as 
cast iron. It is noted that the paths of heat transmission are changing all the time in a 
running machine due to the relatively large movement of machine components. 

Guidelines obtained from the facts about time-delays include: 

Q Avoid long heat-transmission paths to minimise or diminish time-delays. 
Q Consider high diffusivity materials such as aluminium for components with 

anticipated long time-delays. 
Q Isolate heat sources. 

The time-constant is the most important parameter in dealing with dynamic thermal 
errors. Because the temperature of individual components can differ considerably due to 
their own time constants, a relative expansion can be greater than that which is found in 
the steady, final state. Small time-constants result in rapid development of the 
temperature field, and thus a machine can achieve a uniform temperature quickly. In this 
regard, a machine with the small time-constant is desirable. 

Large time-constants give considerable attenuating effects to rapidly changing 
temperature environments as stated in Chapter 4, but they also produce long transient 
periods where a machine is not completely soaked out in a time-varying temperature 
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environment. Thus the smaller the time-constant, the better a machine behaves in a 
time-varying thermal environment. 

It is desirable for machine components to have equal time-constants, so that differential 

responses exhibit thermal errors no greater than that of the final state. Deviations will be 
minimised with such components during temperature changes. Moreover we can devise 

a counteracting mechanism in the structural loop of a machine by matching time- 
constants of two components and opposing their expansion directions. A simple way of 
achieving equal time-constants is to make use of Equation 3.6, i. e. 

pcpv 
hA 

(3.6) 

If two components have the same material and thermal environment, the ratio of the 
volume V to the heated surface area A governs their time-constants. Thus two objects 
having equal volume to area ratio reveals approximately the same time-constants. 
Referring to Figure 7.3(a), the volume to area ratio (V/A) of a rectangular object heated 
from the top surface is represented as 

V WxHXL 
=H (7.2) 

A WxL 

The volume to area ratio of a hollow cylindrical object heated from inside will be 

V ý(Rö 1ý)L 
A 2'tR L 

(7.3) 

-IF\- 

I 11 ý/ 

_1 
r 

W 

(a) Rectangular body 

H 

(b) Cylindrical body 
Figure 7.3 Volume to area ratio of rectangular and cylindrical bodies 

Similarly, the volume to area ratio of a hollow cylinder heated from outside is obtained 
as 

V 7r(Ro -17ý L 

A 271R0L 
(7.4) 
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A solid cylinder heated from outside can be obtained by modifying Equation 7.4 such as 

V R,, 
=2 (7.5) 

Guidelines determined from the time-constant analysis are: 

Q Smaller time-constants minimise the time it takes for a machine to attain a uniform 
temperature state. Smaller time-constants can be realised by designing for low 
volume to surface ratio and surface heat transfer enhancements. 

Q Design machine components having equal time-constants in order to minimise large 
errors resulting from a differential response. 

Q If possible, devise counteracting mechanisms as in Section 7.3.2. 

It follows that low gain is better. Gain is closely related with the thermal expansion 
coefficient of a material and the intensity of heat sources. It is also affected by 
mechanical restraints. By the careful arrangement of mechanical restraints, a component 
can exhibit very small gain, but the component and its mating component may be 
subject to severe thermal stress. 

Interestingly, gain is dependent on the configuration of a machine from the design point 
of view. Gain can be considerably different depending on where the thermal reference 
plane is placed. A thermal reference plane is a plane in a machine component, which can 
be considered as an origin of deformation. The direction of deformation is usually 
opposite, and either side, of the thermal reference plane. The thrust plate of an aerostatic 
spindle is an example of such a thermal reference plane. The growth of a spindle shaft 
occurs with reference to a thrust plate. The length from the thrust plate governs the gain 
of a spindle. Also, zero gain points are important to fulfil some functional requirements. 
The spindle centre of Figure 7.1(a) and the bore centre of Figure 7.2 are such points. 
Zero gain points are achieved by careful design of the machine configuration and 
location of the mechanical constraints, as described above. It is noted that a zero gain 
point is on a thermal reference plane. Guidelines from a knowledge of gain are: 

Q Reduce the intensity of heat sources. 
Q Devise mechanical restraints to reduce the gain of components as far as the resulting 

thermal stress will allow. 
Q Carefully locate thermal reference planes on machine components and minimise the 

distances between them. 
Q Zero gain points can be achieved by careful design of the machine configuration and 

arrangement of mechanical constraints. 
Q If costs allow, use low expansion materials. 

Finally it is recommended to use numerical computing packages to evaluate the three 
parameters for critical components, as done in Chapter 4. 
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7.3 Case Studies 

7.3.1 Guideways subject to Temperature Gradients 

The bending of a simply supported beam subject to vertical temperature gradients is 
investigated here to simulate guideways under a thermally stratified room condition. As 
found in Chapter 5, a room usually has a stable thermally-stratified environment. The 

model is depicted in Figure 7.4. 

Z 

Figure 7.4 Simply supported beam subject to temperature gradient 

Deflection of a beam, measuring length L, width B and height H due to a thermal 
loading was derived as Equation 3.18b 

aT 2 aTL 
v=- z+ 2I 2I. 

where 

H/2 

T =B 
jyT'dy 

-H/2 

BH3 
Imo` 

12 

It is assumed that 

Z 

Q Constant heat flux is applied on the top of the beam. 
Q Thermal convection is realised at the bottom of the beam. 

Q All the other vertical surfaces are insulated. 

(3.18b) 

Then the temperature distribution of the beam is obtained using Equation 3.9 and 
Equation 3.10, such as 

T' _ 
qo 6ßt 

1_ 
2(y +H/ 2) 

+ 
2k 6ßt 

(y+H/2), 
6ßt 
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This solution has a limited time range up to b2/(6ß) where 8 is penetration depth. After b 
reaches H, the solution is no longer appropriate, but it serves a basis for identifying 
some aspects. Using the following relation 

H/2 'ýB 

T=B JyT'dy 
= 

24k (6H3 
- 24H2 6ßt + 204Hßt -102ßt 6ßt 

H/2- 6ßt 

we obtain the deflection v due to temperature gradients: 

' 
=a V 4kH3 

(6H3 
- 24H2 6ßt + 204Hßt -102ßt 6ßt)z(z - L) 

Deflection at the middle of the beam at time t= H2/(6ß), i. e. when the heat penetrates all 
the way to the bottom, is readily obtained as 

a Ob v=--Lago 16 k 
(7.6) 

The above equation represents the gain of the middle point when t= H2/(6ß). At this 
point, the gain is proportional to the coefficient of thermal expansion and inversely 
proportional to the thermal conductivity. Thus high conductivity materials give a small 
gain in this particular case. 

Breyer and Pressel (1991) have described the development of a thermally insensitive 
guideway made of aluminium in their paper, arguing that 

"A guideway component with a large cross-section (solid material) and good thermal 
conductivity (e. g. aluminium) builds up only a minor internal gradient and is therefore 
only subject to minimum bending in the case of one-sided temperature changes. " 

A small cross-section implies high thermal resistance, which will result in considerable 
temperature gradients. They also represented a simple relationship such as 

Maximum deflection 
Constant external heat flux x thermal expansion coefficient 

Thermal conductivity x Cross - section ratio 

where the cross-section ratio is the total thickness of the wall to the width in the case of 
hollow beams. The cross-section ratio for solid beams will be 1. This relationship 
resembles closely Equation 7.6. 

7.3.2 Thermally Insensitive Hydrostatic Spindle 

Hydrostatic spindles are widely used in machine tools when high precision and high 

stiffness/load capacity are necessary. They can rotate at high speeds so that the viscosity 
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of oil produces a substantial amount of heat in the bearing gap. The generated heat is 
dissipated into the spindle, bearing and housing, and some is carried away by the oil 
itself. Due to a requirement for precision in hydrostatic spindles, thermal performance 
must be analysed and their thermal deformations must be minimised. The following 
requirements relate to their thermal performance: 

Q The centre of the spindle unit should lie on the axis of rotation and it should not shift 
during running. The centre serves as a reference point when machining workpieces. 
Any shift results in errors in machining. 

Q The clearance of the bearing is a critical factor in determining its stiffness and load- 
carrying capacity. It is required to keep the clearance constant irrespective of 
temperature changes. 

Q It is necessary to minimise the thermal growth of the spindle. This can be 
considerable when not using low-expansion materials or temperature controllers, 
which may be due to economic reasons. 

Solutions have been sought to meet the above requirements from the point of view of a 
general machine layout. The first requirement is to realise a zero-gain point in the 
direction perpendicular to the spindle rotation axis. One way is to arrange mechanical 
restraints or constraints in such a way that the direction of the expansion coincides with 
the surface of the restraints or constraints. This case exactly matches the example shown 
in Figure 7.2. A solution to the first requirement is illustrated in Figure 7.5, where a 
spindle body is supported along the centre line of the spindle by four supports. Also this 
configuration achieves geometric and thermal symmetry. The number of supports can be 

changed to three if necessary. When the spindle heats up, the body expands freely 
downwards and upwards in a same manner, so that the position of spindle centre can be 
kept nearly constant regardless of thermal disturbances. 

Spindle 

Zero-gain point 

Figure 7.5 Configuration of hydrostatic spindle 

When the spindle and bearing sleeves heat up, both of them experience radial thermal 
expansion in such a way that the clearance could become smaller and smaller due to the 

rapid development of temperature fields in the spindle shaft. This situation can be 

avoided by employing an arrangement such as that illustrated in Figure 7.6. The bearing 

sleeves are fixed axially but can expand freely radially due to the small clearance with 
the housing. This allows the bearing sleeves to act more quickly upon temperature 

changes. In addition, in order to keep the changes in the clearance small, the time 
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constants of two components are designed to be approximately the same. This can be 
done by assigning the same ratio of volume to heated area to each of the components 
assuming the materials and thermal environments to be equal, and by using equations 
7.2 to 7.5. 

Rear 
bearing 

Front 
bearing 

Thrust 
plate 

Zero gain 
point 

Thermal reference plane 

Figure 7.6 Cross-sectional view of hydrostatic spindle 

A solution to the last requirement is to minimise the spindle overhang from the thrust 
plate or thermal reference plane as denoted in Figure 7.6, such that the length subject to 
thermal expansion is minimised. A further improvement can be achieved by devising a 
counteracting mechanism which can move the spindle unit backwards in harmony with 
the spindle growth, such as that illustrated in Figure 7.5 (dotted line). Supports using 
bimetallic materials, exposed to the leakage oil and having the same time constant with 
the spindle, will serve such a purpose. Because the leakage oil has the same thermal 
characteristics with the oil in the bearing gap and carries away a considerable amount of 
the generated heat, the support can deform to neutralise the axial thermal growth. 
However, angular displacements and height changes of the support could be a serious 
concern. At the detail design stage, the bearing should be designed to generate less heat. 
A design example related to this section is given in Appendix C. 
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7.4 Model Test 

7.4.1 Necessities 

Many engineering disciplines make use of model tests, where the performance of a full- 
scale prototype or product is assessed using a small scale physical model. In this study, 
model tests were employed due to the following reasons: 

QA knowledge of temperature distribution in machine components is essential in 
determining the thermal performance of a machine tool. The complex geometry of 
machine tools, however, makes it difficult to calculate the exact distribution of 
temperature in their components analytically. In addition to that complexity, 
uncertain boundary conditions add another difficulty. Therefore, only a few simple 
objects can be analysed successfully as discussed in Chapter 3. 

Q The monitoring of successive changes in temperature of the machine components is 
necessary to identify time-dependent behaviour, which can be represented by two 
parameters, time-delay and time-constant. Still, only a few simple objects, subject to 
particular kinds of thermal boundary conditions, can be analysed successfully, as 
seen in Chapter 3. 

Q Thermal deformation of various points of a machine tool, i. e. gain, should be 
obtained finally by using the result of the temperature calculations. However, the 
complexity of machine geometry and mechanical constraints cannot be 
accommodated in a analytical way. 

Q Numerical computing packages employing finite-element methods can calculate the 
thermal deformation of a geometrically-complex object. However, even a simple 
object, such as that shown in Chapter 4 was analysed via the use of an enormous 
quantity of calculations because a calculation was needed at every time step of a 
designated time interval. It takes an enormous time to calculate the time-varying 
thermo-elastic behaviour of an object unless a dedicated computing package is used. 

Q When using a numerical computing package, it is necessary to model the machine 
tool by using a pre-defined set of elements provided in the package. However, bolted 
joints, which are used a lot in building machine tools and clearances in machine 
units are difficult to handle by numerical computing packages. They both affect 
thermal and mechanical conditions significantly. It is necessary to use empirical 
correlations that show the thermal characteristics of such joints when using a 
numerical computing package. 

For these reasons, an empirical method using a scaled model was adopted in order to 
overcome the shortcomings of the analytical and numerical techniques discussed above. 
Moreover, a model test can be a part of the design procedures, validating the concept of 
an original or modified design. Using a model test, the three thermal parameters of the 
components can be obtained, so that it is possible to change dimensional, thermal and 
material properties of machine components to meet the design requirements, or the 
thermal deformation model of a machine can be obtained. The real benefit of a model 
test is to facilitate the identification of thermally vulnerable components, which 
contribute significantly to the total thermal errors of a machine. 
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7.4.2 Similarity Analysis 

The idea of similarity is of fundamental importance when scaled physical models are 
used to predict the performance or behaviour of a full-scale prototype or product. 
Similarity is apparent if the relationship of at least one physical quantity in the basic 
series is constant. When two physical systems are similar and behave similarly, any 
knowledge about one system also provides knowledge of the other system. The 
technique which enables the results of the model test to be applicable to the full-scale 
arrangement is called similarity analysis (Welty et al., 1984, pp. 150-162). Similarity 
analysis is widely used in engineering disciplines, particularly in fluid mechanics and 
heat transfer. 

For two bodies to be geometrically similar, every length must be in a fixed ratio to the 
corresponding length on the other (Pahl and Beitz, 1988, pp. 315-361). The physical 
similarity of two bodies however signifies more than the geometric similarity of their 
forms. In this study, similarity in temperature has to be realised also. For two bodies to 
be similar in temperature, differences of temperature between particular points in one 
system bear a fixed ratio to the differences of temperature between the corresponding 
points of the other system (ibid. ). Thus we have to achieve simultaneous invariance of 
length and temperature or thermal similarity. 

Dimensional analysis facilitates similarity analysis, as it is based on the fact that an 
equation between the measures of physical quantities is dimensionally homogeneous. 
The result of dimensional analysis can always be put into the form so that certain N non- 
dimensional quantities are functionally related such that 

II1 = f(II2, II3,... 9UN) 
(7.7) 

where II; is a dimensionless variable. This follows mathematically from the above 
equation. If each dependent dimensionless variable in Equation 7.7 is the same for the 
model and prototype, i. e. 

[12, 
Model - 

112, 
Prototype ' 

113, 
Model = f'3, 

Prototype 9 
etc. (7.8) 

equation 7.7 guarantees that the desired output I 1, Model will be equal to 111, Potom, e 
(White, 1986, pp. 245-286). A model test is completely similar if all relevant 
dimensionless parameters have the same corresponding values for the model and 
prototype. Dimensional analysis also establishes scaling laws which relate the results of 
experiments on models with those obtained with their full-scale arrangement using 
Equation 7.8. 

One way to find dimensionless variables is to non-dimensionalise governing equations 
of a physical phenomenon, thus dimensionless variables related to thermal similarity can 
be found by non-dimensionalising the heat conduction equation, initial condition and 
boundary conditions of Section 3.3.1. The following dimensionless variables are used to 

non-dimensionalise those equations: 
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x*=x/L, y*=y/L, z`=z/L, n*=n/L, t`=ßt/L2, T*=T/To 

where x*, y*, z* and n* are dimensionless coordinates (n is an outward normal 
coordinate at boundaries); L is a characteristic length that is the most significant or 
representative dimension of a physical object; t* is dimensionless time or Fourier 
number, Fo (White, 1988, pp. 191-193); T* is dimensionless temperature. Environment 
temperature T,, and initial temperature To are taken to be constant, i. e. the initial 
condition is T= To. Substituting the above relations into Equations of Section 3.3.1 
yields: 

Dimensionless heat conduction equation: 

Dimensionless initial condition: 
Dimensionless boundary condition: 
boundary 

a2 T* a2 T* a2 T* 3T* 
öx*2 + äy 

7 *1 

az 
2 at 

b= 
Tb* for known temperature T* 

=0 for insulated boundary 
aT* 

=-hL(Tb -Tc) =-Bi(Tb -T*) kb 

b 
an* 

äT * 

ön *b 

for convection boundary 
_T *_ qb L 

for prescribed heat flux 
an* b 

IýbT0 

where the subscript b represents quantities at a boundary. 

From the derived dimensionless equations, we can find all the necessary dimensionless 

variables that constitute Equation 7.7 such as 

"L 
T=fx y*, z*, Bi, Fo, 

k 
(7.9) 

b 
kb T0 

It is noted that the last dimensionless parameter of Equation 7.9, i. e. 

qb'L (7.10) 
kbTo 

represents a type of Biot number due to prescribed heat flux boundary conditions. Thus 

we can see that solutions for the temperature at any point in systems of like geometry 
depend only on the dimensionless time (Fourier number) and Biot number. If the two 
dimensionless parameters, Fo and Bi, are equal for the model and prototype, it is 

possible to have thermal similarity between them. 
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Equating dimensionless groups of the model and prototype, as represented by Equation 
7.8, ways of how to design a model test and scaling laws can be obtained. Equating the 
Biot numbers yields 

Lpýý lC 
p/h, yý 

(7.11) 

where the subscript M represents model and P prototype. It is noted that the length ratio, 
or scale factor Lm/LP, is applicable to any length of model and the corresponding length 
of a full-scale arrangement in accordance with geometric similarity. Here some 
drawbacks of applying similarity to the thermal process can be seen. As the length of a 
model decreases, either the thermal conductivity of a model should decrease or the heat 
transfer coefficient of a model should increase correspondingly in a linear fashion. 
However the exact match with the scale factor is difficult in either case. In cases of heat 
transfer coefficient, differently sized geometrically similar objects will be subject to 
different convection conditions, and moreover the exact calculation and realisation of a 
convection condition will involve a lot of work. Some deviations from similarity is 
inevitable in model tests involving thermal processes. 

The physical meaning of Equation 7.11 is interesting, explaining the nature of scaling in 
thermal processes. That is, a decrease in size will decrease the importance of 
conductivity and increase the importance of the surface resistance to heat transfer. So for 
larger bodies the conductivity is of paramount importance, while for small bodies 

surface heat transfer controls time-dependent behaviour. 

The equal requirement of the Fourier number gives the following relationship: 

(L2 
M 

PM tM 

LP P 
tP 

(7.12) 

This indicates that the time related with a model is proportional to the square of the 
scale factor, i. e. a smaller model develops thermal behaviour faster, by as much as the 
square of a decrease in length when the materials of a model and prototype are the same. 

The last dimensionless group proposes the following requirement: 

LM ) (�M (kM' 

- 
(qP 

Lp T, ) Z R ýp Z) 
(7.13) 

When the initial temperature of a model and prototype is the same, the heat flux to a 
model should be increased or the thermal conductivity of a model should be decreased 
in line with a linear decrease of model dimensions. 
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If all the requirements of thermal similarity are fulfilled, the temperature of a prototype 
can be evaluated using the following relationship from the definition of dimensionless 
temperature: 

Top 
TP TM 

0, M 
(7.14) 

Considering the deformation phenomena, the governing equation of a uniaxial bar, 
subject to thermal loadings only, can be represented using Equation 3.15, such as 

dwo 
= aT' dz 

by settingp(z) = 0. Selecting the following dimensionless variables: 

z*=z/L, wö=w0IL 

we obtain a non-dimensional equation: 

dw* 
= aT' dz 

In this case, the functional relationship can be described as 

wa =f 
ýz*, aT) 

For example, whenever the dimensionless group aT' of a model and prototype is equal, 
thermal deformation of a prototype can be evaluated, using the following relationship: 

LP 
WP )wM (7.15) 

The meaning of the above equation is straightforward, i. e. total thermal deformation is 
the integration of thermal strain along the total length of a body. 
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7.4.3 Simulation Model for Spindle 

In the model test of this study, the test model built was not intended to simulate exactly 
the aerostatic spindle of the machine used for the thermal error test described in Chapter 
5. The real intention was to demonstrate how to use a model test under some 
encountered difficulties. However, the aerostatic spindle of the machine used in Chapter 
5 served as a reference model. 

A test model simulating the aerostatic spindle of the facing machine depicted in Figure 
5.2 is illustrated in Figure 7.7. For the convenience of making displacement 

measurements, the model was placed in an upright position on a cast iron plate 
supported by three small ceramic insulators. The scale of the model was chosen to be 
1/3 because a model of that size was easy to build and handle. There were basically two 
components in the model, i. e. shaft and housing. All the components were made of mild 
steel. The thrust bearing of the spindle was simulated by the 3 set screws that held the 
shaft to the housing. As the temperature of the shaft increased, the shaft expanded both 

ends with respect to the plane fixed by the set screws. 

Fibre optic 
sensor ; ; x; 

Spindle 
shaft 

3 Set screws 

Housing 

90 
33 

10 

Heating 
coil 

Temperature 
measurement point 

Figure 7.7 Test model for spindle unit 

The heat was generated in three independent bearings in the aerostatic bearing, but in 
the model the heat was generated in the area shaded in black in Figure 7.7. Thus, the 
heat generating area was simulated in the model in an average sense. Heat was generated 
by the heating coil wound around the shaft. The coil was bonded to the shaft with a high 

electric resistance and high thermal conductivity epoxy purchased from RS 
Components*, and the gap between the shaft and housing where the coil was placed was 
filled with a high thermal-conductivity silicone paste to ensure sufficient heat 
transmission. The power consumed by the coil was assumed to represent the total 
frictional loss of the aerostatic spindle. 

* RS Components Ltd., PO Box 99, Corby, Northants NN17 9RS 

Electronic 
indicator 
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The linear thermal deformation of the shaft was measured by an electronic indicator, 

model type GN22EM from TESA* and that of the housing by the fibre-optic sensor 
discussed in Chapter 5. The temperature of the housing was measured by the 
thermometer used in the test described in Chapter 5. Two points on the top and side of 
the housing, were chosen to represent the history of the housing temperature, as denoted 
by the small black circles in Figure 7.7. The temperature of the shaft was not recorded, 
but if necessary, this could be calculated by using the test data of linear deformation, 
because the shaft is considered to be a uniaxial, uniform temperature element as 
explained in Chapter 3. 

Considering the requirements of the test conditions from Equation 7.11, the heat transfer 
coefficient of the model hm is related with that of the aerostatic spindle hp such that 

1 Thermal conductivity of steel hm =h -16.4h (7.16) M Scale factor Thermal conductivity of Invar pP 

Serious problems arise from the above relationship. Firstly the exact value of the heat 
transfer coefficient representing the cooling mechanism of the aerostatic spindle is not 
known. As a reference, the result of Section 5.3.1 using Equation 5.10 and 5.11 could be 

used, i. e. hp = 172 at 1000 rpm. Then the heat transfer coefficient of the model is found 
to be 2821, which is extremely high but achievable using a forced convection process 
involving liquids such as water. Secondly it is more difficult to realise the cooling 
process having a certain value of heat transfer coefficients. These problems impose the 
necessity of a database with regard to the heat transfer coefficients of cooling processes 
in machine tools. 

Time characteristics are represented by Equation 7.12 which gives the following 
relationship: 

2 Thermal diffusivity of Invar 
t- (Scale factor) tp0.02tP "' Thermal diffusivity of steel 

P (7.17) 

Also, this relation implies some difficulties in model tests. Because the scale factor for 
the time constant was too small, the fast response of the instruments used and a very 
small sampling time were necessary for a reliable test. 

In order to overcome the difficulties presented by the above two requirements, the 
following, modified relation for time characteristics can be used: 

t,,, = (Scale factor)2 
Thermal diffusivity of Invar hm 

Thermal diffusivity of steel h;,, tp =0.02h; 'tP 
hM 

(7.18) 

where hm is the result of Equation 7.16; hm' is the heat transfer coefficient actually used 
in a model test. From Equation 3.6, it can be seen that the time constant of a body is 

TESA SA, Bugnon 38, CH-1020 Renens, Switzerland 
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inversely proportional to the heat transfer coefficient involved. The ratio of the required 
heat transfer coefficient to the actual value used, therefore, can be employed as a 
correction factor. By using the relationship given by Equation 7.18, an easier achievable 
cooling processes can be realised and the time lengthened in order that the requirements 
of the instruments and sampling time can be relaxed. 

However, there is a pitfall when using the relationship given by Equation 7.18. Because 
the heat transfer coefficient is to be reduced intentionally, the temperature gradient of 
the inside of the full scale spindle will not be exactly simulated by the model. The 

spindle shaft is likely to be uniform in its temperature distribution, so that this can be 

neglected. For larger structures vulnerable to temperature gradients, this kind of 
modification can induce a considerable error in the model test. 

Finally, from Equation 7.13, the relationship for the heat flux is stated as 

1 Thermal conductivity of steel 
ff =" -16.4 " qm Scale factor Thermal conductivity of Invar qP qP 

At 1000 rpm, the heat flux generated by the aerostatic spindle is 264 W/m2. Therefore 
the heat flux of the model should be 4330 W/m2. In terms of heat generation rate, i. e. the 
heat flux multiplied by heated area, corresponds to 27 W on the model. The magnitude 
of the heat flux, which is related to the steady-state thermal deformation, is not seriously 
important in the model test; Because the main interest was in relative deformations 

among machine components, the identification of the sensitive components to thermal 
disturbances is considered to be sufficient for the model test of a machine tool for the 
design stage. 
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Figure 7.8 Temperature of model under natural convection 

During the course of the test, it was found that the bond used for fixing the heating coil 
was melting when high power was applied to the coil. Due to this problem, the power 
input was restricted to under IOW, but for safety reasons, less than 5W was used. Figure 
7.8 and 7.9 shows the results of trial tests. In the displacement graph of Figure 7.9, the 
notation differential denotes the differential response of the shaft and housing, i. e. the 
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difference between the measurement signals of the fibre-optic sensor and electronic 
indicator shown in Figure 7.7. The displacement of the shaft measured by the indicator 
has two components: one is the expansion of the housing from its bottom to the set 
screws; the other is the expansion of the shaft from the set screw to its top. Thus, the 
curve representing the shaft is actually meaningless, and is only applicable to decide the 
differential response. 
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Figure 7.9 Displacement of model under natural convection 

In the trial tests, no means of external cooling was employed due to an attempt to find 
the feasibility of model test without using any external cooling means. However, as can 
be seen in Figure 7.8, the temperature was not stabilised within a time of around 1 hour. 
After several tens of minutes, the temperature was still increasing even though less than 
3W was applied to the coil. This was due to the very small heat transfer coefficient 
involved in natural convection. After a long period, the temperature of the model would 
eventually stabilise, but this is not practical because of the very long time it would take 
to complete a model test. 

The temperature distribution of the housing was considered to be nearly uniform 
referring to the two curves, representing the temperature of the top and side of the 
housing respectively, in Figure 7.8. On the other hand, the thermal expansion coefficient 
of the material used for the model can be found from Figure 7.8 and 7.9 to be about 
10.7x 10-6 /K. This value is well within the uncertainty boundary of the tabulated value 
for steel, i. e. 11.7 x 10"6 /K. By using the calculated expansion coefficient, the 
temperature of the shaft can be found. 
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In order to enhance the cooling process of the model, a DC brushless axial flow fan 

purchased from RS components was used, and Figure 7.10 and 7.11 show the results. 
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Figure 7.10 Temperature of model under forced convection 
(Fan driving voltage: 8V, power input to coil: 4.929W) 

Using an electric fan was much easier to implement than using liquid cooling 
equipment. The fan was placed just over the model and its driving voltage was first 

chosen to be 8V, which seemed to be the lower driving limit for the fan. The power 
input to the coil was about 5W, allowable limit for safety. This increased the amount of 
the growth of the model to obtain a high signal to noise ratio for the displacement 

measurements. 

In Figure 7.10 and 7.11, the enhanced cooling process of the model can be seen. The 
temperature stabilised in the form of an exponential growth in an acceptable time, when 
heat was generated in the coil. This decreased when the power cut off. The fan was 
always running during the test. Although the data were taken at 5 minute intervals, the 
figures show acceptable results. 
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From the temperature curve of the housing when heating power was cut off (exponential 
decay part of Figure 7.10), the heat transfer coefficient of the forced convection 
provided by the electric fan can be calculated using Equation 3.6. The time constant of 
the exponential decay is found to be 27.7 min from Figure 7.10, and the surface area 
involved in the convection is chosen to be the top surface of the housing. The calculated 
heat transfer coefficient is 200 W/m2 K. 

Figure 7.12 and 7.13 show the results of parameter identification applied to the housing 

and differential response between the housing and shaft respectively. The modified 
least-squares algorithm explained in Chapter 6, based on the ARX model structure, was 
used for parameter identification. Firstly, it can be seen that the time constant of the 
housing is larger than that of the differential response. This is true because the housing 
has a much larger thermal mass. The gains of two response curves do not, however, 
have much difference. This implies that the intruded part of the shaft from the housing 

governs the whole behaviour of the spindle. 
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Figure 7.13 Parameter identification of differential response of Figure 7.11 

The time constant of the differential response is estimated to be 16 minutes using the 
test data. By applying Equation 7.18, and from Section 6.3, we know that the time 
constant of the spindle unit is about 1.5 hours at 1000 rpm. Thus the time constant of the 
model predicted by the Equation 7.18 can be found, such as 

The unit of time constant is minutes and that of gain is pin/W. The followed figures will have the same 
units. 
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iM=0.02 
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Tp=0.02 x 
2821 

x (1.5 x 60) = 25 min hM 200 

The difference between the actual time constant and predicted value given by Equation 
7.18 is not great considering the simple methods applied to the model test. Most of the 
errors are likely to arise from predicting the heat transfer coefficient and selecting the 
corresponding surface area. 
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Figure 7.15 Displacement of model under forced convection 
(Fan driving voltage: 12V, power input to coil: 5.022 W) 

Figure 7.14 and 7.15 were obtained using a different fan speed. Because the driving 

voltage to the fan was 12 V, which is larger than the prior case, greater convection 
cooling effects were expected. According to Figure 7.16, however, which shows the 
estimated time constant and gain of the differential response, not much difference in 

cooling effects can be identified by increasing the driving voltage, while in turn 
increases the rotational speed of the fan. Also in Chapter 6, the time constant of the 
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spindle was not changed very much by varying its rotational speed. Perhaps a bigger fan 

would produce greater convection cooling. 
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Chapter 
8 

Conclusions 

8.1 Review of the Work 

A method of analysing time-varying (or dynamic) thermal errors in machine tools was 
investigated in this study, using three thermal parameters, i. e. time-delay, time-constant 
and gain. Chapter 1 introduced the importance of thermal errors in machine tools, which 
account for as much as 70 % of workpiece inaccuracy according to Bryan (1990). As the 
literature review (Section 1.2) showed, time-varying thermal errors in machine tools, as 
the result of the effects of temperature variations, had not been investigated 
satisfactorily, but compensation techniques using empirical correlations had been a main 
research subject. Under consideration of design applications, developing a simple yet 
systematic, physically meaningful modelling method of time-varying thermal errors 
using some physically-meaningful thermal-parameters was decided to be the prime 
objective of this study as stated in Section 1.3. 

Before the main research work, the fundamentals of machine tool metrology and errors 
were studied in Chapter 2. Particular attention should be paid to Section 2.3, where 
machine tool errors were classified by their time dependency. That is, time-invariant 
errors are dependent only on the position of machine carriages while time-varying ones 
have dependency on the position and time. Also a brief description of the kinematic 
modelling technique using homogeneous transformation matrices was given in Section 
2.4. The technique was expanded to take account of the thermal deformation of machine 
components (Section 2.4.1. ). 

The process of finding the three thermal parameters was based on theoretical analyses 
(Chapters 3 and 4) supported by experiment (Chapters 5 and 6). Analytical tools were 
deployed in Chapter 3 to calculate the thermal deformation of simple machine elements. 
It was shown in Section 3.3 that the calculation of transient temperature fields using 
analytical methods was not easily achievable even for simple problems, so a numerical 
technique was introduced in Section 3.3.5. Under the theory of uncoupled 
thermoelasticity, described in Section 3.1, the development of temperature fields 

governed the time-dependent behaviour of the thermal deformation, e. g. as Equations 
3.6,3.9,3.13 and Figure 3.4 indicate. The elastic deformation of simple machine 
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elements, such as bars, beams and cylinders, was investigated in Section 3.4. It is noted 
that there is the extension deformation, independent of transverse bending, of beams due 
to temperature gradients as shown in Section 3.4.2. 

Because the modelling parameters of thermal deformation were not identified at the 
stage of Chapter 3, more investigations employing a scientific approach (Section 4.2.1) 
and numerical simulation (Section 4.3) were carried out in Chapter 4. The results of the 
numerical simulation (Section 4.3.4) based on a straightedge subject to room 
temperature variations implied a close relationship with the response of first-order 
systems with time-delay. Also, the heat-balance equation under forced convection was 
found to be governed by linear first-order differential equations (Section 4.2.2). The 
implications of these led to the proposal of the three thermal parameters, i. e. time-delay, 
time-constant and gain, as described in Section 4.4. The three thermal parameters were 
assigned to points of interest on a machine body so that the spatially distributed 
characteristics of its temperature were taken into account. Such a technique is named the 
point-wise description method in this study (Section 4.4.1). Regarding the dependence 
of thermal parameters on heat transfer mechanisms as explained in Section 4.4.1, a more 
refined description requires a time-varying linear first-order differential equation 
(Section 4.4.3). 

Because there are many drawbacks to theoretical approaches, as explained in Section 
5.1, experimental techniques are considered essential to reinforce them. In Chapters 5 
and 6, direct experimental evaluation of the thermal parameters using a full-scale model 
was investigated with a single-point, diamond turning, research machine (Section 5.2, 
Figure 5.1) at Cranfield University. The experimental test of thermal errors (Chapter 5) 
and parameter evaluation (Chapter 6) using the test data was performed on the aerostatic 
spindle unit (Figure 5.2) because the main function of the machine is the facing of thin 
disks. Before the test, the expected thermal deformation of the spindle unit was 
calculated as described in Section 5.3.1. The results of the thermal error test showed that 
the three thermal parameters could describe the thermal deformation of machine tools 
(Section 6.1). In order to identify time-varying system parameters quantitatively, some 
modified recursive least-squares methods were employed (Section 6.2.2). They were, 
however, found to be sensitive to noise in the measurement data as stated in Section 
6.2.3. Some facts complementary to theoretical analysis were identified such as the 
compromising premise concerning time-varying quantities as described in Section 6.3. 

In Chapter 7, some design guidelines (Section 7.2) were proposed in relation to the three 
thermal parameters in order to minimise thermal deformation. Also, a scaled physical 
test model method was investigated, regarding its use as a design test method in Section 
7.4. Also, it can be regarded as an indirect evaluation method of the three thermal 
parameters employing smaller scaled models as a feasible solution when dealing with 
large machine tool structures. It was found that there were some problems in directly 

applying similarity rules in thermal processes (Section 7.4.3). These are due to the very 
large increases in the heat transfer coefficient and much smaller time scale for test 
models. This was overcome by using the inversely proportional relationship between the 
time-constant and heat transfer coefficient. 
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8.2 Conclusions 

Errors in machine tools, in general, are dependent on the position of machine carriages 
and time as stated in Section 2.3. Thermal errors are strongly dependent on the 
continuously changing operating conditions of a machine and its surrounding 
environment because heat sources are directly related to them as shown in Section 3.2. 
As a consequence, the three thermal parameters, i. e. time-delay, time-constant and gain, 
were treated as being time-varying (Sections 4.4 and 6.3). Uniform temperature rises or 
stable temperature gradients, which produce time-invariant thermal errors, are 
considered to be rare in ordinary shop floor environments. 

The analytical and numerical methods employed for the derivation of the three thermal 
parameters in Chapters 3 and 4 can be deployed in order to evaluate thermal parameters 
of components of a machine. Also, two other evaluation methods based on experimental 
techniques were investigated in Chapters 5,6 and 7. They are a direct method using a 
full-scale machine and an indirect method utilising a scaled model of a machine. Thus 
this work encompasses most approach methods of engineering, resulting in a 
comprehensive approach to time-varying thermal errors. 

This is a summary of the mechanism of the thermal deformation. The difference 
between heat generated by the heat sources around a machine and heat removed by 

cooling mechanisms brings forth the changes in internal energy of a machine unit, i. e. 
for solids changes in temperature such as that represented by Equation 3.6 in Section 
3.3.2. During the course of heat transmission, a delay may occur due to those reasons as 
outlined in Section 4.4.1. When the rate of heat generation is greater than that of 
removal by cooling, the temperature of a machine unit increases so that it expands in an 
exponential fashion represented by the time-constant such as that described by Equation 
4.4 in Section 4.4.2. The intensity of heat removal by cooling determines the time- 
constant as Equation 3.6 in Section 3.3.2 suggests. Eventually the temperature of a unit 
stabilises and so does its expansion. The final expansion is a product of gain and the 
corresponding heat input. When the rate of heat generation is smaller than that of 
removal by cooling, the temperature of a machine unit decreases and the foregoing 
theory can be adaptable to that case. 

The above theory was assigned to points of interest on a machine body discretely as 
described in Section 4.4.3. Many engineering practices make use of the benefits from 

such discretisation either in space or time. They include, for example, finite-element 
techniques, metrological calibration of instruments, etc., and moreover most of the 
experimental work is considered to be carried out along a discretised time sequence. 
Although the state-space equation in Section 4.4.3 was not directly applied to a real 
machine tool in this study, the application is believed to be straightforward in the sense 
that it is a collection of first-order equations. 

Benefits of using the three thermal parameters are that, first of all, complex thermo- 
elastic behaviour of a machine unit are represented by three simple parameter-numbers 
as shown particularly in Chapter 6 and they provide good compatibility between 

theoretical and experimental analyses (Direct comparison of theoretical results in 
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Chapter 5 was made with the experimental ones given in Chapter 6). Moreover, many 
sets of the parameters, of which each represents a particular machine component, can be 
brought together to attain total thermal behaviour for a machine tool as explained in 
Section 6.2.1. Another benefit of using the parameters comes from the fact that with 
some knowledge of the thermal behaviours of a machine system, the parameters of each 
machine component are obtainable using the total response of the system as stated in 
Section 6.2.3. This will, of course, dramatically reduce time consuming calibration work 
on machine tools. In this study, that feasibility was investigated in Sections 6.2.3 and 
6.3, but the potential could be large. Also some design recommendations could be 
drawn directly from the meaning of the three thermal parameters in Section 7.2. 

An interesting fact found from the experimental work is that small changes in thermal 
parameters were observed in some different operating conditions (Section 6.3). This was 
probably because of the effect of turbulence around the spindle unit and in the bearing 
gap that caused moderate changes in the surrounding thermal environment as explained 
in Section 6.3. The experimentally identified parameters in Section 6.3 deviated from 
the theoretical counterparts (Section 5.3.1). The most obvious cause was due to 
neglecting an important component (i. e. the spindle support) in the theoretical 
calculations as explained in Section 6.3. The test data shows large temperature rises in 
the spindle support, a thick steel plate used as a base for the spindle unit and spindle 
motor (Section 6.1). The generated heat from the spindle motor is directly dissipated 
into the spindle support. Other errors may arise from deciding the heat transfer 
coefficient and area of the heat-affecting region. 

Using a test model, we can obtain three thermal parameters of components as 
demonstrated in Section 7.4, so that we can change dimensional, thermal and material 
properties of machine components to meet specific design requirements or obtain the 
thermal deformation model of a machine. The real benefit of a test model is to facilitate 
the identification of thermally vulnerable components, which contribute significantly to 
total thermal errors of a machine because in the end the relative thermal deformations 
among machine components will result. 

The introduction of time-varying thermal parameters provided more versatility in this 
study such as that shown in Section 4.4, although it also gave some difficulties in 
handling time-varying thermal parameters as stated in Section 6.3. A compromise that 
can be made is that under uniform operating and surrounding conditions, the three 
thermal parameters can be regarded as constant, i. e. they changed abruptly according to 
the conditions of a machine as explained in Section 6.3. 

All the methods investigated in this study will eventually produce thermal parameters of 
a machine unit or several units as a whole, dependent upon various kinds of heat 

sources. It is believed that the application of one method only cannot give satisfactory 
results. The determination of thermal parameters of a machine tool should be a 
continuously updated process along with the development of machine tools. At some 
stage, it is theoretically possible that just one method will be sufficient in determining 

the parameters if sufficient knowledge of the real physical behaviour of the thermal 
deformation in machine tools can be accumulated. Although this work was concentrated 
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on machine tools, the developed methodology is believed to be applicable to other 
mechanical systems subject to thermal disturbances because it is based upon the theory 
of uncoupled thermoelasticity. 

8.3 Suggestions for Future Work 

The following subjects are recommended for the further study of time-varying thermal 
errors: 

Q The heat transfer coefficient associated with cooling mechanisms is necessary to 
calculate thermal parameters. The evaluation of the heat transfer coefficient of the 
cooling mechanisms in machine tools is likely to be a serious hurdle in analysing 
their thermal deformation for the time being. 

Q In this study, most investigations were devoted to machine members. However, 
machine tools have a large number of fixed and sliding joints that provide 
mechanical and thermal discontinuity. It is necessary to consider the effect of 
machine joints in the development of time-varying thermal errors. 

QA systematic methodology by which a set of independent heat inputs to a machine 
can be chosen was not considered in this study. Considering it is the starting point of 
every modelling, the methodology should be developed. 

Q Experimental techniques that extract nearly pure responses only for one heat input 
condition are necessary to evaluate the exact thermal parameters of a machine 
component. Also they should be designed carefully because highly sophisticated 
temperature controlling equipment tends to be expensive. 

Q In cases of professional application, it is recommended to use a pre-processor by 
which the data analysed in the identification algorithms are smoothed or averaged for 
an interval around the sampling points. 

Q The improvement of the thermal insensitivity of a machine can be prohibited by the 
requirement of its mechanical stiffness as can be seen in Appendix C. An 
optimisation technique that yields the best compromise between thermal and 
mechanical requirements is worth investigating. 

p An introduction of the three thermal parameters to the kinematic modelling method is 
necessary to establish the full spectrum of the mathematical modelling of a machine 
tool. This seems to require some support from the theory of deformable multibody 
dynamics. 
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Results of FEM Simulation 
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P5 Rxyz: restraint in x, y, z (fully restrained) 
Rx: restraint in x only (simply supported) 
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P5 Rxyz: restraint in x, y, z (fully restrained) 
Rx: restraint in x only (simply supported) 
t: time constant 
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Period=7200 
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Figure A. 57 
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P5 Rxyz: restraint in x, y, z (fully restrained) 
Rx: restraint in x only (simply supported) 
z: time constant 
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Figure A. 60 
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Appendi41 x 
B 

Results of 
Axial Thermal Growth Test* 
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Figure B. 3 
Temperature measurement: 
Spindle 1000 rpm from 10 min 
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Figure B. 6 
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Figure B. 9 21.5 
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Figure B. 12 
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Figure B. 15 
Temperature 
measurement: 
Spindle 
running at 
1500 rpm 

Figure B. 16 
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measurement 
under 
condition of 
Figure B. 15 
using 
enclosure and 
fibre-optic 
sensor 
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Figure B. 18 
Displacement 
measurement 
under 
condition of 
Figure B. 17 
using 
enclosure and 
fibre-optic 
sensor 

Figure B. 19 
Temperature 
measurement: 
Spindle 
running at 
1000 rpm 
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Figure B. 19 
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Figure B. 21 
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Figure B. 24 
Temperature 20.5 

measurement: 
Spindle 
running at 20.0 
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Appendix 
C 

Design of Thermally Insensitive 
Hydrostatic Spindle* 

C. 1 Introduction 

Externally-pressurised hydrostatic-bearings are often applied to machine tool spindles, 
since they have a high degree of stiffness and damping, and a rugged structure. One of the 
most unique characteristics of fluid-film bearings is their built-in error correcting 
capability**. Hydrostatic bearings have a large projected area of load-carrying surface at a 
corresponding low level of pressure. The film pressure over the area is also constant in 
spite of local variations in surface roughness or minute deviations from local geometry 
that may exist. As a result, hydrostatic bearings provide an averaging effect, so that 
motion of hydrostatically supported elements has less deviation than that found in the 
bearing elements themselves. Another advantage of hydrostatic bearings is that the shaft 
or slide may be positioned with extreme accuracy after assembly by adjusting flow- 
control valves. However, oil-lubricated spindles can be thermally deflected by up to a 
tens of micrometres due to the viscous friction at high speeds***. This is not acceptable in 

precision machine tools. 

There might be a situation where the development of a thermally insensitive hydrostatic 

spindle for a precision lathe is required under a tight budget. The radial stiffness 
measured at the spindle nose should be over 100 N/µm, and the axial stiffness 250 N/µm. 
The author thinks that lathes are the most price sensitive machine-tool variety in the 
market. That is, sophisticated temperature controlling equipment and low-expansion 

material cannot be allowed to be a part of the spindle and a large temperature rise of the 
spindle should be catered for. In this case the following can be considered to achieve the 
objective: 

* This appendix was intended to be independent of the main text. 
++ Levesque, G. N. (1965), "Error-correcting action of hydrostatic bearings", ASME Paper 65-Lubs-12 
*** Wasson, K. L., Lienhard V, J. H. and Slocum, A. H. (1993b), "Thermal performance of hydrostatic radial 
bearings for precision machine tool applications", HTD-Vol. 259: Transport Phenomena in 
Nonconventional Manufacturing and Materials Processing, ASME, pp. 101-111 
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Q Reduction of frictional heat generation in the bearings. 
Q More heat removal by lubricant leakage (less heat conduction to the bearing). 

Q Reduction of the spindle growth with respect to the tool position (i. e. small gain). 
Q Fast stabilisation of the temperature of the spindle (i. e. small time constant). 
Q Compensation of the spindle growth by a mechanical means. 
Q Cooling of the lubricant and spindle unit. 

The last method is to use a simple heat exchanger either in the lubricant supply line or 
drain line for the lubricant cooling. It is more convenient and gives better results to 
employ a heat exchanger in the supply line. The cooling of the spindle unit can be 

achieved by simple arrangements such as fins or a forced draft of air blowing over the 
bearing housing. Other methods will be discussed in the subsequent sections. 

Among many kinds of bearing configurations for machine-tool spindles, an arrangement 
such as depicted in Figure C. 1 is considered here because of its simplicity. The nose part 
of the spindle from the thrust bearing, which is considered to be directly proportional to 
the axial thermal growth, can be minimised with this configuration, so that small gain can 
be achieved. A Yates or tapered-bearing configuration can be considered as an 
alternative. 

q qý 
ýý 

Figure C. 1 Hydrostatic spindle under consideration 

C. 2 Stiffness Budget 

In order to reduce heat generation in the bearings, the diameter of the spindle and 
stiffness of the bearings should be minimised while the total stiffness meets the design 

requirement. It is necessary to decide the stiffness budget for each component of the 

spindle. Because the stiffness of the thrust bearing is the axial stiffness of the spindle in 

this case*, factors affecting the radial stiffness can only be manipulated. 

The total radial stiffness of the spindle can be evaluated by considering the bending 

stiffness of the spindle shaft itself and radial stiffness of the journal bearings. The loading 

The axial stiffness of the spindle shaft itself is very high. 
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diagram for the spindle shaft is depicted schematically in Figure C. 2. Under the 
application of force F at the spindle nose, reactions at the bearings, Fl and F2 are shown 
in the figure where L1 is the distance between the front bearing and the nose, and L2 is the 
span of the bearing support. The reaction forces are 

F, =FL'+L2=F1+L' L2 L2 

F2 =FL' 
2 

ý2 

-------------- ---- ---------- 
L1 

Figure C. 2 Loading schematic of spindle shaft 

The vertical deflection at the nose due to the bending of the shaft SA is* 

Ll(L1+L2) 1 
b A= F_ 

3EI 
FS (C. 1) 

A 

where E is the Young's modulus; I is the second moment of area; SA is the bending 
stiffness of the shaft. The second moment of area is given by 

I= 4(DB_DTH)4 
61 

where DB is the diameter of the shaft (or bearing) as can be seen in Figure C. 1; DTH is the 
diameter of the through-hole at the centre of the shaft also as can be seen in Figure C. 1. 

When the shaft is considered to be rigid, it will be tilted by an angle due to the flexibility 

of the bearings, and the angle 9 can be represented by 

(61+6)) F, IS, +F2/S2 
ýJ 

N 

L2 L2 

where b1 and b2 are the radial deflections at the front and rear bearing, respectively; Sl 

and S2 are the stiffness of the front and rear bearing, respectively. Therefore, the vertical 
deflection at the nose due to the flexibility of the bearings SB can be expressed such as 

Lardner, T. J. (ed. ) (1983), An introduction to the mechanics of solids, 2nd ed., McGraw-Hill, pp. 531 
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21 

B+ L2 )ýP -b2=F 
LI S, + (L' + L2) S2 

=F1 (C. 2) 
L2 S, S2 SB 

where SB is the stiffness of the bearings shown at the nose. 

Finally, the total radial stiffness is given by 

S= 
SASB 

SA + SB 
(C. 3) 

The diameter of the spindle and length L1 cannot be chosen arbitrarily, but they play a 
great role in the total radial stiffness. Referring to Equation C. 1, the diameter of the 
spindle should be large, but this results in higher circumferential speeds. The length L1 
should be decided in conjunction with the bearing design. Assuming that the front journal 
bearing is 100mm wide at its maximum, the minimum figure of Ll is likely to be 100mm. 
After many trial calculations of Equation C. 1 to C. 3 for selecting a smaller shaft diameter 
and less stiff bearings, the following was decided to be the basic dimensions of the shaft: 

LI = 100mm; L2 = 200mm; DB = 80mm; DTH= 15mm 

The corresponding stiffnesses are as follows: 

SA = 175N/µm; SB = 233N/µm; Si = S2 = 582N/µm 

The material used was steel. It is noted that the bending stiffness of the spindle shaft 
greatly affects the stiffness budget of the bearings. In this regard, a Yates configuration is 

more suitable for the effective distribution of the total stiffness to each component 
because it has a shorter overhang of which diameter can be easily enlarged. 

In Figure C. 1, the sleeves are attached to the housing as the form of a cantilever for the 
easy matching of thermal parameters with the shaft. The deflection of the centre of the 
sleeves can be calculated by using this equation*: 

b= 
F, a3 

22.6E1 

where a is the width of the bearing as can be seen in Figure C. 1. When the compliance of 
the sleeve is chosen to be less than 5% of the target radial stiffness, the minimum outer 
diameter DSL (see Figure C. 1) becomes ý 140mm for steel sleeves. When the flexibility of 
the sleeves are taken into account, the total resulted radial stiffness is decreased slightly. 

* ibid. 
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C. 3 Hydrostatic Bearings 

The lubricant for the spindle can be either oil or water. Table C. 1 shows properties of an 
oil and water. The viscosity of water is an order of magnitude less than that of the oil, and 
does not change too much with temperature. In this regard, water becomes a strong 
candidate for the lubricant for hydrostatic bearings. However, a water hydrostatic bearing 
runs with a high Reynolds number at high rotational speeds, so that turbulence should be 
taken into account in the thermal performance analysis. Also, because the thermal 
diffusivity of water is higher than that of oil, more heat is propagated into the bearing and 
shaft of the spindle. Nevertheless, the heat generated in a water hydrostatic bearing is 
substantially lower than that of an oil hydrostatic bearing due to its low viscosity. 

Density Viscosity Pressure- Specific heat Thermal conductivity 
(kg/m3) (10"3 Pa-s) viscosity coeff. (Jfkg. K) (W/m"K) 

10"9 m2/1) 
Temp. 25 30 60 100 30 60 100 30 60 100 30 60 100 
(°C) 
Oil 862 18.6 6.3 2.4 21 16 13 1880 1990 2120 0.132 0.131 0.127 
Water 995.7 0.80 0.47 0.28 0 0 0 4184 4178 4212 0.617 0.657 0.682 

Table C. 1 Physical properties of lubricants` 

The author believes that engineers should keep a conservative perspective in developing a 
product, because a newly-developed technology may have low reliability, long-term 

uncertainty and cost penalties. In this respect, the lubricant is chosen to be oil. Moreover, 

a water hydrostatic bearing requires expensive auxiliary equipment. 

Approximate estimates of the bearing parameters can be calculated by using the 
following equations**: a) for journals composed of four pads and axial drainage grooves 
between them 

Flow resistance R= 
6lµ 

h3 V(a 
-4l(a+b-2l) 

Flow rate V= 2PS/R 
z 

Effective area AQ = (a -1 )DB + 
41 

+ (a - 21)1 sin 32 

S Stiffness S= 
3PAe 

S 

Load-carrying capacity W= 
3PS 

e 
2 

* Typical properties of medium viscosity-index naphthenic spindle-oils were taken from Neale, M. J. (1973), 

Tribology Handbook, Butterworths, London, Section B. 2. For water, from Welty, J. R., Wicks, C. E. and 
Wilson, R. E. (1984), Fundamentals of momentum, heat, and mass transfer, 3rd ed., John Wiley, N. Y., pp. 
772 
** Slocum, A. H. (1992), Precision machine design, Prentice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., pp. 551-580 
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b) for thrusts 

6µln(D4/D3)ln(D2/Di) 
Flow resistance R=( 

7rh3[ln(D4/D3) + ln1D2/Dl )] 

Flow rate V= PS JR 
2222 

Effective area Ae =ý 
D4 - D3 

+ 
D2 - D' 

-D 
; 

-D 
2 

42 1n(D4 /D3) 2 ln( D2 /Dl ) 

where b is the pad length, equal to DBB/2+21; 4 is the arc angle of the pad recess; 1 is the 
land width; D1 is the inside pad diameter; D2 is the inside recess diameter; D3 is the 
outside recess diameter; D4 is the outside pad diameter; h is the bearing clearance; ý is 
the ratio of the displacement of the supported element to the bearing clearance; µ is the 
viscosity; PS is the supply pressure. It is noted that these equations assume that the inlet 
restrictor resistance equals the pad resistance. 

Assuming laminar flow and a constant viscosity throughout the bearing (an isothermal 
bearing), the friction torque if due to the viscosity for journals is obtained as 

µDB(Ar + 
. 
fr Ar )CO 

,cf __ h 

and the friction torque for thrusts 

D2/2 D3/2 D4/2 
rco 

i f= 
jµ rýr(27tr)dr 

+f 4µ rwr(27cr)dr 
+Jµ r(2icr)dr 

DI /2 
h 

D2/2 
hr 

D3/2 

_ 

[4h(D3 
-D2)+h,. (DI -D3 +D2 -Di )]CO 

32hhr 

where Al is the land area; Ar is the recess area; hr is the recess depth; co is the angular 
speed; f is a factor given by f, = 4h/hr. The above equations are based on Equation D. 6 

and D. 7 of Appendix D. The friction power loss or heat generation due to bearing friction 
in watts becomes 

'tDB (AI + fr Ar )O) 2 

of h 
[4h( D3-DZ)+hr(DD-D3+D2-Di)jut 

32hhr 

for journal 

for thrust 

Looking into the above equations, the supply pressure and land width should be reduced 
to minimise heat generation in hydrostatic bearings and the following should be 

increased: the bearing gap, bearing width and recess depth. However, these parameters 

are directly related with the stiffness so that finding their optimal values is a difficult 
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task. Also, this signifies the importance of the stiffness budget. After many trial 
calculations, the bearings were designed such as Table C. 2 and C. 3. 

a 
mm 

b 
mm 

l 
mm 

h 
µm 

hr 
mm 

p 
MPa 

dV/dt 
1/min 

S 
N/wn 

Re qp 
w 

of 
W 

qr 
W 

q 2- 
Cl( 

(W) 
100 59 10 30 2.5 3.1 0.1 1.26 588 970 65.2 509 574 541 

Table C. 2 Journal bearing design details 

The viscosity of oil was assumed to be constant in a 30 °C isothermal condition (18.6x10- 
3 Pa"s from Table C. 1), and the rotating speed was chosen to be 2000 rpm. In the tables, 
Re is the Reynolds number in the recess explained in Section D. 2 of Appendix D, qp 
denotes the pumping power given by Equation D. 11 of Appendix D, qt denotes the total 
heat dissipated, i. e. qt = qp+qf and gpl2+qf is the heat generated in the bearing pad*. 

D1, D2 D3, D4 1 h hr P 
s 

dV/dt S Re qp C1 f qt q p, 12+ 

mm 
mm µm mm MPa 

Vmin 
N/wn w W W rf 

(W) 
86, 112, 4 30 2.5 1.25 0.1 1.47 261 970 30.5 206 236 221 
94 120 

Table C. 3 Thrust bearing design details 

The ratio at which the generated heat is conducted to the shaft and bearing can be 

estimated by using Equation D. 16 to D. 18 of Appendix D. In order to increase heat 

removal by the lubricant leakage and decrease heat transfer to the shaft, the shaft material 
is changed to 440C stainless steel, which has a smaller thermal conductivity than that of 
steel but the same Young's modulus. The percentage of heat conducted to the shaft is 19 

per cent, that conducted to the bearing sleeve is 10 per cent, and the rest is removed by 

the lubricant leakage. This assumes that the inner bore temperature of the shaft is the 

same with the outer surface temperature of the sleeve and outlet temperature of the 
lubricant. 

r Journal 
111t1 

123 14 1 516 7189 1lO; 11il2il3il4il5il6il7il8il9i 

Journal Thrust 

Figure C. 3 Discretised model 

Z 

The temperature of the shaft is likely to be nonuniform due to the high intensity heat 

sources that located apart along the shaft. For the temperature calculation, it is assumed 
that the distribution of the temperature is dependent only on the axial coordinate. By 
discretising the shaft to lumped elements, as shown in Figure C. 3, the temperature can be 

easily evaluated with Equation E. 3 of Appendix E. It is considered that cooling air is 

supplied to the through-hole of the shaft. In this case, the heat transfer coefficient related 

See Appendix D for details 
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with the cooling mechanism is assumed to be 100 W/m2 K. The cooling mechanism due 
to the rotation of the shaft is modelled by employing the following equations: 

hD=0.1 
1 0.5 Re 2+ Gr Pr] 

0.35 
* for the outer surface of the shaft k 

ýý 
w Dý 

2 1/2 hD_0.3 
5 ýR ** for the end faces of the shaft kv 

where h is the average heat transfer coefficient; D is the diameter of a rotating body; R is 
the radius; k is the thermal conductivity; GrD is the Grashof number; Pr is the Prandtl 
number; v is the kinematic viscosity; c) is the angular speed; Reu, is the Reynolds number 
given by 

cy7rD2 Reo�= 
v 

The calculated temperature history of the shaft overhang is shown in Figure C. 4. Element 
18 has thrust pads, Element 19 and 20 is the overhang from the thrust bearing. 

W 80 

N 

60 

40 

aý E-+ 20 

Elen nt 18 

Element 19 

Element 20 

0 
0 1800 3600 5400 7200 9000 10800 

Time [s] 

Figure C. 4 Temperature history of overhang elements 

The temperature rise of each element T1z can be represented by the following equation: 

ý7ý+ G- e Tn -1 n_max 
el 

where is the maximum temperature rise of an element; i is the time constant. The 
time constant of each element can be found by employing a curve-fitting method. Table 
C. 4 shows details of the thermal deformation of some elements of interest. 

Kays, W. M. and Bjorklund, I. S. (1958), "Heat transfer from a rotating cylinder with and without cross 
flow", Trans. ASME, Series C, Vol. 80, pp. 70-78 
++ Cobb, E. C. and Saunders, O. A. (1956), "Heat transfer from a rotating disk", Proc. Roy. Soc., A., Vol. 
220, pp. 343-351 
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Element number 
Tn 

max 

(K) 
Radius 
increase 

(gm) 

Length 
increase 

(pin) 

T 
(min) 

5 (centre of rear bearing) 45 18 9.2 17 
10 (centre between rear and front bearing) 25 10 5.1 22 
15 (centre of front bearing) 70 29 14 18 
18 (thrust bearing) 82 33 17 16 
19 (overhang adjacent to thrust) 70 29 14 18 
20 (overhang) 60 24 12 19 

Table CA Thermal deformation of some elements of interest 

The maximum temperature rise and time constant of the bearing sleeves can be calculated 
by using Equation E. 2 of Appendix E. When the heat transfer coefficient on the outer 
surface of the sleeves is chosen to be 82 W/m2"K, the time constant of the sleeves can be 
equal to that of the shaft. However, the maximum temperature rise of the sleeves is 

substantially lower than that of the shaft (about 16°C), so that it is inevitable to introduce 
some deviations in the bearing gap. This is true for the trust bearing. It is likely to be 
reasonable to choose the same time constant between the shaft and bearing sleeves and to 
assign a larger bearing gap. 

C. 4 Support Structure 

Whether lubricant cooling equipment is introduced or not, the axial thermal growth of the 
spindle is inevitable. A remedy is to devise a counteracting mechanism which can move 
the spindle unit backwards in harmony with the spindle growth, such as that illustrated in 
Figure C. 5 (dotted line). Supports using bimetallic materials, exposed to the leakage oil 
and having the same time constant with the spindle, will serve such a purpose. Because 
the leakage oil has the same thermal characteristics with the oil in the bearing gap and 
carries away a considerable amount of the generated heat, the support can deform to 
neutralise the axial thermal growth. 

Thermal growth 
of spindle 

Support 

Figure C. 5 Support structure 

Motion of 
supports 

However, the angular displacement and height change of the support could be a serious 

concern. Supporting the spindle unit at the neutral axis of the support, they can be 

minimised. The design of this kind of supports is a complex task, which should satisfy 
the following requirements: 
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Q The time constant of the support should be the same with that of the shaft, i. e. 

'Eshaft = -C I 'r 2 

where subscripts 1,2 denote one of the two beams bonded together, respectively (See 
Figure C. 6). Each time constant can be estimated by using Equation E. 2 of Appendix 
E. 

7 

-ontainer 

Oil 

Figure C. 6 Cross-section of support 

Q The maximum deflection of the support should be equal to the maximum axial growth 
of the spindle. When bimetallic elements are mounted as a cantilever, the maximum 
deflection at the end wmax can be expressed such as 

L2 
wm =2p 

where L is the length; p is the radius of curvature of the deflection of bimetallic strips 
given as 

t 3(1 + m) 2+ (1 + mn)(m2 + 
Ymn)l 

P 6((Y' 2-a, )T'(1 + m)2 

where t is the total thickness; m is the ratio of thickness of low- to high-expansion 

elements; n is the ratio of the moduli of elasticity of low- to high-expansion elements; 
al is the coefficient of thermal expansion of element 1; a2 is the coefficient of thermal 

expansion of element 2; T'is the temperature rise. 

p The support fulfils a stiffness requirement if any. The stiffness can be calculated by 

using the following governing equation about a bimetallic beam** 

Eskin, S. G. and Fritze, J. R. (1940), "Thermostatic bimetals", Trans. ASME, pp. 433-442 
** Lardner, T. J. (ed. ) (1983), An introduction to the mechanics of solids, 2nd ed., McGraw-Hill, pp. 495 
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d2w_ Ma 
dy 2 (EI)l + (EI)2 

where Mb is the bending moment; E is the Young's modulus; I is the second moment 
of area about the neutral surface. The location of the neutral axis is given by 

ZN _ 
(EAzý)I +(EAzC)2 

(EA), +(EA)2 

where A is the cross-sectional area; z, is the position of the centroid. 

Simultaneous satisfaction of the above three requirements seems to be very difficult. If 
the contact stiffness of the bolted joints is included, the matter becomes more complex. 
However, the axial thermal growth of the spindle can be reduced by using the bimetallic 
support. 
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Appendix 
D 

Heat Flow 
in Hydrostatic Bearings 

D. 1 Governing Equations of Fluid Film Lubrication 

In the thin fluid film depicted in Figure D. 1, the speed components of the fluid can be 
derived from the Navier-Stokes equations* such as 

ap 
_ 

ö2 u 
öx -µ öz 2 

öp 02v 

Oy -µ0z2 

(D. 1) 

where p is the pressure; µ is the viscosity; u is the fluid velocity in the x direction; v is 
the fluid velocity in the y direction. By integrating twice, the two speed components are 
obtained as 

1 ap zz u=2 axz(z-h)+ 
1 UZ+hUl 

µ 
1 ap zz 

v=2µýJ'z(z-h)+ 1-h V2+hY, 

(D. 2) 

where h is the film thickness; Ul and U2 are the translational velocities of the two 
bounding surfaces in the x direction as depicted in Figure D. 1; VI and V2 are the 
translational velocities of the two bounding surfaces in the y direction as depicted in 
Figure D. 1. 

Welty, J. R., Wicks, C. E. and Wilson, R. E. (1984), Fundamentals of momentum, heat, and mass transfer, 
3rd ed., John Wiley. N. Y., pp. 123-132 
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The fluid flow through a thin film can be analysed by the Reynolds equation, which can 
be derived from Equation D. 2 and the continuity equation. The Reynolds equation in 
two dimensions for compressible or incompressible flow of a Newtonian fluid is 
represented by* 

a rph3 op a[ph'] 
-- 

aaa 
ax µ ax + aY µ ay 

6 
ax 

(ph U) +ý (ph V) +2 at 
(Ph) (D. 3) 

where p is the density; U= Ul + U2; V= Vl + V2. 

Z 
Vi 

Ul 

hVI 
rv-ý 

2 

U25 x 

Figure D. 1 Thin Fluid Film 

Assuming that the specific heat c� and thermal conductivity k are constant and the heat 

conduction in the x and y direction is small in comparison with the convection, the 
steady-state energy equation for the incompressible fluid film can be derived such that** 

PC, u 
aT 

+v 
aT 

=k 
a2T+ 

ax ay aZ 2 (D. 4) 

where u and v are the velocities of the fluid in the x and y direction, respectively; the 
dissipation function c is 

7) 

2 2 (- 
IqK 

The load capacity W of the fluid film is the resultant of the pressure field defined by 
Equation D. 3: 

ý'ý' - 
fJpndA 

where n is the unit normal vector to dA. The flow rate per unit length can be calculated 
by integrating Equation D. 2 from z=0 to z=h. 

* Gohar, R. (1988), Elastohydrodynamics, Ellis Horwood, Chichester, pp. 58-59 
** Freund, N. O. and Tieu, A. K. (1993), "A thermo-elasto-hydrodynamic study of journal bearing with 

controlled deflection", Trans. ASME: J. Tribology, Vol. 115, pp. 550-556 
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D. 2 Friction 

The friction of hydrostatic bearings has two components. The first is due to the fully- 
developed Couette flow in the lands. When a bounding surface moves at a speed U with 
respect to the other as depicted in Figure D. 2, then the friction force Ff is 

Ff 
u 

-µhAr (D. 5) 

where Al is the area of the land, i. e. Al = (B-b)L; B is the width of the bearing; b is the 
width of the recess; L is the length of the bearing. 

hr 

Figure D. 2 Recess flow recirculation 

The second is due to the continuous recirculation of the fluid in the recess as depicted in 
Figure D. 2*. Neglecting end effects, the velocity profile is given by Equation D. 2: 

I ap z u= 
2 Cýx 

Z(Z-hr)+ 
hU 

r 

Because the net flow rate is zero at any given section such as 
fr 

udz =0, the following 

equation can be obtained: 

dp 
= 6U µ 

dx hr 

Therefore, the friction force in the recess area can be stated such as 

Ff = i, v 
Ar 

öu 
=µ au Ar = 4U Ar (D. 6) 

VZ Z=hr r 

where i, ti, is the shear stress on the moving component; Ar is the area of the recess. 

Shinkle, J. N. and Hornung, K. G. (1965), "Frictional characteristics of liquid hydrostatic journal 

bearings", Trans. ASME: J. Basic Engineering, Vol. 87, pp. 163-169 
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The total frictional force of a sliding hydrostatic pad is the sum of the two friction 
components given by Equation D. 5 and D. 6: 

Ff =Uh (A, + fr Ar) 

where f, is 

.f =4 
h 

r hr 

It is noted that Equation D. 7 is valid for laminar flow. If the Reynolds number 

Re = 
pUhr 

µ 

(D. 7) 

is smaller than 1000, the flow can be considered to be laminar. For turbulent flow, the 
factor f, must be evaluated experimentally. 

D. 3 Temperature of Fluid Film 

In an adiabatic flow condition, the heat generated in the fluid film is assumed to remain 
in the lubricant itself. However, heat exchanges among various parts, i. e. bearings, 

shafts, supply pumps, compensating elements, etc., should be taken into account in 
journal bearings where high heat generation is expected. Figure D. 3 shows a quarter of a 
journal bearing pad in a rolled-out form. The bearing is considered to have axial 
drainage grooves. 

Shaft surface (T = TS) 

Y\ 

Bearing surface' 
(T- Ta) \l 

Z- Jf 

f- LarýcL 

ýý ~ Recess 

b Q 

ß x, 6 

Lubricant 
(inlet temperature T) 

Figure D. 3 Schematic diagram of journal bearing 

Assuming that heat in the lubricant is transferred only by conduction and the friction due 

to the velocity component in line with the shaft v is small, Equation D. 4 is reduced to 
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a2T 
_µ 

öu 2 
öz2 k öz 

From Section D. 2, the following is obtained for the recess area, i. e. y=0 to b and x= -a 
to a: 

U2U 
u=3 jz -2h z, 

r 

öu_6Uz_2U 
äz hr hr 

For the land area, the velocity component u is obtained as the following: a) for x=a to 
(a+f)andy=0tob 

u= 
1 pr 

z(z-hr+h)+(z-hr+h)Uý 2µl h 

b)forx=-ato-(a+l)andy=0tob 

IP (z-h +h) 
u=-2µ l z(z -h,. +h)+ h U, 

IDU 
=1 

Pr(2z-hr+h)+U 
äz 2µl h 

au=-1 Pr(2z-hr+h)+U 
öz 2µ lh 

c) for x= -(a+l) to (a+l) and y=b to (b+l) 

_U 
U au 

u= h 
(z 

- hr + h), 
az h 

2.0 

. --, Y 
- 1.5 

1.0 
L^, 

0- 

E 0.5 
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h 
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hr 

Figure D. 4 Temperature rise across fluid film 

(µ=18.6x 10-3 Pa. s* , 
10.132 W/m. K*, h=20µm, hr 3mm, Bearing diameter 100mm) 

* Typical properties of medium viscosity-index naphthenic spindle-oils at 30°C (Neale, M. J. (1973), 

Tribology handbook, Butterworths, London, Section B. 2) 
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When the temperatures of the bearing and shaft surfaces are considered to be the same at 
the initial stage, i. e. TB = Ts = Ti, the temperature of the film over the land bounded by x 

-(a+l) to (a+l) and y=b to (b+l) is obtained as 

T(z) =-12 [µU222 + µU2 (h - 2hr )z + µU2(h, - hrh) - 2T. kh21 (D. 8) 
2kh 

An example of temperature profiles across the film is depicted in Figure D. 4. As the 
spindle speed increases, the temperature difference across the film is greater. Because 
the velocity component u varies with y, the average temperature of the film may be 
assumed to increase with y. 

The fluid film may be assumed to be isothermal for the ease of calculation. In this case 
the effective or average temperature Tell of the isothermal film can be represented by* 

Tef = Tnlet + 0.8AT (D. 9) 

where Tinlet is the inlet temperature of the lubricant; AT is the increase of the lubricant 
temperature. The viscosity of lubricants decreases exponentially as the temperature 
rises. The effective viscosity, which is constant across the film, can be taken at the 
effective temperature. 

D. 4 Heat Balance 

The total heat generation rate qt in a hydrostatic bearing system is a function of the 
viscous shear power of and pumping power qp: 

q, =9'n+qf (D. 10) 

The viscous shear power can be obtained by using Equation D. 7. The pumping power 
dissipated in the bearing is 

qp=PSV (D. 11) 

where PS is the supply pressure of the lubricant; V is the flow rate. Power qt is 

transformed into heat, part of which is lost through the walls bounding the lubricant 

path, and the remainder remains in the lubricant, whose temperature increases as it 

passes through the compensating devices and bearing clearance. The pumping power 
dissipated in the bearing is 

qr =1'rV 
(D. 12) 

where Pr is the recess pressure. 

Cameron. A. (1983), Basic lubrication theory, 3rd ed., Ellis Horwood, Chichester, pp. 128-133 
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If all the dissipated power qt remains in the lubricant in an adiabatic condition, the 
temperature increase of the lubricant AT is 

AT- qt 
= 

ps I1L') 
+ 

pcPV PAP qP 
(D. 13) 

Similarly, the rise of temperature in the compensating elements can be stated such as 

ATc = 
-c 

pcp 
(D. 14) 

The heat balance in the journal bearing depicted in Figure D. 3 can be stated such that 

qr +of = qs +qB +qL (D. 15) 

where qs is the heat transfer rate to the shaft; qB is the heat transfer rate to the bearing; qL 
is the rate of heat removal by lubricant leakage. qL can be expressed by the volume flow 

rate V, effective temperature and inlet temperature: 

qL = PC 1' (7 ff - Ti,,,,, ) = CL (Tell -T n1et ) (D. 16) 

where CL is the thermal conductance. qs and qB can be expressed in the form of 
Equation D. 16 such as 

qS CS (Teff 
-Inlet 

qB = CB (Teff 
-Inlet 

(D. 17) 

where Cs and CB are the thermal conductance of the shaft and housing, respectively. The 

expression given by Equation D. 17 is based on the assumption that the inner surface of 
the shaft and outer surface of the bearing have the same temperature with the supply 
lubricant at the steady state. The thermal conductance of a hollow cylinder (length L, 

outer radius R0, inner radius R) can be found in many textbooks* : 

2irkL 
Ccylinder - ln(Ro / Ri 

(D. 18) 

*e. g. Welty, J. R., Wicks, C. E. and Wilson, R. E. (1984), Fundamentals of momentum, heat, and mass 

transfer, 3rd ed., John Wiley, N. Y. pp. 256-259 
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Appendix 
E 

Temperature Distribution in 
Hollow Cylinder 

E. 1 Lumped Model 

From the first law of thermodynamics*, the following governing equation is derived for 
a lumped hollow cylinder (length L, inner diameter R;, outer diameter R0) subject to 
boundary heat flux input q and convection cooling: 

pcpVdT dt _q_hA(T-T.. 
) (E. 1) 

where p is the density; cp is the specific heat; V is the volume of the cylinder; T is the 
temperature of the body; h is the heat transfer coefficient; A is the area of the cooling 
surface; Tcc is the temperature of the cooling fluid. When the initial temperature is T, 
the solution of Equation E. 1 can be readily obtained such as 

q (1-e+T,, 
hA 

where i is the time constant given by 

pcpV 
or hA 

and the volume is 

V= 7t(Rö - R? )L 

(E. 2) 

Wylen, G. J. V. and Sonntag, R. E. (1976), Fundamentals of classical thermodynamics, 2nd ed., John 

Wiley, N. Y., pp. 85-165 
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E. 2 Temperature Changes in Axial Direction 

When the axial temperature distribution is expected, the solution given by Equation E. 2 
is no longer valid. The approximate solution can be obtained by dividing the cylinder 
into N lumped elements, having an equal length, such as depicted in Figure E. 1. 

.f T(l, t): T(2, t), """ : T(Nt 

Az i Az i ... i Az 

ý, L »II 
Figure E. 1 Cylinder divided into N lumped elements in the axial direction 

For the inside elements subject to boundary heat flux input q� and convection cooling, 
the following equation describes their temperature behaviour: 

V 
dTn 

=- (hA)n (Tn 
- Tom) + kA, 

TI-I - Tn 
_ kAS 

Tn - T,,,, 
pcP dt q,, Oz Az 
V= 7r(Rä - Rte)Az 

where the subscript n denotes a quantity related to the nth body; k is the thermal 

conductivity; AS is the cross-sectional area of the cylinder; Az is the length of each 
element, i. e. Az = L/N; z= nAz, n=1,2,..., N. 

For the boundary elements, the temperature is described by 

dT T-T 
pcpV dtl - q' - (hA)' (T, 

- T°) - kAs z 

pc V 
dTN 

= qN - (hA)N (TN 
- Tom) + kAs 

TN-1 
- 

TN 

P dt Az 

The governing equations of all the elements can be put into a state-space form such that: 

V= A(t)v+B(t)x 

where: 

1T 

v=TT, ... TN J 

x=1 
[q, +(hA), T,,,, ) 

S 

(state vector) 

q2 +(hA), Too """ qN +(hA)NTco] 
T (input vector) 

(E. 3) 
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A(r) - 
ýhA), l 

-SJ 
+p 

p 

0 

0 

0 ... ... ... ... pp 

10 """ 0 
01 """ B(t) 

It is noted that: 

0 

0 

P 

kAs 
S= PC/V, P= SAz 

In order to obtain the solution, all the eigenvalues of the matrix A should be less than 
unity so that the model is convergent or stable. Once the matrices A, B are known, the 
temperature rise of each element can be calculated. 

E. 3 Temperature Changes in Radial Direction 

If the temperature of a hollow cylinder is considered to be dependent on the radial 
coordinate, the governing equation is obtained from the heat conduction equation*: 

aT a2T 1 öT 

2+ at ar r ar 

Samarskii, A. A. and Vabishchevich, P. N. (1995), Computational heat transfer: Volume 1 Mathematical 

modelling, John Wiley, Chichester, pp. 16-21 

p0... ... ... ... 

(hA)2 
sp0... ... ... 
2p 

(hA)3 

p-Sp0... ... 
+2p 

(hA)N-I 

..... ppS 
+ 2p 
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where ß is the thermal diffusivity, i. e. P= k/pcp. Assuming that the cylinder is divided 
into N concentric elements in the radial direction, as depicted in Figure E. 2 and the 
temperature is uniform within each element, the finite-difference method** can be 
applied. 

ý" T, T(N, t) 
- ---------------------- T(n, +l, t) 

Figure E. 2 Finite-difference mesh for hollow cylinder 

The first and second order partial differential terms may be written in the approximate 
difference form as follows: 

OT(r, t) dT(nAr, t) 

at dt 
aT(r, t) T(nAr, t) - T((n -1)Ar, t) 

Or Ar 

a2T(r, t) T((n + 1)Ar, t) - 2T(nAr, t) + T((n -1)Ar, t) 
ail (Ar)2 

where Ar is the thickness of each element, i. e. Ar = R, /N; r= nAr, n= n1, n; +1,..., N; n, is 
the index number of the inner hole element. The one-dimensional unsteady heat- 

conduction equation becomes 

dT(n, t) ß 
2 

[(n 
- 1)T(n -1, t)+(1-2n)T(n, t) + nT(n + 1, t)] 

dt n(Or) 

This equation applies to the inside elements. For the boundary cells subject to heat flux 
input q and convection cooling, the following equations are applicable: 

dT(n;, t) 
- 

qn1 
- 

h�iAn1-I (T(n1, t)_ T1. )- 
kA(T(n, 

t)-T(n+1, t)) 
dt PcVPcp nVt 

PcpVnjAr 

dT(N, t) 
- 

qN 
hN AN 

CV PC V 
(T(N, t)-T ý a) + 

kVN-1 
(T(N-1, t)-T(N, t)) 

dt PpNPpN Pc`4 
pN Or 

where A� is the outer surface area of the nth element. 

The governing equations of all the elements can be put into a state-space form such that: 

** Smith, G. D. (1985), Numerical solution of PDEs, 3rd ed., Oxford Univ. Press, London 
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v= A(t)v + B(t)x 

where: 

T 
(state vector) 

x=rq,,, 
+ hni Ani-I T- t R' ,v +h N AN TT 

oo o (input vector) Snt SN 

A(t) _ 

(E. 4) 

_ 
hni Ani-1 

_ 
kAni kAni 

... ... ... ... p Sni sni Ar Sni Ar 

N 
nltl 

Onltl F0 
""" """ """ 

0 (Dni+2 Oni+2 F0. 
". ".. 

0 
0 

... ... ... 0 (l)N-1 ON-1 F 

0 
... ... ... ... 0 

kAN-1 hNAN 

_ 

kAN-1 

SNAr SN SNAr 

10 """ 0 
01 """ 

where: 

Sn = PcpVn , r= ß 
(Ar)2 ' 

n-1 
(ýj Yn = 

IF r9 

n 

1-2n 7ý On 
=1 

n 

In this finite-difference equation, the lumped-parameter technique was applied to each 
element. 
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